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Introduction
The General Theory of Relativity developed by Einstein in 1916 predicts the exis-
tence of gravitational waves. These can be described as perturbations of the space-
time metric propagating at the speed of light, produced by the acceleration of bodies.
Because of the weakness of the intensity of a gravitational wave, only astrophysical
sources are able to produce effects detectable on Earth. Since relative positions of
free masses are determined by the the space-time metric, in principle it is possible
to experimentally detect the passage of a gravitational wave by measuring the rela-
tive distance variation induced in a set of suspended masses. However, the foreseen
intensities of gravitational waves are so weak that length variations of the order of
10−18 m have to be measured. Because of the difficulties connected with such small
effects, no direct detection has been accomplished so far. Indirect proof of the exis-
tence of gravitational waves was discovered by J.H.Taylor and R.A.Hulse in 1992 [1].
They measured energy losses in the orbit of the binary system PSR 1913+16, which
turned out to be in agreement with results predicted by the gravitational waves
emission.
The idea of using interferometry to detect gravitational waves started to be ex-
plored a few decades ago [2], and in the last few years a number of ground-based laser
interferometers have been put into operation: the three LIGO interferometers in the
United States [3], the German-British GEO600 [4], the Japanese TAMA300 [5] and
the Italian-French VIRGO [6].
VIRGO is a recycled Michelson interferometer (ITF) where each arm is replaced
by a 3 km long Fabry-Perot cavity. It is located at the European Gravitational
Observatory (EGO), close to Cascina (Pisa, Italy), and is designed to detect gravi-
tational waves emitted by astrophysical sources. Mirrors are suspended in vacuum
by high performance suspensions, so that detection is possibly starting from very low
frequencies, a few Hz, up to a few kHz. The main subsystems of VIRGO were tested
in 2001-2002, during the commissioning of the Central Interferometer, a 6m-long
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recycled Michelson interferometer [52]. In September 2003, following completion of
the installation of the 3km arms, VIRGO commissioning began, with the goal of
putting into operation the detector and reaching the designed sensitivity in a few
years.
The work presented in this thesis is focused on the longitudinal control of VIRGO,
that is the control of the position of the test masses along the light beam direction.
Relative displacements of the mirrors need to be actively controlled in order to bring
and keep the interferometer on its working point. By following the evolution of the
VIRGO commissioning, suitable strategies have been designed and applied to differ-
ent optical configurations: a single Fabry-Perot cavity, a Michelson interferometer
with Fabry-Perot cavities in the arms (the recombined ITF), and finally the full
interferometer (the recycled ITF). Once the lock of full VIRGO was achieved, the
process of investigating and reducing the longitudinal control noises coupled into
the dark fringe signal began.
Chapter 1 describes possible sources of gravitational waves, and principles of
their interferometric detection. VIRGO is presented in Chapter 2, where the main
characteristics of the sub-systems composing the detector are shown. In Chapter 3
the main aspects of longitudinal control of the ITF are introduced, together with
techniques currently adopted by detectors with an optical configuration similar to
VIRGO, such as LIGO and TAMA. The organization of the commissioning of Virgo
is summarized in Chapters 4. Chapters 5 and 6 describe the design and imple-
mentation of the longitudinal control in simpler optical configurations: the single
Fabry-Perot cavity and the recombined ITF.
The longitudinal control of VIRGO in its final recycled configuration, achieved by
means of an original technique called variable finesse locking, is detailed in Chapter
7. Development and application of this technique represents the primary original
contribution of the author to the Virgo commissioning effort. The concept behind
the technique is new to the community and broadly applicable to existing and future
gravitational wave detectors.
Performance of the VIRGO interferometer and progress in its sensitivity are
finally shown in Chapter 8 on the basis of the data collected in three commissioning
runs, the last one performed in September 2005.
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Chapter 1
Gravitational Waves and their
Detection
This first chapter briefly presents the expected gravitational waves sources and the
principle of interferometric detection with a simple Michelson ITF. The optical con-
figuration adopted in Virgo, a power recycled Michelson ITF with Fabry-Perot cav-
ities in the arms, allows the interferometer sensitivity to be increased.
The three fundamental noises limiting the present interferometric detectors sen-
sitivity are seismic noise, thermal noise and shot noise. In particular, their con-
tributions to the Virgo design sensitivity, better described in the next chapter, are
introduced here.
1.1 Sources
Gravitational waves are produced by the acceleration of bodies. The conservation of
mass-energy, linear momentum, and angular momentum makes null the gravitational
wave emission associated with monopole, dipole, and magnetic dipole radiation,
respectively. The first contribution different from zero is given by the quadrupole
moment, producing an oscillating strain transverse to the propagation direction:
hjk =
2G
rc4
[
d2Qjk
dt2
]
t−r/c
(1.1)
where r is the distance between the source and the observer and Qjk is the
reduced quadrupole term associated with the mass distribution ρ(−→x ):
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Qjk =
∫
ρ(−→x )
[
xjxk − 13δij |
−→x |2
]
d|−→x |
The quadrupole moment of a body of mass M and characteristic radius R can
be estimated as:
Q ∼MR2 (1.2)
The order of magnitude of the strain amplitude of the gravitational wave is
therefore:
h ∼ 1
r
G
c4
MR2
T 2
(1.3)
where T is the typical time of variation of the mass distribution. In terms of the
typical speed of displacement v = R/T , h can be written as:
h ∼ 1
r
GM
c2
(v
c
)2
(1.4)
The designed sensitivity of detectors such as LIGO and VIRGO is of the order
of 10−22 at 100 Hz. Since G/c2 is a very small quantity1, only astrophysical massive
bodies can be detected on Earth.
On the base of the time evolution of the emitted signals, gravitational waves
sources can be classified as:
• impulsive sources (bursts), such as supernovae explosions or coalescent
binary systems at their merging phase;
• quasi-periodic sources, such as coalescent binary systems;
• periodic sources, such as spinning neutron stars;
• stochastic background from either astrophysical or cosmologic origin.
In the following sections, detection rates of gravitational waves for first generation
interferometers, operative in the short term (2006-2007), are described.
1 G
c2
∼ 10−29 m3
s4Kg
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1.1.1 Supernovae
The gravitational wave signal associated with a supernova explosion typically lasts
a few ms, and thus exhibits a broadband high-frequency spectrum, extending to a
few Hz. The amplitude of the emitted pulse is modeled as:
h ∼ 2.7× 10−20
(
∆E
M¯c2
)1/2(1 kHz
f
)1/2(10 Mpc
r
)
(1.5)
where f is the inverse of the collapse time and ∆E is the energy emitted in the
form of a gravitational wave, depending both on the collapse speed and its degree
of asymmetry.
Advanced astrophysical simulations predict an emitted energy ∆E/M¯c2 ∼
10−6 [8]. This scarce value makes the amplitude too low to detect a supernova in the
nearest galaxy cluster (Virgo), where several events per months are expected [7]. In
our galaxy the expectation is reduced to only a few events per century, so that the
first generation of interferometers are not supposed to detect more than one event
every several years.
1.1.2 Coalescent Binaries
Gravitational waves are emitted by binary systems composed of compact objects: a
couple of neutron stars (NS), a couple of black holes (BH), or one NS and one BH.
Energy is progressively lost through gravitational radiation. The orbital radius is
reduced accordingly, so that the emission frequency increases until the coalescence
of the two bodies (corresponding to a frequency of about 1 kHz for NS-NS2. Binary
systems can only be detected by ground-based interferometers in the last minutes of
their life, when the emission frequency is higher than several Hz. The rate of available
signals is therefore low, despite the large number of compact binary systems in the
close universe.
The horizon is defined as the maximum distance to which an optimally positioned
and oriented binary can be detected3 with a minimum signal-over-noise ratio (SNR)
of 8. The estimates of the event rate are affected by large uncertainties [10], as
reported in table 1.1:
2The NS mass is known to be around 1.4 M⊙. For the BH mass, 10 M⊙ will be used in the
following pages.
3The effective range of the interferometer is also averaged over all sky positions and binary
orientations, and is called the inspiral range. According to this definition, the inspiral range has to
be multiplied by a factor ∼ √5 to obtain the horizon.)
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1st generation interferometers
Horizon Rates (min - max)
NS-NS 30 Mpc 0.0003/yr− 0.3/yr
NS-BH 40 Mpc 0.0004/yr− 0.5/yr
BH-BH 145 Mpc 0.001/yr− 3/yr
Table 1.1: Horizon and detection rates for coalescing binary sources.
Recent studies [11] suggest that short-hard gamma rays bursts result from a
long-lived progenitor system, such as NS-NS or NS-BH binary systems. According
to this model, the predicted rate of such signals, detectable by first generation
interferometers, increases from one every few years to several events per year. One
of the most relevant aspects in the detection of compact objects inspiral signals is
that their waveforms are considered to be known well enough to be detected by a
matching filter technique.
1.1.3 Neutron Stars
Spinning neutron stars with asymmetry around the rotation axis emit gravitational
waves mainly at twice their rotation frequency. About 109 spinning neutron stars
are present in our galaxy, with rotation frequencies of between fractions of Hz and a
few hundred Hz [9]. However, only a few percent neutron stars emit at a frequency
f within the detection band of ground-based interferometers, above the tens of Hz.
The amplitude strength of the emitted signal is:
h ∼ 10−21²
(
f
100 Hz
)2(10 kpc
r
)
(1.6)
where ² is the asymmetry of the mass distribution. The SNR for a signal emitted
at a fixed frequency is proportional to the square root of the integration time, so
that it can be increased by means of a long observation time. The problem is that
the Doppler effect due to the Earth motion has to be subtracted independently for
every direction of the sky, requiring very large calculation times.
Upper limits for ² can be given by attributing the entire spin-down of the pulsar
to the gravitational wave emission. For the Crab pulsar, spinning at 30 Hz, this is
7×10−4, corresponding to a maximum possible amplitude around 10−24 for a gravi-
tational wave signal emitted at 60 Hz. Under this hypothesis, such a signal could be
detected in one year by first generation interferometric ground-based detectors [12].
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1.1.4 Stochastic Background
Gravitational waves are also present in the Universe as a stochastic background.
They are formed by a superposition of random signals coming from all directions at
all frequencies, produced by both cosmological and astrophysical sources.
The proposed detection scheme generally involves correlation techniques between
different detectors. As shown in [13], the stochastic background floor is presently
estimated to be well below the sensitivity of even the more advanced detectors, so
that this gravitational wave source can be sensibly neglected for first generation
interferometers.
As shown in the previous sections, the rate estimates are very uncertain and
largely depend on the applied model. It is therefore very difficult to evaluate the
effective possibility of detecting gravitational waves with the current interferometric
detectors.
The most promising sources are presently considered to be coalescent binaries,
with several events per year according to recent encouraging studies. Moreover, the
evolution of the signals can be well modeled, so that a matching filter technique can
be applied.
1.2 Interferometric detection
A gravitational wave detector has to convert the effects produced by a gravitational
wave passage into a measurable signal. The base of the interferometric detection
of all the large-scale instruments is a Michelson ITF with suspended mirrors [14],
illuminated by a monochromatic laser source. Above the frequency of the pendulum
resonance, suspended mirrors behave as free masses, therefore forming a free falling
reference system. The passage of a gravitational wave induces a change in the
relative distance of the mirrors (see figure 1.1). A consequent variation occurs in
the power transmitted at the anti-symmetric (ASY) port, detected by means of a
photo-detector (see figure 1.2).
Different variants of this scheme are currently adopted by the interferometric
detectors all over the world.
Virgo, in particular, is a power-recycling Michelson interferometer with Fabry-
Perot cavities in the arms. The reasons for this choice are briefly summarized here.
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Figure 1.1: Effect of a gravitational wave propagating along the z direction on free falling test
masses placed in a ring.
1.2.1 Michelson interferometer
The Michelson ITF optical configuration is shown in figure 1.3. A beam splitter
mirror (BS) is impinged upon by a laser source. Half of the light is transmitted along
the laser propagation direction, the other half is reflected into the perpendicular
axis. The two beams are reflected from the input (IM1) and end (IM2) mirrors and
recombined at the BS.
The passage of a gravitational wave with amplitude strain h and optimal orien-
tation and polarization produces a differential change ∆lGW in the length of the two
Michelson arms, which is given by:
∆lGW = l0h (1.7)
where l0 is the average of two unperturbed arm lengths. ∆lGW is measured by
means of the differential phase shift ∆φGW induced in the light returning to the BS:
∆φGW =
4pi
λ
hl0 (1.8)
where λ is the wavelength of the laser light.
The wave passage can be detected by a photo-detector placed at the ASY port.
Given a power Pin impinging on the BS, the power detected by the photo-detector
is:
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Figure 1.2: Base of the interferometric detection: a Michelson ITF with suspended mirrors,
illuminated by a monochromatic laser source. The beam transmitted to the anti-symmetric port is
measured by a photo-detector.
Pasy = rBStBS [r21 + r
2
2 + 2r1r2cos(2k∆l)]Pin (1.9)
where r1 and r2 are the amplitude reflectivity of the end mirrors, rBS = tBS =
√
2/2
are the reflectivity and the transmissivity of the BS and δl = l1 − l2 is the length
asymmetry between the two arms. By introducing the contrast defect C, defined as
C =
Pmaxasy − Pminasy
Pmaxasy + Pminasy
=
2r1r2
r21 + r
2
2
(1.10)
equation 1.9 becomes:
Pasy =
Pin
2
[1 + Ccos(2k∆l)] (1.11)
The length asymmetry ∆l between the two arms is composed of a static difference
∆l12 plus the perturbation due to the passage of the gravitational wave δlGW . By
considering the corresponding phase shift and keeping the first order terms, the
previous expression can be written as:
Pasy =
Pin
2
[1 + Ccos(∆φ12)− Csin(∆φ12)δφGW ] (1.12)
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Figure 1.3: Michelson ITF optical configuration.
The variation produced by the wave passage is therefore:
δPGW = −Pin2 Csin(∆φ12)δφGW (1.13)
In order to get the maximum sensitivity of the detector, ∆φ12 has to be optimized
considering the limitation imposed by the shot-noise on the minimum detectable
phase. The number of photons N with frequency ω/2pi impinging upon the photo-
diode having efficiency η in the interval time δt is given by:
N =
ηPasy∆t
h¯Planckω
(1.14)
Because of the Poissonian statistics associated with this process, δNshot ∼
√
N , so
that the corresponding variation induced in the power is:
δPshot =
√
Pasyh¯Planckω
η∆t
(1.15)
The optimal value of ∆φ12 can be found by maximizing the signal to noise ratio:
S
N
=
|δPGW |
δPshot
(1.16)
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The dark fringe condition of the instrument, that is null power going out of the ITF
at the ASY port, corresponds to:
cos∆φ12 ≈ −1, with C ∼ 1 (1.17)
The minimum value of the detectable phase is found by imposing S/N = 1. Its
corresponding linear spectral density is:
δ˜φminGW =
√
h¯Planckω
ηPin
(1.18)
and, in terms of the amplitude strain linear spectral density of the gravitational
wave:
h˜min =
1
2pi(l1 + l2)
√
hPlanckcλ
Pinη
/
√
Hz (1.19)
By considering the nominal Virgo parameters (λ = 1.064 µm, η ≈ 0.78 and incoming
power P = 20 Watt), and by assuming 3 km long Michelson arms (l1 ∼ l2 ∼ 3 km):
h˜min ∼ 2 · 10−21 /
√
Hz (1.20)
The linear spectral density of a typical gravitational wave signal with amplitude
h = hRMS ∼ 10−22 in a frequency band ∆f ∼ 100 Hz is instead:
h˜GW ∼ 10−23 /
√
Hz (1.21)
which is a few orders of magnitude less.
According to the previous equation, in order to further improve the sensitivity,
longer arms and more powerful lasers should be used. However, arms longer than a
few kilometers are not feasible, and more powerful lasers do not satisfy the required
frequency stability. The alternatives adopted by Virgo and other detectors consist
of amplifying the phase shift accumulated in the arms by means of Fabry-Perot
cavities, and increasing the power inside the ITF by using the technique of power-
recycling.
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Figure 1.4: Optical configuration consisting of Michelson ITF with Fabry-Perot cavities in the
arms.
1.2.2 Fabry-Perot cavities
In order to amplify the optical path of the light inside the ITF, Fabry-Perot cavities
are inserted in the arms (see figure 1.4).
The response of a Fabry Perot cavity is detailed in appendix B. Its remarkable
property is that when the cavity is at resonance the phase shift induced by the grav-
itational wave’s passage is increased, with respect to the single mirror configuration,
proportionally to the finesse F of the cavity. The amplification given by the cavity
is valid only if the period of the gravitational wave is longer than the storage time
of the light inside the cavity itself.
The shot-noise limited sensitivity of a Michelson with Fabry-Perot cavities in the
arms is:
h˜shot(f) =
1
4(L1 + L2)F
√
2hPlanck
λc
ηPin
√
1 +
(
f
fFP
)2
/
√
Hz (1.22)
where L1 and L2 are the lengths of the two cavities and fFP = c/4LF is the
Fabry-Perot cut-off frequency.
For Virgo, the finesse of the Fabry-Perot cavities is F = 50 [17].
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Figure 1.5: Optical configuration consisting of a power recycling Michelson ITF with Fabry-Perot
cavities in the arms.
1.2.3 Recycling of the light
In order to increase the power impinging on the BS, the technique of light recycling is
applied [15] [16]. As shown before, the dark fringe condition is required to optimize
the interferometer response. This implies that, by assuming low light losses and a
good contrast of the ITF, a large part of the light is reflected back from the ITF to
the laser source. By appropriately placing a power recycling mirror (PR) in between
the BS and the laser source (see figure 1.5), the light reflected from the ITF can
be made resonant with the incoming one. The maximum recycling gain Grec of the
circulating power depends on the total losses of the ITF Ltot:
Grec ≈ 1
Ltot
and it can therefore be increased by reducing, as much as possible, the losses
of the ITF. For Virgo, the nominal recycling gain is Grec ≈ 50 [17]. The resulting
configuration is therefore a power recycling Michelson ITF with Fabry-Perot cavities
in the arms.
With respect to the previous configuration, without PR, the shot-noise limit
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improves by a factor 1/
√
Gric:
h˜shot(f) =
1
4(L1 + L2)F
√
2hPlanck
λc
ηGricPin
√
1 +
(
f
fFP
)2
/
√
Hz (1.23)
According to the Virgo parameters, the linear spectral density of the shot noise
is of the order of 10−23/
√
Hz, two orders of magnitude less than would be obtained
in simple Michelson configuration. The shot noise limits the Virgo sensitivity at
high frequency, starting from 500-600 Hz.
The other limiting fundamental noise sources in the low and mid frequency region
for this kind of detector are seismic noise and thermal noise. These are described
in the next paragraphs.
1.2.4 Seismic noise
The seismic noise transferred from the ground to the mirrors is the low frequency
limiting noise source for interferometric detection. The amplitude and spectrum of
the seismic noise of the ground where the ITF is located are strongly dependent on
its geologic conformation and on human activities, but is always several orders of
magnitudes higher than the required sensitivity. For instance, on the Virgo site, the
contribution of the seismic noise at f ≥ 0.5 Hz is:
h˜sism(f) ∼ 10−9
(
1 Hz
f
)2
/
√
Hz
Therefore, without a high performance mirror suspension system, detection would
not be possible.
The simplest system is to suspend the mirrors of the ITF to pendulums. Above
its resonance frequency f0, a simple pendulum is actually a second order low pass
filter, so that the pendulum displacement x(f) is depressed with respect to the
displacement of the pendulum suspension point xsusp(f). In terms of their linear
spectral density, it can be written as:
x˜(f)
x˜susp(f)
= −f
2
0
f2
(1.24)
On the basis of this principle, different solutions are currently adopted by ground-
based interferometric detectors. As described in the next chapter, Virgo uses the
Superattenuators, high performance multi-pendulum stages. The detection is there-
fore enabled down to 4 Hz. At that frequency the newtonian noise, induced by local
gravity field fluctuations, is a limiting noise source as well.
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1.2.5 Thermal noise
Thermal noise is another fundamental noise source limiting interferometric detec-
tion. A system in thermal equilibrium with the environment is affected by state
fluctuations, connected with dissipation phenomena. In the mechanical system con-
stituted by the mirror suspension, internal dissipation is present both in the mirror
substrates and in the suspension wires.
The suspended mirror can be assimilated to a simple pendulum of mass m,
having a resonant angular frequency ω0 immersed in a thermal background at the
temperature T . In the hypothesis of dissipation due to the material structure,
the equation of the pendulum motion can be modeled in the frequency domain
by including an imaginary part φ(ω) in the Hook law [19]:
x¨(ω) + ω20[1 + iφ(ω)]x(ω) = F/m (1.25)
Experimentally, φ(ω) ∼ 10−6.
The system dynamics and the frequency spectrum of the thermal noise can be
connected by means of the fluctuation and dissipation theorem [18]:
Sx˙ = 2kBTRe(Y (ω)) (1.26)
where Y (ω) = x˙/F . For a low loss oscillator, Q = φ−1(ω0), so that the thermal
noise spectrum of the oscillator can b written as:
x˜term(ω) =
√√√√4kBTω20
mQω
1(
ω2 − ω20
)2 + ω40
Q2
The frequency dependence of the thermal noise is therefore:
• ∝ ω−1/2, when ω << ω0;
• ∝ ω−5/2, when ω >> ω0
The limit in detector sensitivity due to thermal noise is mainly dependent on
the structure of the adopted suspension mirror. In Virgo pendulum movements
have very high Q (∼ 106) resonant frequencies below 10 Hz. The transverse violins
modes are present starting from a few hundreds of Hz, the vertical ones are around
a few tens of Hz, with Q ∼ 105. Internal vibrational modes of the mirrors are of the
order of a few kHz, with Q ∼ 106. As will be shown in the next chapter, thermal
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noise limits the Virgo sensitivity curve from 4 Hz to 500 Hz.
Not fundamental but technical noises, mainly connected with the control of
the instrument, are the limiting sources of noise in the preliminary commissioning
phase of any interferometric detector. Some of the noises presently limiting the
Virgo sensitivity curve will be described in the next chapters. All of these noises are
supposed to be reduced below the required level by the end of the commissioning
phase.
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Chapter 2
The VIRGO Detector
Virgo is located in the plain of Cascina, near Pisa (see figure 2.1).
Figure 2.1: The Virgo site.
All of the large optics are suspended in an ultra-high vacuum system by the
so-called superattenuators, multipendulum isolators able to greatly reduce seismic
noise at a very low frequency, thus enabling a high sensitivity down to a few Hz.
The Virgo optical scheme is described in figure 2.2. The input beam is produced
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Figure 2.2: Virgo optical scheme.
by a laser Nd:Yag (λ = 1064 nm) with a power of 20 Watt. It is stabilized in
frequency and position both by active controls and by passive filtering through a
suspended triangular cavity, the input mode-cleaner (IMC). Mainly because of IMC
internal losses, only half of the incoming power enters the interferometer, through
the power-recycling mirror (PR). The beam is then split by the beam-splitter mirror
(BS) into two beams which enter the two long Fabry-Perot cavities, to be then
reflected to the BS, where they are recombined. Together with the Fabry-Perot
Michelson ITF, the PR forms another Fabry-Perot cavity of about 12 m, the power
recycling cavity, having a designed gain of 50. The power upon the BS is therefore
500 Watts.
The light passes many times through the optical substrates, so these need to be
extremely pure, with low diffusion and low absorption. Mirror coatings also need
to fulfill constraints on the wavefront surface deformation of less than λ/100. Total
losses are around tens of ppm.
In order to improve the contrast, a suspended output mode-cleaner (OMC) fil-
ters the interferometer out-going main beam, which is then focalized onto InGaAs
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photodiodes.
Figure 2.3: Virgo design sensitivity (See also the official Virgo Sensitivity curve repository
http://www.virgo.infn.it/senscurve).
The noises limiting the Virgo design sensitivity, already described in the previous
chapter, are:
• seismic noise, up to 4 Hz. The high superattenuator performance, guarantees
a reduction by a factor of 1015 at 10 Hz of the seismic noise transferred to the
mirrors, enabling detection down to a very low frequency;
• thermal noise, dominating the sensitivity in the intermediate frequency region,
with the pendulum thermal noise up to 30 Hz and the mirror thermal noise
from 30 Hz to about 500 Hz;
• the shot noise, together with the low pass filter of the Fabry-Perot cavities
above 500 Hz.
The Virgo design sensitivity, shown in figure 2.3, is planned to be:
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h˜ ' 3× 10−21 1√
Hz
@ 10 Hz (2.1)
h˜ ' 7× 10−23 1√
Hz
@ 100 Hz (2.2)
2.1 Injection system
The injection system is the ensemble of components needed to produce the laser
beam entering the ITF, to pre-stabilize it and to spatially adapt it to the ITF. The
laser beam (20 Watts at λ =1064nm) is produced by a slave Nd : Y V O4 high power
laser injection-locked to a 1 Watts Nd : Y AG master laser. The laser is located on
a bench rigidly connected to the ground, in air. It is found in the laser laboratory,
a room separated from the experimental main area. The laser light is modulated
in phase at the frequencies of 6.26 MHz and 22 MHz (see sections 2.5.2 and 3.4.1)
before passing through the suspended injection bench, placed in vacuum.
The following main components are located on the suspended external bench
(see figure 2.4):
• the input and output plane mirrors, which compose the input mode-cleaner;
• two mirrors (M5 and M6) of a three mirror spherical telescope, which adapts
the beam coming out the mode-cleaner (having a waist of 5 mm) to the ITF
(waist w0 = 2 cm on the input mirrors). The last mirror of the telescope is
the power recycling mirror;
• a 30 cm ultra-stable monolithic triangular cavity (RFC), used as reference for
frequency pre-stabilization.
Together with the two mirrors located on the bench, a third suspended curved
mirror at a distance of 144 m composes the IMC.
2.1.1 The input mode-cleaner
The main goal of the IMC is to filter the fluctuations of the laser beam position
(beam jitter). The filtering properties of a suspended cavity can be explained in
the following way. The fundamental mode of a misaligned laser beam is seen in the
optical axis of a cavity as a linear combination of higher order modes in the base
of the cavity itself. In the same way, any input jittering beam is seen by the cavity
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Figure 2.4: Schematic view of the injection system.
as composed of a linear combination of transverse modes. Since only the TEM00
mode is kept resonant and since the cavity is suspended, the IMC out-going beam
is stable in position.
The Virgo IMC is a triangular Fabry-Perot cavity 144 m long, with finesse F ∼
1000. The amplitude of the higher order modes entering the ITF is reduced by a
factor 103, reducing by the same amount the phase noise induced by the beam jitter.
Moreover, as in all the Fabry-Perot cavities, the IMC is a first order low-pass filter
for power and frequency fluctuations of the laser, with a cut-off frequency equal to
its cavity pole (f0 = c4LF ∼ 500Hz).
2.2 Detection system
The detection system is composed of two parts: the suspended detection bench,
placed in vacuum, and the external detection bench, not suspended and in air. The
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suspended detection bench mainly holds the output telescope and the output mode
cleaner (OMC), a monolithic optical cavity 2.5 cm long of finesse F = 50, which
filters higher order modes of the beam, transmitting only the fundamental one. The
main beam leaves the suspended bench to reach the external bench, where a set of
InGaAS photodiodes (B1) are located in order to detect the signal. About 1% of
the beam coming out of the anti-symmetric port is directly detected by a different
photodiode (B1p), still located on the external bench, without passing through the
OMC. The read-out scheme of the signals demodulated at the modulation frequency
(Ω-demodulated signals, see section 3.4.1) is done as shown in figure 2.6.
Figure 2.5: Scheme of the detection bench.
The signal produced by each photodiode first goes through a tuned preamplifier,
attached to the photodiode, in order to amplify the Ω-component with respect to
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Figure 2.6: Read-out scheme of the signal demodulated at the modulation frequency.
the harmonics. Then, the RF signal coming from the preamplifier is split into two
signals, both of which are transferred to the demodulation board 2.7. Each of these
is passed through a mixer, using, as a second input signal, a Ω-modulated reference
signal provided by the Local Oscillator board (LO). One of the two LO signals is
de-phased by 90◦ before entering the mixer, in order to produce, as output, the two
signals, demodulated at 0◦ (in-phase, P ) and at 90◦ (quadrature-phase, Q).
Figure 2.7: Schematic view of the demodulation board for one channel (P). After the mixer, the
signal is passed through a compression filter, which increases the gain above 10 Hz by a factor of
35. After an anti-aliasing filter, the signal is sampled at 20 kHz by a 16 bit ADC.
2.3 The Mirrors
The input and end mirrors of the ITF are fused silica cylinders, with a diameter of
35 cm and mass of 20 kg. The BS mirror is smaller, with a diameter of 23 cm and
mass of 5 kg. The PR mirror has a mass of 20 kg, but presents a composite structure
that is different with respect to all the other mirrors, as will be better described in
chapter 6.
The main parameters of the mirrors: the radius of curvature (ROC), the reflec-
tivity (R) and transmissivity (T), the losses of the high reflectivity (HR) and anti
reflectivity (AR) coatings, are reported in the following tables.
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Shape 1st face Shape 2nd face R 1st face T 2nd face Losses HR Losses AR
NI Flat Flat 132 ± 2 ppm 11.8 ± 0.03% 9.25 ppm 0.9 ppm
WI Flat Flat 171 ± 0.6 ppm 11.66 ± 0.02% 15.38 ppm 1.7 ppm
Table 2.1: Input mirror parameters
Shape 1st face Shape 2st face T 2st face Losses HR
NE Concave - ROC=3580 ± 17 m Flat 42.9 ± 0.02 ppm 4.67 ppm
WE Concave - ROC=3601 ± 15 m Flat 38.3 ± 0.7 ppm 9.19 ppm
Table 2.2: End mirror parameters
Shape 1st face Shape 2nd face R 1st face R 2nd face Losses HR Losses AR
BS Flat Flat 50.25 ± 0.18% 519 ± 10 ppm 6.85 ppm ppm
Table 2.3: BS mirror parameters
Shape 1st face Shape 2nd face R 1st face T 2nd face
PR Convex - 4.3 ± 0.04 m Flat 135 ± 2 ppm 7.3 ± 0.03 %
Table 2.4: PR mirror parameters
2.4 Mirror suspension system
The Virgo main optics are suspended in vacuum to multi-stages pendulums, the
superattenuators (SA). The SA has been designed in order to greatly suppress the
seismic noise transmitted to the mirror, with an attenuation factor of ten orders
of magnitude starting at 4 Hz. Attenuation is needed not only for the horizontal
displacement along the laser beam direction, but also, because of couplings between
the different degrees of freedom, for the vertical displacement and the rotation of
the pendulum chain around the vertical axis. The seismic attenuation is based on
the following principles:
• the horizontal displacement of the suspension point of a pendulum is reduced
by (f0/f)2, at a frequency f above the frequency f0 of the pendulum normal
mode. With a n-stages pendulum it is possible to obtain a total attenuation
factor proportional to 1/f2n, at frequencies above the highest resonance of the
chain.
• the vertical displacement reduction is achieved having using triangular blade
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springs that allow oscillation in the vertical direction;
• the rotational mode frequencies are confined below a few Hz by locating the
mass in structures that have a high momentum of inertia. Moreover, a con-
nection of two consecutive stages by suspension wire with small diameter and
located close to their centers of mass makes it possible to reduce the frequency
rotational modes.
2.4.1 Main elements of the SA
The main elements of the SA are (see figure 2.8):
Figure 2.8: The Superattenuator.
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The inverted pendulum The suspension point of the multi-stage pendulum is
attached on the top of an inverted pendulum (IP), a 6 m structure constituted
by three aluminium legs connected at the bottom by a flexible joint, supporting
a metallic ring on its top. It acts as a second order low-pass filter above its
resonance frequency, forming a ”pre-isolator” for the seismic noise reaching
the chain.
By modeling it as a massless vertical bar of length l, connected to the ground
by an elastic joint with linear stiffness k and having a mass m at its top, the
resonant frequency f0 can be written as:
f0 =
1
2pi
√
k
m
− g
l
(2.3)
For Virgo, by suitably tuning these parameters, f0 ∼ 30 mHz.
The seismic filters A sequence of five mechanical filters replace the pendulum
masses in the chain. Each mechanical filter is a rigid drum-shaped metallic
structure with a total mass of about 100 kg. Each stage is connected to the
following one through blade springs. Their stiffness is such that in the vertical
direction the natural resonant frequency of the filter is about 1.5 Hz. The
highest mode of the chain would be therefore fixed to 7.5 Hz, well above the
designed detection frequency threshold of 4 Hz. A system of magnetic anti-
springs has been developed to reduce the vertical stiffness of the blades and to
confine the main vertical resonant frequency of each filter below the pendulum
one [25].
The last stage The last stage of the SA consists of an element with four wings,
called ”marionette”, from which four wires originate, supporting a reference
mass and a mirror, as shown in figure 2.9. Displacement of the mirrors along
the beam directions are controlled by means of four coils placed on the reference
mass, acting on magnets glued to the back of the mirror. This guarantees that
the reference mass recoils against the mirror, so that the center of mass of
the reference mass-mirror system is at rest. The pendulum length of the last
stage is about 0.7 m, corresponding at a resonance frequency along the beam
direction of 0.6 Hz.
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Figure 2.9: Last stage of the SA, formed by the marionette, the reference mass, and the mirror.
2.4.2 Inertial damping
The SA provides very good seismic isolation in the detection frequency band, above
4 Hz. However, at very low frequency, seismic noise is integrally transferred to the
mirrors or even amplified by the 90 normal modes of the chain. An active control of
the SA is therefore needed in order to reduce the residual motion of the suspended
mirrors.
The basic idea of the inertial damping is to control the position of the suspen-
sion point using inertial sensors (accelerometers) to produce suitable error signals.
However, accelerometers are sensitive to the acceleration of the pendulum, but not
to the motion of the pendulum at constant velocity. For this reason such a kind
of control would be unstable with respect to drifts. Position sensors based on Lin-
ear Voltage Differential Transformers (LVDT) are therefore used as well to extract
suitable signals in order to extend the control bandwidth down to DC. LVDT are
however referred to ground and may cause seismic noise injected in the feedback
loop.
LVDT and accelerometers are mounted on the top stage of the SA in a trian-
gular configuration. They produce signals sensitive to movements of the inverted
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pendulum in all its three normal modes: two horizontal translations and the rotation
around the vertical axis. These signals are appropriately combined, filtered and sent
to pairs of coil-magnet actuators, able to move the inverted pendulum. Thanks to
its very low stiffness, the inverted pendulum can be moved by applying very small
forces. With a control bandwidth of 4 Hz, the seismic noise transferred to the mirror
is reduced so as to produce displacement along the beam direction limited to a few
microns.
2.4.3 Local control
The inertial damping previously described is not able to control some internal modes
of the suspension involving the mirror. Moreover, a way to perform the alignment
of the mirrors in DC is needed. A dedicated control system of the last stage of the
superattenuator was therefore designed, in order to damp the angular and longitu-
dinal modes involving the mirror and to be able to set and recover the reference
angular position of each mirror. This local control system is referred to the ground.
Longitudinal and angular local positions of the mirror are reconstructed measur-
ing the position of a laser diode beam reflected by the mirror surface which works
as an optical lever. A position sensing device (PSD) fixed to the tower is used (see
figure 5.13). The marionette positions are measured through an additional optical
lever reflected by a mirror attached to the bottom of the marionette. Four magnets
are attached to the marionette and four coils are placed in front of them, at the level
of the Filter 7. A similar system is made by four coils located on the reference mass,
acting on four magnets glued to the back of the mirror. This guarantees the control
of the mirror along the laser beam direction (z-axis), together with the control of
rotations around the vertical axis (yaw) and around the axis perpendicular to the
beam (pitch). A further reduction of longitudinal and angular motion of the mirror
has been measured, below respectively, 1 micron and 1 microrad.
The local control system can not be used when the ITF is in its working condition
because it uses ground as a reference. However, it plays a crucial role in damping the
mirror oscillations in order to permit the engagement of longitudinal and angular
global control systems.
2.4.4 Performance
The measurement of the SA seismic isolation was done with the the Central Interfer-
ometer (CITF) commissioned in 2001-2002. The CITF a power recycled Michelson
ITF with 6 m long arms, which differs with respect to the final configuration for
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Figure 2.10: Readout of mirror and marionette positions in the local control scheme.
the absence of the 3 km Fabry-Perot cavities, replaced by high reflectivity mirrors.
The mirrors were suspended from the same SA as in Virgo. The CITF was kept
locked on the dark fringe, so that any deviation from the destructive interference
was compensated for by a feedback loop acting on one of the end mirrors. In this
way, it could be used as a very sensitive instrument to measure the residual motion
of the mirrors, in order to study the vibration isolation performance of the Virgo
SA [25].
The measurement was done at a few Hz, where the displacement sensitivity of
the CITF is around 10−12m/
√
Hz. In order to measure the filter chain attenuation,
the SA was excited with sinusoidal lines with frequencies around 4 Hz, both in
horizontal and vertical directions, acting at the level of the inverted pendulum. The
motion transmitted to the mirror was measured by the feedback voltage applied to
the end mirror to keep the CITF locked. Due to the strong attenuation of the SA,
the mirror residual displacement at those frequencies was so small that it could not
be distinguished from the CITF noise floor. As a consequence, only an upper limit of
the horizontal and vertical attenuation was provided. The upper limits of the mirror
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displacements along the beam, induced by vertical and horizontal ground vibrations,
could be inferred by multiplying the standard input seismic noise detected at the
top stage by the measured filter chain transmission. At 4 Hz, they are:
z˜ver = 2 · 10−17 m/
√
Hz (2.4)
z˜hor = 4 · 10−18 m/
√
Hz (2.5)
Both these upper limits are well below the thermal noise floor expected to limit
the antenna sensitivity in the low frequency range. This result should guarantee
that the seismic noise at the mirror level is completely negligible in all the Virgo
detection band.
2.5 Control and Signal Readout
As described in the previous section, the SA provides very good seismic isolation
in the detection frequency band above 4 Hz. At lower frequency, where the seismic
noise is instead transferred to the mirror, the inertial damping and the local control
system are able to keep longitudinal and angular displacements of the mirrors below
the order of 1 µm and 1 µrad respectively. As will be detailed in the next sections,
these levels of performance are quite far from those required to reach the design
sensitivity. Active feedback control systems are therefore needed to globally control
the position of the mirrors in their longitudinal and angular degrees of freedom.
Moreover, an active frequency servo is needed to stabilize the laser frequency.
2.5.1 Longitudinal control
The nominal sensitivity of a power recycled Michelson ITF such as Virgo is achieved
when the laser light is resonant in the optical cavities, and minimum possible light
comes from the output port (dark fringe). In this condition, the ITF is said to be on
its operating point. These conditions imply constraints on the tolerable fluctuations
of the relative position of the mirrors.
As for other similar interferometric detectors, the longitudinal control scheme
of Virgo is based on a standard Pound-Drever-Hall technique. By means of radio
frequency modulation, signals sensitive to deviations of the relative position of the
mirrors from the operating point can be detected at the output ports of the ITF
by demodulation, as described in section 3.4.1. These error signals can be used
to lock the ITF on its operating point by sending a feedback force on the mirrors,
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computed using linear control theory. Several aspects considerably complicate this
approach. In particular, the Pound-Drever-Hall technique provides signals sensitive
to interferometer length variations only in the steady-state regime of the ITF, that
is to say around its operating point.
Outside of this condition any useful error signal could be extracted. A suitable
strategy needs therefore to be designed in order to bring the ITF from the initial
uncontrolled state, where mirrors are freely swinging, to the locked state, where
all the four lengths of the ITF are kept controlled on their operating point. The
problem is usually referred to as lock acquisition, and the following chapters will be
mostly dedicated to this topic.
Longitudinal signal readout
In order to detect the gravitational wave signal, detection needs to be shifted from
DC to higher frequencies, such as the radio frequency region. In fact, laser power
fluctuation requirements1 are too demanding to be fulfilled at low frequency. Fur-
thermore, low frequency detection is limited by the 1/f electronic noise.
According to the frontal modulation technique, the beam is phase modulated
before entering the ITF. The modulation frequency is 6.26 MHz, tuned so that
sidebands are in the IMC and are transmitted to the ITF. The output signal detected
at the anti-symmetric port is then demodulated at the modulation frequency, so as
to extract a signal sensitive to the ITF length variation induced by the gravitational
wave’s passage. Moreover, in order to achieve the design sensitivity the ITF needs
to be kept on its operating point. This means to have the light resonant inside the
cavities, and requires the active control of the main lengths of the ITF (longitudinal
control), as will be described in the next chapter.
Photodiodes are placed at the different output ports of the ITF (in transmission
from the end mirrors, in reflection from the ITF, and in reflection from the second
face of the BS). By demodulation, Pound-Drever-Hall signals [21] [22] sensitive to
the cavity length variations and suitable for control purposes are extracted. Since
the control of the ITF lengths is the main subject of this thesis, the longitudinal
signal readout is detailed here.
The modulation-demodulation technique can be described as follows. The in-
coming laser beam of angular frequency ω0 = 2pi × 3 × 1014 rad/s is modulated in
1Laser power fluctuations couple with a detuning ∆φ to give a phase noise ∆φ present at the
dark port of the ITF. In order to be shot-noise limited the following condition on the linear density
power fluctuations δP˜ has to be verified: δP˜ /P = 10−8 1√
Hz
.
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phase at the radio frequency Ω = 2pi × 6.26 rad/s. The resulting electric field is
given by:
Ein = E0ei(ω0+m cosΩ)t (2.6)
which can be developed in terms of the nth-order Bessel functions Jn, dependent
on the modulation depth m:
Ein = E0
n=+∞∑
n=−∞
Jn(m)ei(ω0+nΩ)t (2.7)
Therefore the modulated beam is the sum of the carrier field with frequency ω0,
and the sidebands fields, with frequency ω0 ± nΩ.
Figure 2.11: Modulation sidebands spaced by Ω around the carrier frequency ω0.
Each field composing the incoming beam can be considered as independently
propagating inside the ITF. In general, the signal Sdet detected by a given photodiode
can be written in the following form:
Sdet = SDC + Idet,1cos(Ωt) +Qdet,1sin(Ωt) + Idet,2cos(2Ωt) (2.8)
+Qdet,2sin(2Ωt) + . . .+ Idet,ncos(nΩt) +Qdet,nsin(nΩt) (2.9)
where the nΩ components Idet,n and Qdet,n are the in-phase and in-quadrature
phase signals2 extracted by demodulating, at the nΩ frequency, the radio frequency
2In the gravitational wave community is usually referred to as I component. In Virgo, instead,
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signal impinging upon the photodiode (cfr. section 2.2). In particular, the demodu-
lation at the modulation frequency Ω generates Pound-Drever-Hall signals involved
in the lengths control3. Their analytical expression can be computed by considering
that, with |m| << 1 as in Virgo, the sum in equation 2.7 can be truncated to contain
only n = −1, 0, 1, so that the incoming modulated beam becomes:
Ein = E0
[
J0(m) + iJ1(m)eiΩt + iJ1(m)e−iΩt
]
eiω0 (2.10)
Sdet can therefore be written in terms of the complex amplitudes of carrier (Adet0)
and first-order sidebands (Adet1 and Adet−1) as detected by the photodiode:
Sdet ∝
[
Adet0 +Adet1eiΩt +Adet−1e−iΩteiω0t
]2
(2.11)
Consequently:
Sdet ∝ |Adet0|2 + |Adet1|2 + |Adet−1|2 + 2<e
[
A∗det−1Adet0 +A
∗
det0Adet1e
iΩt
]
+ o(2Ω)
(2.12)
The corresponding in-phase and the quadrature-phase demodulated signals are4:
Idet =
1
T
∫
Sdetcos(Ωt)dt = <e
[
A∗det−1Adet0 +A
∗
det0Adet1
]
(2.13)
Qdet =
1
T
∫
Sdetsin(Ωt)dt = −=m
[
A∗det−1Adet0 +A
∗
det0Adet1
]
(2.14)
with T >> 1/Ω, so that only the lowest frequency component remains after inte-
gration.
Since these signals contain information about amplitude and phase of carrier and
sidebands inside the ITF, that is to say on the state of the ITF itself, they can be
used for feedback controls.
2.5.2 Frequency stabilization
Asymmetries between the two arms of the ITF, such as arm length difference ∆L,
finesse difference ∆F and losses difference ∆Llosses make the anti-symmetric port
the in-phase signal is known as P component (see section 2.2. Demodulated signals are labeled as
ACp and ACq.
3At some output ports, even the 2Ω and the 3Ω signals are extracted. In particular, the 3Ω
demodulated signal extracted in reflection from the ITF plays an important role in the Virgo
locking scheme, as will be explained in the following chapters.
4Except where explicitly specified, Idet and Qdet will refer to the signals detected by demodula-
tion at the modulation frequency Ω.
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signal sensitive to frequency fluctuations ν˜ of the input beam. The equivalent spec-
tral density of the induced noise can be written as [33]:
h˜δν =
δν˜
ν
(
∆L
L
+
∆F
F
+
∆Llosses
Llosses
)
(2.15)
By assuming a total asymmetry of a few per cent, and in order to have h˜δν lower
than the designed sensitivity, frequency fluctuations requirements are:
δν˜ ∼ 10−5Hz/
√
Hz @ 10Hz (2.16)
δν˜ ∼ 10−6Hz/
√
Hz @ 100Hz (2.17)
Since the available lasers have a performance eight orders of magnitude worse
than this, these requirements can only be fulfilled by an active frequency stabilization.
Frequency fluctuations are connected to cavity length fluctuations by:
δν˜
ν
=
δL˜
L
(2.18)
The ITF itself, because of its kilometric length, provides, at a frequency above
the internal resonances of the mirror suspensions, the best reference to stabilize the
laser frequency. However, the ITF is a good reference only once it is kept controlled
on its operating point, as described in the previous paragraph. In order to achieve
this condition, the frequency noise level needs to already be reduced to a few Hz rms
before entering the ITF. The frequency stabilization strategy was therefore designed
in two steps [23] [24]:
• the frequency pre-stabilization, in order to reduce the frequency noise to a few
Hz rms and to allow the ITF to be brought on its operating point;
• the Second Stage of Frequency Stabilization, engaged once the ITF is kept
controlled on its operating point and the ITF itself is used as reference.
Pre-stabilization
As already said, 22 MHz modulation frequency is applied to the beam before entering
the ITF. 22 MHz sidebands are not resonant inside the IMC. By demodulation, a
Pound-Drever-Hall signal is extracted in reflection from the IMC, and it used to pre-
stabilize the laser frequency to the length of the IMC, up to a frequency of 300 kHz.
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In order to reduce the low-frequency fluctuations, a fraction of the light impinging
on the IMC is split off and injected into the RFC. Another Pound-Drever-Hall loop
is used to control the length of the IMC with respect to the length of the ultra-stable
RFC, for frequencies below 150 Hz.
Figure 2.12: Scheme of the frequency pre-stabilization.
The Second Stage of Frequency Stabilization (SSFS)
Once the ITF is on its operating point, the frequency stabilization scheme is changed
and the ITF itself is used as reference to stabilize the laser frequency. The laser fre-
quency remains stabilized on the IMC length. A Pound-Drever-Hall signal extracted
from the ITF, sensitive to the common mode motion of the long cavities, is added
into the error point of the IMC-loop to control the length of the IMC, typically with
a bandwidth of 150 Hz.
Details of the SSFS schemes adopted in course of the commissioning activity are
described in the next chapters.
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RMS [rad]
Power recycling 10−7
Arm input mirrors 2 · 10−8
Arm end mirrors 3 · 10−9
Table 2.5: Requirement for RMS residual angular motion of all mirrors.
2.5.3 Angular control
The longitudinal control of the ITF is not sufficient to guarantee long stable opera-
tions of the detector and a high sensitivity. All the mirrors of the ITF have also to
be well-aligned with respect to each other and with respect to the incoming beam.
In fact, misalignments of the mirrors not only make impossible a long term longitu-
dinal control, but also increase the coupling of other noise sources into the detector
dark port. In particular, the main contribution comes from the coupling of angular
motions with the input beam jitter. The jitter of the input beam is of the order
of 10−11 rad/
√
Hz. By imposing that the phase noise induced by this coupling at
the dark fringe port is at least three times lower than the requirements to reach the
designed sensitivity, the limits for the residual RMS motion of all the mirrors are
computed [17] (see table 2.5). As previously said, by using a local control system
the position of the mirrors can be controlled with an accuracy of the order of 1µrad,
which is not sufficient to fulfill the requirements. An angular control system which
uses global error signals derived from the interferometer itself is therefore needed.
Angular misalignments of the mirror can be sensed using a wave front sens-
ing technique, which provides error signals for the automatic alignment control.
The sensors for the alignment control are quadrant split photo detectors. These are
photodiodes with four separate elements, known as quadrants. Signals containing
information about the relative position of the phase front between carrier and first-
order sidebands inside the ITF can be obtained by demodulating the differential
quadrant diode outputs at the modulation frequency. By opportunely arranging the
optical setup so that a mirror misalignment produces a misalignment between car-
rier and sidebands inside the cavities, these signals can applied as error signals for
an automatic alignment system. For a single Fabry-Perot cavity, alignment control
signals can be derived from the light reflected (Ward method [30]) or transmitted
(Anderson method [31]) from the cavity. The automatic alignment scheme designed
for Virgo [36] is based on the Anderson technique. The phase modulation of the
incoming beam is done at such a frequency that the first transverse modes of the
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upper sideband (TEM01 and TEM10), generated by misalignments of the mirrors,
are resonant in the arm cavities together with the TEM00 mode of the carrier. Since
they are resonating in both arm cavities, all the angular degrees of freedom of the
ITF are generally coupled at each out port of the ITF. For this reason, four sets of
two quadrants each are located in all5 the output ports of the ITF (see figure 2.5.3):
in reflection (Q21, Q22), at the reflection of the second face of the BS (Q51, Q52)
and in the transmission of the arm cavities (Q71, Q72, Q81, Q82). The error signals
involved in the alignment control are reconstructed on the basis of the signals ex-
tracted from the quadrant photodiodes by a χ2 based inversion of the optical matrix,
and applied to the coil-magnet actuators of the marionette.
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Figure 2.13: Optical scheme of Virgo where the quadrant photodiodes placed at different output
ports of the ITF are shown.
The automatic alignment plays a crucial role in the stability of the longitudinal
control. Therefore, even if outside of the scope of this thesis, its implementation will
be detailed in the next chapters.
5Quadrant photodiodes were not present at the dark port in the original design. The optical
set-up was modified during the commissioning of the recycled ITF by locating quadrant photodiodes
at the anti-symmetric port as well.
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2.5.4 The control chain
The suspension control
All the signals extracted from the suspension sensors are acquired by Analog-to-
Digital Converters (ADC) at 16 bit, and suitably recombined and filtered by a
digital signal processor (DSP) running at 10 kHz. The computed correction signals
are applied to coil-magnet actuators by Digital-to-Analog Converters (DAC) at 20
bit. Each coil actuator steering the Virgo optics is driven with a power voltage
amplifier connected to the DAC board. Forces applied on suspended masses are
directly proportional to the current flowing in the coil.
With a sampling frequency of 10 kHz, the input-to-output delay of the DSP
system is about 540 µs, taking into account the delay introduced by the anti-aliasing
filter in front of the ADC and the corresponding reconstructing filter behind the DAC
(see figure 2.14). This delay introduces phase lag in the control band of the mirrors
of about 20◦ at 100 Hz, low enough to deal with typical control bandwidth lower
than 10 Hz [27].
Figure 2.14: Suspension control chain.
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The global control
In both the longitudinal and the angular control of the ITF, the reconstruction
of the error signals and the actuation at the suspension level involves the Global
Control [29]. It is a real time control system6, which receives the digital signals
extracted from the photo detectors (photodiodes and quadrants diodes), elaborates
them by computing longitudinal and angular correction signals and passes them to
the DSP of the suspensions and to the Virgo Data Acquisition system.
The Locking process runs at 10 kHz. In less than 100 µs the signals have to be
collected from the photodiodes, elaborated, filtered and sent by corrections to the
mirror actuators (see figure 2.15) with control bandwidth of tens of Hz. Any jitter
or delay can make the feedback loops unstable: this is most stringent constraint of
the Global Control architecture (see next paragraph).
TheAlignment process is similar like the Locking one, but since small bandwidths
of the feedback loop are involved (a few Hz), it runs at 500 Hz.
The longitudinal control chain is summarized in figure 2.15. The minimum com-
putational time delay accumulated in the longitudinal control chain can be estimated
in the following way [38]:
• signals extracted from the ITF are sampled at a frequency fs = 20 kHz and
averaged every two times. This adds a delay ∆t1 = 1/fs = 50 µs;
• the Global Control runs at 10 kHz. By considering at least two sampling
periods to process the signals and send them to the suspension crates, the
accumulated time delay is ∆t2 = 200 µs;
• suspension DSP run at 10 kHz. One sampling period is needed to process the
data, causing a time delay ∆t3 = 100 µs;
The estimated total delay ∆t is at least:
∆t = ∆t1 +∆t2 +∆t3 = 350 µs
The corresponding phase delay at a given frequency f is:
∆φ = 2pif∆t (2.19)
At 500 Hz, for instance, the accumulated phase delay is 63◦. By also considering
phase delays added by the analog filters (anti-aliasing filters in front of the ADC and
6For a detailed description of the Global Control architecture see [28].
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reconstruction filters behind the DAC), it turns out that the longitudinal control is
stable only with a unity gain frequency lower than 100 Hz.
The Global Control architecture
The Global Control hardware is made of three components: two crates housing
the hardware dedicated to the fast feedback loops and a workstation in charge of
monitoring the system. The main goal of this separation is to split different functions
into independent processes, in order to minimize the interference on the fastest
Locking loop.
The Locking process runs on a CES RIO8062 CPU. It has to collect photodiode
signals from five boards and to send correction signals to other eight boards (one
for each suspension mirror, one for the input bench, one for the data acquisition).
The various Virgo sub-systems exchange digital data through Digital Optical Link
(DOL), a VME/VSB module able to send some kilobytes of data over long distances
(up to 3.2 km, which is the maximal distance between two buildings at the Virgo
site) without latency. A central timing is needed to synchronize all of the Virgo
sub-systems. This is achieved with a master clock, derived from a GPS system
located in the central building, which drives a set of Timing boards. Since the CPU
in question is not able to quickly read and write data, due to the large amount of
boards with which it is connected, a faster data transfer board7 has been developed
in-house.
An analog CPU manages the Alignment process. Since there is only one optical
fiber between the Global Control and the DSP of each suspension, alignment correc-
tions are sent by means of the Locking process, without interfering with the Locking
loop. A workstation is connected via Ethernet with the real time machine. As with
all the other on-line applications, a client-server scheme is followed. The server acts
on the hardware, and the interface with the user is done by the client in such a way
that only one client (the Master) is able to change the server state.
The Global Control is composed of many servers, devoted to different function-
alities. In particular, the Locking server handles two main tasks: the data exchange
between the different sub-systems and the application of the control algorithms
7The Transparent Memory Board (TMB) is synchronized to the Timing board and is able to
quickly transfer data from the VME to the VSB bus and vice versa, in order to fulfill the require-
ments.
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which manipulate the collected data in order to compute correction signals. The
structure is such that the developing of the control algorithms, written in C + +,
can be done by users, where the input-output data exchange is managed by experts.
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Figure 2.15: Longitudinal control chain. Signals extracted from the ITF by photodiodes are sent
to the Global Control, which combines them in order to compute corrections, which are sent to the
DSP of the involved suspensions.
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Chapter 3
The Longitudinal Control
In order to be sensitive to the passage of a gravitational wave, the recycled ITF has
to be locked on its operating point, with the laser light resonant inside the ITF and
the ASY port on the dark fringe. In terms of carrier and sideband fields, it needs to
have:
• the carrier field resonant inside the recycling cavity and in the Fabry-Perot
arms, and onto the dark fringe at the ASY port;
• the modulation frequency Ω is chosen so that the recycling cavity is resonant
for the sidebands, where the arm cavities are nearly anti-resonant.
In order to fulfill these conditions, the maximum tolerable displacement of the
mirrors around their operating point is of the order of 10−12 m RMS, as is shown
in section 3.1. This result cannot be achieved by locally controlling the mirrors.
In fact, suspension system performance are such that longitudinal displacements of
mirrors are a few orders of magnitude away from the requirements (for instance,
10−6 m RMS for Virgo). A global control system of the mirrors is therefore needed.
By means of the frontal modulation scheme, Pound-Drever-Hall signals, sensitive
to the cavity length variations around resonance, are extracted at the output ports
of the ITF. After filtering these signals are sent to the actuators, which impress a
force upon the mirrors in order to bring them to the required positions. However,
Pound-Drever-Hall signals are not available far from the resonance, so that feedback
loops to control the mirrors relative position can be engaged only when the ITF
crosses its operating point. The recycled ITF is a multiple cavity system, where the
stringent constraints on multiple degrees of freedom have to be fulfilled at the same
time: the operating point is therefore crossed quite rarely. Moreover, the forces
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which can be applied to the mirrors by the actuators are limited by the dynamics
of the actuation system, so that forces typically not higher than a few tens of mN
are available.
How to bring the ITF from the uncontrolled state where mirrors are freely swing-
ing to its operating point is the goal of the lock acquisition strategies.
In order to introduce the base concepts related with lock acquisition it is more
useful to deal first with a simpler optical configuration such as the single Fabry-
Perot cavity, where only one degree of freedom (the relative distance between the
two mirrors) has to be controlled.
As an intermediate step towards the final recycled configuration, the longitudinal
control of the recombined ITF will be described. It is characterized by three degrees
of freedom: the length of the two Fabry-Perot cavities and the differential length
of the two short Michelson arms. Since they can be independently controlled, the
locking problem is largely reduced to one of a single cavity.
The longitudinal control of the full recycled ITF will be discussed last. Solutions
designed and adopted by detectors with an optical configuration similar to Virgo,
like LIGO and Tama, will be shown.
3.1 Specifications
In order to keep the recycled ITF on its operating point, the four main lengths of the
interferometer have to be controlled. They are defined as shown in figure 3.1, where
the direction parallel to the incident beam is referred to as X, the perpendicular
one as Y . The same indexes are used to indicate the lengths of each arm and phase
shifts accumulated in a round-trip:
• the length of the two long arms is LX and LY ;
• the length of the recycling cavity is l+ = l0 + lX+lY2 ;
• the differential length of the Michelson arms is l− = lX − lY .
In some cases it will be useful to deal with common and differential arm lengths:
L+ = LX + LY (3.1)
L− = LX − LY (3.2)
(3.3)
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Figure 3.1: Lengths of the recycled ITF.
Requirements on the allowed mirror motion can be set in terms of the total rms
deviation from resonance of the lengths of the ITF.
3.1.1 Common arm length and recycling cavity length
The resonance conditions for the recycling cavity put constraints on the length
fluctuations of the recycling cavity and the common mode of the arms, since they
have to be much lower (at least one order of magnitude) than the width of the
recycling cavity resonance:
∆l+ +
2FFP
pi
∆L+ <
1
10
λ
4Frec
(3.4)
where Frec is the finesse of the recycling cavity. With the Virgo parameters
(Frec ∼ 75):
∆l+ +
2FFP
pi
δL+ < 3.5× 10−10m RMS (3.5)
Because of the enhancement due to the Fabry-Perot cavities, the constraint on
∆L+ is more stringent:
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∆l+ < 2× 10−10m RMS (3.6)
∆L+ < 6× 10−12m RMS (3.7)
3.1.2 Differential arm length and differential Michelson length
The most stringent constraint on the differential lengths of the ITF is due to the
coupling between a dark fringe offset ∆φ and the power fluctuations of the laser.
The spectral density of the phase noise produced by ∆φ is given by:
δφ˜ =
δP˜
P
∆φ (3.8)
where δP˜ /P is the linear spectral density of the relative laser power fluctuations.
In order to be shot-noise limited:
δφ˜ <
√
2hv
ηP
=⇒ ∆φ <
√
2hv
ηP
δP˜
P (3.9)
By writing the dark fringe phase noise in terms of the corresponding variation
of the interferometer lengths, the requirement is that1:
∆l− +
2FFP
pi
∆L− <
λ
4pi
√
2hv
ηP
δ˜P
P
(3.10)
With the nominal Virgo parameters (power impinging on the BS mirror P = 500
W, power fluctuations δ˜P/P = 10−81/
√
Hz and an efficiency η = 0.78), constraints
on ∆L− and ∆l− are:
∆l− < 1× 10−9m RMS (3.11)
∆L− < 3× 10−11m RMS (3.12)
The residual longitudinal motion of locally controlled mirrors are several orders
of magnitude far from these requirements. A global longitudinal control system is
therefore needed to fulfill the specifications.
1Constraints on ∆L− requiring that both the laser amplitude noise and the oscillator amplitude
noise are a factor 10 below the sensitivity goal are discussed in [35].
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Figure 3.2: Single Fabry-Perot cavity optical configuration.
3.2 Single Fabry-Perot Cavity
In the following considerations the Fabry-Perot cavity is assumed to be well aligned
and well mode-matched to the input beam. The input beam enters the Fabry-Perot
cavity at the level of the input mirror (IM). The light exits in two ways: reflected
back from the cavity, or transmitted from the cavity beyond the end mirror (EM)
(see figure 3.2).
The relative distance L between the two mirrors of the Fabry-Perot cavity, along
the longitudinal axis, has to be controlled in order to make the cavity resonant with
the incoming light. The Pound-Drever-Hall locking technique is adopted, as detailed
in the next paragraphs.
3.2.1 Pound-Drever-Hall locking
Reflection locking
The standard technique adopted in the keeping on resonance of a single Fabry-
Perot cavity is use of the Pound-Drever-Hall signal extracted from the reflected
beam. In order to find the analytical expression in-phase and in quadrature-phase
equation 2.13 is applied. The amplitudes of the reflected fields of carrier (Aref0)
and of upper and lower sidebands (Aref1 and Aref−1) are specified in terms of the
amplitude reflectivity and transmissivity of the cavity (see appendix B).
Since the Pound-Drever-Hall signal is generated by the beating of the carrier
with the static fields of first-order sidebands, which are almost all reflected by the
cavity, they can be assumed to be constant. By considering the property of the
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Bessel functions J−n(m) = (−1)nJn(m), these amplitudes are written as:
Aref1 = −Aref−1 ' EJ1tref (3.13)
Aref0 = rarm,0(Φ0)EJ0tref (3.14)
where tref is the amplitude transmissivity of the optical path followed by the
reflected beam from the input mirror to the photo-detector. By using equation 3.13,
and since A∗ref−1 = Aref−1:[
A∗ref−1Aref0 +A
∗
ref0Aref1
]
= 2Im
(
A∗ref0Aref1
)
(3.15)
The in-phase component vanishes, while the Pound-Drever-Hall survives in the
quadrature-phase component. By combining all the previous formula:
Qref = −2t2refPin,0
J1(m)
J0(m)
=m
(
r1 − r2eiΦ0
1− r1r2eiΦ0
)∗
(3.16)
= 2t2refPin,0
J1(m)
J0(m)
=m
(
r1 − r2eiΦ0
1− r1r2eiΦ0
)
(3.17)
= −2t2refr2Pin,0
J1(m)
J0(m)
t21
|1− r1r2eiΦ0 |2 sen(Φ0) (3.18)
where Pin,0 = |Ein|2J20 (m) is the incoming carrier beam power.
By developing at the first order the previous expression with respect to a small
phase variation ∆Φ0 around resonance (Φ0 = Φ0+∆Φ0, see appendix B), it can be
demonstrated that Qref is proportional to the length variation ∆L. The region of
linearity approximately corresponds at half width at half maximum of resonance:
|∆L| < λ
4F
(3.19)
as it can also be seen in figure 3.3:
Within this region the Pound-Drever-Hall signal can be written as:
Qref '4t2refr2
ω0
c
Pin,0
2F
pi
J1(m)
J0(m)
∆L (3.20)
and it can be filtered to derive a controller proportional to the relative velocity
of the mirrors, according to linear control theory. The corresponding control signal
can be sent to one of the two mirrors of the cavity in order to keep it on resonance.
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Figure 3.3: Pound-Drever-Hall signal (solid line) and transmitted power (dotted
line).
Figure 3.4: Locking scheme of the single Fabry-Perot cavity. The Pound-Drever-Hall
signal extracted in reflection to the cavity is filtered in order to derive a controller
proportional to the relative velocity of the mirrors, and it fed back to the end mirror.
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Figure 3.5: Locking scheme of the single Fabry-Perot cavity. The Pound-Drever-
Hall signal extracted in transmission to the cavity is filtered in order to derive a
controller proportional to the relative velocity of the mirrors, and is fed back to the
end mirror.
Transmission locking
In Virgo, the local oscillator at 6.26 MHz is transported up to the end of the 3-km
cavity. The use of the Anderson technique for automatically aligning the ITF, in fact,
requires that demodulated signals are extracted from the quadrant photodetectors
placed in transmission. Therefore, at the same time, demodulation is also applied
to the signals detected by photodiodes.
Even if the first-order sidebands are poorly transmitted, when the carrier is at
resonance, a transmitted Pound-Drever-Hall signal is generated by their beating with
the carrier, and can be applied to lock the cavity [39]. This technique is referred to
as Pound-Drever-Hall transmission locking. By using the usual formula, specified to
the case of transmitted fields, the Pound-Drever-Hall signal is written as:
Qtr = −2t2trPin,0
J1(m)
J0(m)
t1t2
|1− r1r2eiΦ0 |2 sen(
Φ0
2
) (3.21)
= −2t2tr
t2
t1
Pin,0
2F
pi
J1(m)
J0(m)
sen(
Φ0
2
) (3.22)
As previously, it can be written in terms of a small length variation of the cavity
∆L within the region of linearity in order to have a Pound-Drever-Hall signal useable
for control purposes, such as the one used in reflection:
Qtr ' 2t2tr
ω0
c
t2
t1
Pin,0
2F
pi
J1(m)
J0(m)
∆L (3.23)
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3.2.2 Lock acquisition
The locking scheme described in the previous paragraph is complicated by the fact
that the region of linearity of the Pound-Drever-Hall signal is generally extremely
small. For Virgo:
λ
4F
∼ 5 · 10−9m (3.24)
which is much smaller than the typical motion of the mirrors of the order of 1
µm RMS. This means that with mirrors freely swinging the region of linearity of
the Pound-Drever-Hall is repetitively crossed. The longitudinal feedback loop has
therefore to be able to stop the cavity on resonance acting only during the resonance
crossing and by impressing a force which is limited by the small dynamics of the
actuation system.
Threshold velocity
The threshold velocity is defined as the maximum value of the cavity velocity below
which the controller is able to acquire and hold the cavity on resonance. It is
determined by the bandwidth of the control loop and the maximum force which can
be applied to the mirrors by the actuation system.
The cavity crosses the resonance in a time which can be estimated by assuming
a constant velocity vm during the resonance crossing2:
tres =
λ
2F
1
vm
For a controller with a bandwidth of angular frequency B, the maximum velocity
allowed for stopping the cavity by the feedback loop is determined by the maximum
action time of the feedback, of the order of 1/B:
vmax <
λB
2F
(3.25)
The other constraint is due to the maximum force Fmax which can be applied by the
actuation system in order to stop the mirror during the resonance crossing. Using
the impulse-momentum theorem, the requirement is:
vmax <
√
Fmaxλ
2Fm
(3.26)
2In fact, the resonance width is usually very small, so that change in the swing velocity can be
neglected. In Virgo: λ
2F ∼ 10−8 m.
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where m is the mirror mass.
With the Virgo parameters Fmax = 40 mN and m = 20 kg, and by considering a
typical controller with B ∼ 2pi×100 rad/s, the constraints on the threshold velocity
are:
vmax <
λB
2F
∼ 6 µm (3.27)
vmax <
√
Fmaxλ
2Fm
∼ 4.5 µm (3.28)
The threshold velocity of a few microns/second is comparable with the typical ve-
locity of the mirrors due to seismic motion. Moreover, in case of failed locking
trials, control forces can excite the mirror itself. In order to increase the probability
of acquiring the lock at the first attempt, signal processing techniques such as the
linearization of the error signal, are applied.
Linearization of the error signal
As shown in section 3.2.1, Pound-Drever-Hall signals in reflection and in transmis-
sion from the cavity have the same structure, so that in this paragraph a more
general Pound-Drever-Hall signal SPDH will be considered. In order to increase
the threshold velocity and shorten the lock acquisition time, the Pound-Drever-Hall
signal can be combined with the DC signals extracted from the ITF in order to
extend its linear range around the resonance [44]. This enlargement can be obtained
by dividing the Pound-Drever-Hall signal by the transmitted power from the cavity
Ptr.
In fact, in terms of the carrier power stored inside the cavity Psto,0 (see appendix B):
Psto,0 =
t21
|1− r1r2eiΦ0 |2Pin,0
SPDH can be written as:
SPDH = −2t2r2Psto,0J1(m)
J0(m)
sen(Φ0) (3.29)
The linearized signal SLINPDH is built as:
SLINPDH '
SPDH
Ptr
(3.30)
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Figure 3.6: Linearized Pound-Drever-Hall signal (in red), compared with the not linearized one
(in blue). The dotted line is the transmitted power.
Since the sidebands are poorly transmitted, all of the contributions to the transmit-
ted power can be considered to come from the carrier:
Ptr ' Ptr,0 = t22Psto,0 (3.31)
The linearized Pound-Drever-Hall signal can be therefore written as:
SLINPDH ' 2
t2ref
t22
r2
J1(m)
J0(m)
sin(
2∆Lω0
c
) (3.32)
and the region of linearity is considerably larger with respect to the not linearized
Pound-Drever-Hall signal (see figure 3.6):
|∆L| < λ
4pi
(3.33)
However, the range of linearity of the error signal is typically limited by electronic
noise and by high order modes of the transmitted power signal, so that the effective
enlargement of the linear region has to be directly measured. In general, the feedback
loop is engaged when the power transmitted by the cavity is at half of its maximum
value, in order to discriminate the fundamental mode by high order modes. By
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means of the error signal linearization, as will be better explained in the next chapter,
the lock of the Virgo 3-km cavity can be easily acquired at the first trial.
3.3 The Recombined ITF
In the recombined ITF the incoming beam is divided by the beam-splitter into two
beams, and then injected into the arms. The arms reflect these beams, with the re-
flectivity coefficients described in the previous section, and the returning light from
the arms is recombined at the BS. In order to study the response of the recombined
ITF it is useful to consider it as a single mirror, the compound mirror, as described in
figure C.1. The compound mirror has an amplitude reflectivity rcom and an ampli-
tude transmissivity at the anti-symmetric port tcomASY , both of which depend upon
the phase accumulated by the light inside the two Fabry-Perot and the Michelson.
If rBS = tBS =
√
2/2, rcom and tcomASY are:
rcom(ΦX ,ΦY , φX , φY ) =
Eref
Einc
=
1
2
{
rX(ΦX)eiφX + rY (ΦY )eiφY
}
(3.34)
tcomASY (ΦX ,ΦY , φX , φY ) =
Easy
Einc
=
1
2
{rX(ΦX)eiφX − rY (ΦY )eiφY } (3.35)
where rX(ΦX) and rY (ΦY ) are the reflectivity of the Fabry-Perot cavities with the
relative round-trip phase, and φX and φY are the round-trip phases accumulated in
the short Michelson arms. By introducing the new variables:
p+(ΦX ,ΦY ) =
1
2
{rX(ΦX) + rY (ΦY )} (3.36)
p−(ΦX ,ΦY ) =
1
2
{rX(ΦX)− rY (ΦY )} (3.37)
φ+ = φX + φY (3.38)
φ− = φX − φY (3.39)
the previous expression can be written as:
rcom(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−) = ei
φ+
2
{
p+ cos
(
φ−
2
)
+ ip− sin
(
φ−
2
)}
(3.40)
tcomASY (ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−) = ei
φ+
2
{
p− cos
(
φ−
2
)
+ ip+ sin
(
φ−
2
)}
(3.41)
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Figure 3.7: The Fabry-Perot Michelson ITF seen as a single mirror with variable reflectivity, the
compound mirror.
Unless a global phase ei
φ+
2 , which can be arbitrarily chosen as being equal to 1, the
reflection and transmission coefficients of the compound mirror for the carrier can
be written as:
rcom,0(ΦX,0,ΦY,0, φ−,0) =
{
p+,0 cos
(
φ−
2
)
+ ip−,0 sin
(
φ−
2
)}
(3.42)
tcomASY,0(ΦX,0,ΦY,0, φ−,0) =
{
p−,0 cos
(
φ−
2
)
+ ip+,0 sin
(
φ−
2
)}
(3.43)
3.3.1 Operating Point
At the operating point, the carrier is resonant in both the arm cavities:
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ΦX,0 = ΦY,0 = 0 (mod 2pi) (3.44)
For Virgo cavities, according to equation B.23:
rX(ΦX,0) ' rY (ΦY,0) ' rc ' −1 (3.45)
so that p− ' 0 and p+ ' −1. tcomASY,0 becomes therefore:
tcomASY,0(ΦX,0,ΦY,0, φ−,0) ' −i sin
(
φ−,0
2
)
(3.46)
The dark fringe condition for the carrier at the ASY port (tcomASY,0 = 0) is verified
for:
φ−,0 = 0 (mod 2pi) (3.47)
3.3.2 Locking Scheme
High sensitivity error signals used to control the recombined configuration can be
extracted at the anti-symmetric and reflected ports.
The explicit computation of the Pound-Drever-Hall signals is done in appen-
dix C. Since the demodulation phases of the signals are dependent on the location
of photo detectors, the length of the cables for the modulator, photo-detectors, and
local oscillators, the definition of in-phase or quadrature-phase components is purely
arbitrary. Results can therefore be more generally summarized in the following way:
• the demodulation phase of the reflected signal can be tuned so that one com-
ponent is sensitive to the common mode variation of the arm lengths and
the other one to the differential mode of the Michelson length. In Virgo, the
in-phase component is chosen for the arms common mode:
Iref ' 8|E|2J1J0t2refrc cos
(
Ωl−
c
)
2F
pi
ω0
c
∆L+ (3.48)
Qref ' 2|E|2J1J0rct2refsin
(
Ωl−
c
)
ω0
c
∆l− (3.49)
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Figure 3.8: Extraction of Pound-Drever-Hall signals in the recombined ITF
• the demodulation phase of the anti-symmetric signal can be tuned so that one
component is sensitive to the differential mode variation of the arm lengths and
the differential mode of the Michelson length. In Virgo, the quadrature-phase
component is chosen:
Qasy ' 2|E|2J1J0rct2dark
ω0
c
sin
(
Ωl−
c
)
2F
pi
∆L− (3.50)
Qasy ' 2|E|2J1J0rct2asysin
(
Ωl−
c
)
ω0
c
∆l− (3.51)
On the basis of these considerations, the three degrees of freedom of the recom-
bined ITF can be controlled by involving the reflected and anti-symmetric demod-
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ulated signals. However, the lock acquisition with such a scheme is complicated by
the fact that the two cavities can not be independently locked. Moreover, the phase
of the two carrier fields reflected back from the two cavities changes by pi from the
unlocked state to the locked state. A sign reversal of the BS loop is therefore needed
if this loop is engaged at the beginning of the lock acquisition sequence [40].
The use of pick-off mirrors in the reflection of the two arms can greatly simplify
the problem by reducing the lock of the two arms to one of two decoupled cavi-
ties [43]. Once the two cavities are locked, the BS loop can be engaged in order to
lock the Michelson onto the dark fringe.
In Virgo an independent control of the three degrees of freedom of the ITF can
be done as well, using the Pound-Drever-Hall signals in transmission. The lock
acquisition problem for the recombined ITF is therefore mainly reduced to the case
of the single cavity. A common and differential control of the arms by means of
anti-symmetric and reflected signals is engaged once the ITF is locked, in order to
have better noise performance (linear locking, see section 6.2).
3.4 The Recycled ITF
By means of the compound mirror, the full ITF can be modeled as a simple Fabry-
Perot cavity, formed by the PR mirror as input mirror, and the compound mirror
as output mirror.
The amplitude reflectivity for this cavity is therefore:
rref (Φ+,Φ−, φ+, φ−) =
rPR + rcom(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−)
1 + rPRrcom(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−)
(3.52)
The amplitude recycling gain, defined as the ratio between the incoming field and
the field recycled by the ITF, is done by:
g(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−) =
tPR
1 + rPRrcom(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−)
(3.53)
and the amplitude transmissivity of the recycling cavity is:
tasy(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−) = g(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−)tcom(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−) (3.54)
rcom and tcomASY were used in the previous sections unless the definition of the
common phase φ+ = φX + φY , which now has to be specified in order to define the
resonance condition for the recycling cavity:
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Figure 3.9: The recycling cavity, formed by the power recycling mirror and the compound mirror
with variable reflectivity.
rcom(ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−) = ei
φ+
2
{
p+ cos
(
φ−
2
)
+ ip− sin
(
φ−
2
)}
(3.55)
tcomASY (ΦX ,ΦY , φ+, φ−) = ei
φ+
2
{
p− cos
(
φ−
2
)
+ ip+ sin
(
φ−
2
)}
(3.56)
The phase accumulated in the path between the PR and the compound mirror can
be encompassed in φ+. In order to maximize the recycling gain of the carrier inside
the ITF, the reflectivity of the compound mirror for the carrier has to be maximum.
This means:
φ+,0
2
= 0 (mod 2pi) (3.57)
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This condition, combined with the previous ones found for the recombined ITF, fixes
the operating point of the recycled ITF, which is summarized as:
ΦX = ΦY = φ+,0 = φ−,0 = 0 (3.58)
First-order sidebands have to be resonant in the recycling cavity. Their phase shift
φ−,1 is:
φ−,1 = φ−,0 + 2α, α =
l−Ω
c
(3.59)
φ+,1 = φ+,0 + 4β, β =
l+Ω
c
(3.60)
where l+ = l0 + lX+lY2 .
The phase shift of first-order sidebands in the recycling cavity is given by the
factor β. Since they are shifted by pi with respect to the carrier, being anti-resonant
in the arm cavities:
β = pi (mod 2pi) (3.61)
The amplitude reflectivity of the compound mirror for first-order sidebands is
therefore:
rcom,1 'rcom,−1 ' − cosα (3.62)
Conventionally, the parameter:
rM = cosα
is used.
On the basis of the previous discussion, the following usual parameters charac-
terizing the ITF on the operating point are defined [46]:
• the amplitude of the recycling gain for the carrier and first-order sidebands,
gcr and gsb:
gcr =
tPR
1 + rPRrcom,0
=
tPR
1 + rPRrc
(3.63)
gsb =
tPR
1 + rPRrcom,1
=
tPR
1− rPRrM (3.64)
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• the amplitude reflectivity for reflection from the power recycling mirror, for
carrier and sidebands, rcr and rsb:
rcr =
rPR + rcom,0
1 + rPRrcom,0
=
rPR + rc
1 + rPRrc
(3.65)
rsb =
rPR + rcom,1
1 + rPRrcom,1
=
rPR − rM
1− rPRrM (3.66)
• the amplitude transmissivity to the anti-symmetric port, tcr and tsb:
tcr ' 0 (3.67)
tsb '
√
1− r2sb =
tPR
√
1− r2M
1− rPRrM (3.68)
• the derivative of the arm cavity reflectivity with respect to the round trip
phase, evaluated on the resonance:
r
′
c =
(1− r21)r2
(1− r1r2)2 (3.69)
3.4.1 Locking signal readout
In order to control the recycled ITF a set of signals has to be chosen in order
to reconstruct the four lengths of the ITF. There is not a unique choice, and the
preference of one scheme with respect to another is mainly due to the peculiar
characteristics of each detector.
It useful to introduce the sensing matrix M, defined as:
−→
S demod =M
−→
∆ (3.70)
where
−→
S demod is the vector formed by the demodulated signals and
−→
∆ represents
the deviation from the resonance condition for the four independent lengths:
−→
∆ =

∆L+
∆L−
∆l+
∆l−

These four degrees of freedom are usually referred to in abbreviated form as,
respectively, CARM (common arm), DARM (differential arm), PRCL (power recy-
cling cavity length) and MICH (Michelson length).
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Each element Mi,j of the sensing matrix M is therefore the transfer function
from the ith length variation to the jth demodulated signal.
−→
∆ can be reconstructed
by inverting M, so as to get suitable error signals to lock the ITF.
The response of the ITF to a given length variation can be generally described
as in [46]. A given length change induces a phase shift in the resonant field, which
interacts with the static field where any phase shift is induced (the local oscillator).
For instance, a DARM length variation produces a phase shift in the carrier field,
which is resonant in the arms. Sidebands, which are instead anti-resonant in the
arms, are not affected by DARM, which acts as a local oscillator.
Following a convention widely used in the community, demodulation phases of
the involved signals are in general tuned so that the in-phase components are sen-
sitive to the common modes of the ITF, and the quadrature ones to the differential
modes3.
The response of the ITF is frequency-dependent. The carrier field resonant in
the arms is filtered by the arm cavity pole at angular frequency ωc:
ωc =
c
2L
1− r1r2√
r1r2
(3.71)
In Virgo, ωc ∼ 2pi × 500 rad/s. The carrier field resonant in both the arm cavities
and in the recycling cavity instead experiences the pole of the double cavity ωcc:
ωcc =
1 + rPRrc
1 + rPR
∼ 2pi × 10 rad/s (3.72)
In Virgo, ωcc ∼ 2pi × 10 rad/s. The frequency response of the ITF to a given
length variation has to be taken into account in the design of the control loop, since
the feedback has to compensate for it in order to maintain the stability of the system.
On the basis of these arguments, the dependency of demodulated signals extracted
from the ITF to the different length variations can be computed. Demodulated
signals are taken from the reflected beam (ref ), from the anti-symmetric beam (asy)
and from the beam extracted from the recycling cavity4. Signals at the the anti-
symmetric port are mainly sensitive to MICH and DARM, both generated by the
carrier field beating against the static sideband field:
3The same convention is applied in Virgo, except for the dark fringe signal extracted at the
anti-symmetric port: the in-phase component (B1 ACp) is chosen.
4This beam is extracted from the recycling cavity in different ways depending on the detector.
The different configurations will be detailed in the next sections, and the beam will be referred to
as pick-off beam
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Qasy ' gcrtsbr′c
1
1 + sc
∆L− (3.73)
Qasy ' gcrtsbrc 11 + sc∆l− (3.74)
The phase shift induced by DARM is amplified by a factor r
′
c/rc with respect
to the one induced by MICH, because of the phase shift enhancement due to the
Fabry-Perot cavities. With the Virgo parameters:
r
′
c
rc
∼ 30
Signals detected at the reflected port are induced by variations in the carrier
and in the sideband fields. CARM affects only the carrier field, since the sidebands
are not resonant in the arms and act as a local oscillator. The in-phase signal
sensitive to CARM experiences therefore only the double cavity pole. Both carrier
and sidebands are instead resonant in the recycling cavity, and are affected by PRCL.
The carrier component is filtered above 10 Hz by the coupled cavity resonance,
while the contribution produced by sideband beating with the static carrier field is
not. The quadrature-phase component is mainly sensitive to MICH. It produces a
differential change in the sideband fields reflected towards PR, which beat against
the static carrier field.
Iref ' g2crrsbr
′
c
1
1 + scc
∆L+ (3.75)
Iref ' g2sbrcrrM + g2crrsbrc
1
1 + scc
∆l+ (3.76)
Qref ' gsbtsbrcr∆l− (3.77)
The signals extracted from the recycling cavity are generated in a similar way
to those ones reflected by the ITF:
Ipob ' g
2
crgsb
tPR
rMr
′
c
1
1 + scc
∆L+ (3.78)
Ipob ' gcrgsb
tPR
rMrc
(
gcr
1
1 + scc
− gsb
)
∆l+ (3.79)
Qpob ' gcrg
2
sb
tPR
tM∆l− (3.80)
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As already mentioned, in Virgo Pound-Drever-Hall signals are taken also in trans-
mission of the two cavities. They are mainly sensitive to CARM and DARM:
Itr7 ' gcrtsb7r′c
[
1
1 + sc
∆L− + (1 + gcr)
1
1 + scc
∆L+
]
(3.81)
Itr8 ' gcrtsb8r′c
[
1
1 + sc
∆L− + (1 + gcr)
1
1 + scc
∆L+
]
(3.82)
(3.83)
3.4.2 Lock acquisition
The lock acquisition of the recycled ITF passes through the inversion of the sensing
matrix, constructed by choosing a set of suitable demodulated signals extracted from
the ITF. Since they are only sensitive to length variation when the ITF is around
its operating point, a direct inversion of the matrix would not be efficient. The
operating point is only rarely spontaneously crossed by the ITF and the crossing
time is generally very short, so that feedback forces would not be able to stop
the mirrors and keep the ITF on resonance. A more suitable way to engage the
control loops is therefore needed. This problem has been deeply investigated in the
commissioning of this kind of detector.
In particular, interferometers with an optical configuration similar to Virgo, such
as LIGO and TAMA, designed and successfully applied a multi-step technique, in
which loops are sequentially engaged [45] [47]. The sequence is the following:
State 1
The cavities are freely swing-
ing around resonance and
any degree of freedom is
controlled.
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State 2
PRCL and MICH are con-
trolled so that sidebands
are resonant in the recy-
cling cavity. The carrier is
anti-resonant in the recycling
cavity and zero at the asym-
metric port (due to the pi
shift given by the Fabry-Perot
cavities).
State 3
With the ITF in state 2, the
carrier enter in resonance in
one arm, and corrections are
sent to the corresponding end
mirror. The carrier is on the
bright fringe at the asymmet-
ric port.
State 4
With the ITF in state 3, the
carrier enter in resonance also
in the other arm, so that
corrections are sent to both
the end mirrors. The power
builds-up inside the ITF, and
the power stabilizes at its
maximum value.
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On the other hand, important differences in the two control schemes are present.
Since both the two strategies will play an important role in designing the strategy
applied in Virgo (see chapter 7), the main aspects of LIGO and TAMA locking
schemes will be briefly described in the next paragraphs. In particular, the LIGO
technique was experimentally tested in Virgo before moving to the variable finesse
technique.
The LIGO multi-step technique
In LIGO the adopted sensing matrix involves signals extracted at the reflected port,
at the pick-off port and at the anti-symmetric port 3.10.
Figure 3.10: Signal extraction in the LIGO interferometer.
The length reconstruction passes through the inversion of the sensing matrixM ,
defined as:
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
Iref
Ipob
Qasy
Qref
Qpob
 =

GCARMIref G
DARM
Iref
GPRCLIref 0
GCARMIpob G
DARM
Ipob
GPRCLIpob 0
GCARMQasy G
DARM
Qasy
0 0
0 0 0 GMICHQref
0 0 0 GMICHQpob


∆L+
∆L−
∆l+
∆l−
 (3.84)
Away from the final state, most of the matrix elements vanish. An invertible
matrix M˜ therefore needs to be extracted from M at each state of the locking
sequence. The corresponding inverse matrix M−1 is computed on the basis of it,
changing its dimension according to the number of lengths to be controlled. M−1 is
determined continuously from the uncontrolled to the fully controlled state:
• state 2 - when the sideband power in the recycling cavity goes above a given
threshold (usually half of the maximum power reachable when the entire ITF
is aligned) a trigger is switched on, so that an invertible 2 by 2 matrix is
extracted to keep the sidebands on resonance by acting on the BS and PR
mirrors: (
Iref
Qref
)
=
(
GPRCLIref 0
0 GMICHQref
)(
∆l+
∆l−
)
(3.85)
This state is unstable: if sidebands go in resonance in one of the two arms,
the reflected field from that cavity is de-phased by pi, and sidebands go off
resonance. In this case the ITF comes back to the uncontrolled state. If the
carrier field goes in resonance in one of the two arms, the ITF goes to the
successive state of the locking sequence, state 3;
• state 3 - when the ITF is in the state 2 and the carrier field enters into
resonance in one of the two arms, state 3 is reached. A trigger on the cor-
responding transmitted power goes above its threshold (usually half of the
maximum power reachable with the single cavity aligned) and a 3×3 sensing
matrix is extracted from the general one:
 IrefQasy
Qref
 =

GCARMIref G
PRCL
Iref
0
GCARMQasy 0 0
0 0 GMICHQref

 ∆L+∆l+
∆l−
 (3.86)
The correction signal is also enabled on the end mirror of the resonant cavity.
This state is also unstable: if the carrier power in the other arm goes above
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threshold, the ITF goes to state 4, otherwise it returns to one of the previous
states;
• state 4 - when the transmitted power by both the two cavities goes above
its threshold, correction signals are sent at both the end mirrors. These are
derived by inverting the 4× 4 sensing matrix defined as:

Iref
Ipob
Qasy
Qpob
 =

GCARMIref G
DARM
Iref
GPRCLIref 0
GCARMIpob G
DARM
Ipob
GPRCLIpob 0
GCARMQasy G
DARM
Qasy
0 0
0 0 0 GMICHQpob


∆L+
∆L−
∆l+
∆l−
 (3.87)
If both carrier and sideband powers remain stably at their maximum value for
a time longer than the time needed for the full power build-up (typically 100
ms in LIGO), the lock is acquired. Otherwise, the lock is lost and the ITF
goes back to one of the previous states.
A crucial point in applying this locking strategy is the estimation of the elements
of the sensing matrix. From the uncontrolled state to the fully controlled state, in
fact, the resonant power inside the LIGO ITF changes by more than three orders
of magnitude, and the response of the involved error signals varies accordingly. In
particular, as has been shown in the previous section, their response is proportional
to the gains of the carrier and sidebands inside the ITF, which drastically change
during the lock acquisition path.
The carrier gain gcr, for instance, which is less than 1 in step 2, reaches the value
of 7 in the final state. In order to maintain a stable control system the locking scheme
has to be able to compensate for the increasing of the strength of the demodulated
signals. For this reason, the sensing matrix elements Mi,j are estimated in terms of
the carrier and sideband fields resonant inside the ITF and the fields acting as local
oscillators at the different detection ports. The result is a continuously evolving
matrix which changes following the status of the system, by generalizing the error
signal linearization described for the single cavity to the case of multiple degrees of
freedom.
A detailed explanation of how to estimate all the sensing matrix coefficients in
terms of the fields evolving inside the ITF is done in [45]. To clarify the method, the
estimation of GCARMIref is shown here as an example. As already said in section 3.4.1,
the response of Iref to CARM is produced by the resonant carrier field beating
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with the local oscillator field of the sidebands, which are not resonant in the arms.
GCARMIref can therefore be estimated as:
GCARMIref = g
CARM
ref Aref1A+ (3.88)
where gCARMref is a constant gain coefficient, Aref1 is the amplitude of the field of
the sidebands detected at the reflected port, and A+ is an estimate of the resonant
carrier power inside the ITF. In the state that neither arm is close to the resonance,
so that A+ ' 0, GCARMIref vanishes. Instead, in states 3 and 4, it can be written in
terms of the transmitted powers by the two cavities, which are directly measurable.
Aref1 is dependent up on the mode-matching of the sidebands in the recycling cavity,
and is estimated on the basis of the optical parameters of the ITF.
The value of the gain coefficient gCARMref is needed as well. The better way to
directly measure this coefficient is to excite the CARM degree of freedom and to
measure the response in the signal Iref . On the other hand, performing such a
measurement requires the ITF to already be locked on its operating point, while
the same gain coefficient is actually needed to acquire the lock. Since the same
problem arises for each matrix element, an alternative general procedure to measure
the gain coefficients has been designed and applied. This consists of performing the
measurement in simpler optical configurations whose sensing matrix elements have
the same gain coefficients as the full ITF. In particular, gPRCLref , g
PRCL
pob , g
MICH
ref and
gMICHpob are measured by locking the recycling cavity, keeping both the end mirrors
misaligned so as to have a stable state. CARM and DARM coefficients can be
instead inferred locking the stable state of the ITF formed by the recycling cavity
plus one arm, keeping the end mirror of the other arm misaligned.
The multi-step technique was successfully applied in all the three LIGO inter-
ferometers. A typical lock acquisition event is shown in figure 3.12: the ITF passes
from state 2 to state 5 in about 1 sec.
Typically, some minutes are needed to reach the final state from the fully un-
controlled state. By the time, the ITF crosses several times the previous states, and
corrections are accordingly sent to the involved mirrors, until the lock is acquired.
A few concerns complicate this strategy. As has been described in 3.4.1, either
involving Iref or Ipob the sensitivity of these signals to PRCL vanishes in the course
of the power build-up, when the response of the recycling cavity becomes the same
for carrier and sidebands. To solve this problem, in LIGO the PRCL control is
interrupted as the singularity approaches, and is not restored until the singularity
is passed. Moreover, because of the phase shift enhancement experienced by the
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Figure 3.11: Typical lock acquisition of LIGO1, reached by the multi-step locking technique.
Courtesy of M. Evans.
carrier in the Fabry-Perot cavities, the extraction of a good error signal for PRCL is
difficult, since the demodulated signals which are sensitive to PRCL are also largely
sensitive to CARM.
The problem can be solved by feeding-back Iref to the laser frequency with a very
high bandwidth (several kHz). At low frequency the loop gain is so high that in the
other signal Ipob the CARM contamination is greatly reduced, making it sensitive
mainly to PRCL. On the other hand, such a kind of frequency servo is engaged in
LIGO only when the ITF is already locked in a stable state, so that the CARM
contamination is still present during the lock acquisition phase.
TAMA sensing and control
The TAMA locking scheme is also based on the multi-step technique, but is quite
different with respect to the LIGO one. In particular, it is simplified by the fact
that the recycling gain for the carrier is almost 10 times lower than LIGO, so that
the coupling between the two cavities is greatly reduced.
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Figure 3.12: Signal extraction in the TAMA interferometer.
Moreover, the TAMA scheme is characterized by a robust extraction of the PRCL
and MICH lengths by using the reflected signal demodulated at 3Ω frequency. Pe-
culiarities of this kind of extraction are detailed in [48], where a deep analysis of the
advantages of using this signal with respect to the conventional Ω-demodulated one
is done.
These are mainly connected with the mechanism by which the 3Ω signal is gen-
erated at the reflected port. It is in fact produced by the beating between first
and second-order sidebands: second-order sidebands are not resonant in the recy-
cling cavity, so that a constant amount of them is reflected back to the symmetric
port, independently of the resonant conditions of the ITF. A PRCL length varia-
tion therefore induces a phase shift in the sidebands, which are resonant only in the
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recycling cavity, and no information concerning the long cavities state is therefore
present. Actually, even if is smaller, also the beating between carrier and third or-
der of sidebands contributes to generate the 3Ω signal. This still leads to a slight
contamination by CARM of the 3Ω PRCL signal, but results in being 20 times lower
with respect to the one measured in the Ω signal.
Another important advantage in using the 3Ω-demodulation is that the sign
of the lengths ∆l+ and ∆l− reconstructed by the reflected 3Ω-demodulated sig-
nal is stable against changes in the optical parameters, where the conventional Ω-
demodulated signal is not. In this way in TAMA the recycling cavity remains stably
locked even when the carrier becomes resonant inside the arms, and the lock of
the ITF can be therefore acquired by independently controlling the four degrees of
freedom of the ITF.
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Chapter 4
The Commissioning of Virgo
The first step in the commissioning of a detector such as Virgo is the implementation
of all the control systems required to run the ITF. In parallel, noise performances
have to be constantly studied and improved, in order to reach the designed sensitiv-
ity. The commissioning of Virgo started in September 2003, and was organized in
steps of increasing complexity:
A - Commissioning of the long Fabry-Perot cavities
(September 2003 - January 2004)
The North and West cavity (see figures 4 and 4) were separately commissioned.
Figure 4.1: North cavity configuration.
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Figure 4.2: West cavity configuration.
Sub-systems like the injection system, the global control, the detection system
and the involved suspensions (NI, NE, BS, WI,WE) were tested, debugged and
improved. The locking and automatic alignment of a single arm were designed
and implemented in this configuration.
B - Commissioning of the Fabry-Perot Michelson ITF
(recombined ITF) (February 2004 - December 2004)
All the mirrors were kept aligned, except the PR (see figure 4.3). The light
reflected by the two arms was recombined at the level of the BS mirror. For his-
torical reasons this configuration is usually referred to as the recombined ITF.
With respect to the operation of a single arm, the main difference consisted of
a more complex locking scheme, while the other kinds of control systems were
mainly the same as for a single arm. Three longitudinal degrees of freedom,
instead of one, have to be controlled: the length of each Fabry-Perot cavity
and the phase difference between the two beams reflected by the arm cavities.
Also, since the detector sensitivity of the recombined ITF is considerably bet-
ter than the one of the single cavity (which is essentially limited by frequency
noise), noise hunting can start during this phase.
C - Commissioning of the power-recycled Fabry-Perot Michelson ITF
(recycled ITF) (July 2004 - September 2005)
In the final Virgo configuration all of the six main optics were kept aligned
(see figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.3: Recombined ITF configuration.
If most of the involved sub-systems did not need big changes, locking and
automatic alignment controls had to be completely redesigned, because of the
large couplings between the arms introduced by the presence of the recycling
cavity.
D - Noise Hunting With a stably running ITF, the so-called noise hunting phase
can start, where several noise sources contaminating the sensitivity are sys-
tematically investigated and possibly reduced.
The work presented in this thesis was started in spring 2003 in the framework
of the commissioning. Its main topic is the longitudinal control of the detector,
from its simple scheme in a single arm configuration to the recycled mode. In
parallel with the basic implementation of the locking strategies, the analysis of the
noise re-introduced in the dark fringe signal by the longitudinal control has been
systematically performed, and several improvements to the locking scheme have
been progressively studied and implemented. The analysis shown are mainly based
on the data collected during the Virgo commissioning runs.
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Figure 4.4: Recycled ITF configuration.
4.0.3 Commissioning evolution and commissioning runs
The commissioning runs are short periods of continuous data-taking which have
taken place every two to three months since November 2003, in order to check the
performance of the detector and the progress in the level of sensitivity:
• C1 - North cavity locked (14-17 November 2003);
• C2 - North cavity locked and automatically aligned (20-23 February 2004);
• C3 - Two configurations:
C3 − a/ North cavity as in C2 and frequency stabilization servo (23-26 April
2004);
C3− b/ ITF locked in recombined mode (26-27 April 2004);
• C4 - ITF longitudinally controlled in recombined mode, with automatic align-
ment on both the arms and frequency stabilization servo (24-29 June 2004).
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When the commissioning of the recycled ITF started, in summer 2004, a the
problem emerged with the absence of an optical isolation between the IMC and the
ITF. The light reflected from the ITF back into the injection system was scattered
by the suspended IMC mirror and re-injected in the light path going into the ITF,
causing interference fringes and preventing the standard working operations.
A temporary solution was adopted in September 2004, when one of the two mir-
rors forming the input telescope, (M6), was replaced by a 10% reflecting mirror,
reducing by a factor 100 the power reflected back to the IMC. An obvious conse-
quent drawback was that the power injected into the interferometer was reduced by
a factor of 10. The induced noise in the IMC caused by the back reflected light was
reduced by the expected amount, and the locking of the recycled ITF was acquired
at the end of October 2004.
The commissioning activity has been carried out with 10% of the incoming power
for almost one year, and three other commissioning runs have since been performed:
• C5 - Two configurations:
C5 − a/ ITF in recombined mode as in C4, with full hierarchical control im-
plemented on the end suspensions (2-6 December 2004);
C5− b/ ITF locked in recycled mode (6-7 December 2004);
• C6 - ITF locked in recycled mode with a partial automatic alignment (29 July
2005 - 12 August 2005);
• C7 - ITF locked in recycled mode and a complete automatic alignment (14
September 2005 - 19 September 2005).
At the same time the back-scattered light problem was studied: the installation
of a Faraday Isolator after the IMC was singled out as the best solution.
4.0.4 The new suspended input bench
The suspended input bench previously described can not accommodate a Faraday
Isolator, because of space constraints. Moreover, the replacement of the curved
PR mirror with a plane one has been considered, in order to prevent misalignment
noise possibly induced along the z-axis by its transversal movements. These two
changes have required a complete redesign of the bench, with the sufficient space to
allocate the Faraday Isolator, and a different collimation optics on the main beam,
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since the PR, being plane, cannot be used anymore as a lens to collimate into the
interferometer.
A three months long shut-down of the detector has been planned after C7 in
order to carry out its assembling. At the same time the new PR mirror is going
to be installed. Since this work has been carried out with the old injection bench,
details of the new bench will not be described.
4.1 Simulation of the Interferometer
Due to the complexity of the optical configuration and the large number of con-
trol systems involved, simulation tools are comprehensively adopted in the commis-
sioning of interferometric detectors, with the main goal of supporting, and possi-
bly accelerating, the experimental work. Essentially, time-domain simulations and
frequency-domain simulations are used, depending on the topic to be studied.
Time-domain simulations are largely adopted to study non-stationary processes.
They sequentially compute the evolution of the fields inside the ITF, due to dynamic
perturbations in the longitudinal or angular degrees of freedom. Because each step
of the changes of the system is traced, the program typically is computationally
very expensive. Frequency-domain simulations, which calculate steady state fields
in a given optical configuration, are therefore usually preferred in studying details
of stationary processes.
In order to study the longitudinal control of the ITF, a time domain simulation
should be used. During the lock acquisition process, in fact, the optical parameters
change dynamically together with the power build-up inside the ITF. A realistic
simulation has therefore to reproduce these non-stationary effects.
The Virgo time domain simulation is SIESTA [49] (Simulation of Interferometric
Experiments Sensitive To grAvitational waves). SIESTA is a C language tool which
permits to describe all the main components of the detector by several kinds of
structure, such as laser, suspensions, mirrors, photo-detectors. They are connected
each other by a signal structure, produced as output of an element and taken as
input by another one.
As will be shown in the next chapters, SIESTA played a crucial role in several
aspects of the detector commissioning. It has been a very important tool for design-
ing and testing suitable locking strategies and in the development of procedures for
measuring locking parameters. Couplings between the different longitudinal degrees
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of freedom and techniques to reduce the impact of the longitudinal control noises in
the Virgo sensitivity were investigated as well.
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Chapter 5
Control of the 3 km cavity
The commissioning of the Virgo ITF was organized in steps of increasing complexity.
This choice was made mainly to check the various sub-systems and to test the
controls needed to run the ITF in simpler optical configurations.
This chapter concerns the problem of the longitudinal control of the 3 km long
Fabry-Perot cavity, in the twin optical configurations of the north and west cavities.
Before starting experimental tests, some preparatory work was done. A real
time SIESTA simulation was developed, and the specifications of the most critical
sub-systems for locking the ITF were checked and improved. In particular, the laser
frequency noise entering the ITF was measured and compared with the specifications
to lock the cavity. The longitudinal local control feedbacks were upgraded in order
to improve their response during lock acquisition and minimize their noise.
Once the cavity was stably locked, the longitudinal control was refined to have
better noise performance and increased robustness. Last steps of the commissioning
of the single cavity were the implementation of the frequency stabilization servo
(SSFS) and the automatic alignment. The performance obtained during the com-
missioning runs C1, C2 and C3 in single arm configuration are described at the end
of the chapter.
5.1 Experimental set-up
Since all the mirrors of the recycled configuration were already installed when the
single Fabry-Perot cavity is commissioned, the only way to have such a optical
configuration was to keep the PR and the mirrors composing one of the two arms
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misaligned1 by a few mrad2. The two configurations, north and west cavity, are
shown in figures 5.1 and 5.2.
Since the PR is kept misaligned, the laser light is not recycled inside the ITF.
Moreover, PR has a reflectivity of 92%, so that only 8% of the light coming out of
the injection system is transmitted to the BS. The power injected into each of the
two arms is therefore about 500 times less than operating the full ITF.
In the north arm configuration, the light transmitted from the cavity is detected
by the photodiode B7. The photodiodes B1p and B5 receive the light reflected from
the cavity and by the first and second face of the BS.
Figure 5.1: North cavity configuration. The light transmitted from the cavity is detected by the
photodiode B7, the reflected light is detected by the photodiodes B1p and B5.
With 10 Watts of power coming from the injection system and considering the
1An alternative solution is to obtain the two configurations is to exclude the west (north) arm
by closing the valve between the BS and the WI (NI).
2The requirement is that the misalignment is much larger than the beam divergence θ∞:
θ∞ =
λ
piω
= 16 µrad
.
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Virgo parameters defined in the previous chapters, the theoretical power impinging
the photodiode B7 is:
B7 DC ' (10W )× TPR × TBS × 2F
pi
× TNE × tB7 ∼ 250 µW (5.1)
where tB7 ∼ 0.45 is the transmission optical path from the ITF to the B7 photodiode.
The theoretical power on B1p is:
B1p DC ' 10W × TPR × TBS ×RBS × tB1p ∼ 780 µW (5.2)
where tB1p ∼ 0.0039 is the transmission optical path from the ITF to the B1p
photodiode. On B5:
B5 DC ' 10W × TPR × TBS ×R2
ndface
BS × tB5 ∼ 80 µW (5.3)
where tB5 ∼ 0.40 is the transmission optical path from the ITF to the B5 photodiode.
In the west arm configuration, the light transmitted from the cavity is detected
by the photodiode B8. The photodiode B1p receives the light reflected from the
cavity on transmission through the BS. On both the photodiodes, the impinging
power is the same as in the north arm configuration.
Figure 5.2: West cavity configuration. The light transmitted from the cavity is detected by the
photodiode B8, the reflected one is detected by the photodiode B1p.
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5.2 Single Arm Locking Scheme
As described in the previous chapter, Pound-Drever-Hall signals reflected and trans-
mitted from the cavity around resonance are sensitive to cavity length variations.
They are therefore good error signals to derive a controller proportional to the rel-
ative velocity of the mirrors, using linear control theory. The correction signal is
fed-back to one of the two mirrors (usually the end one), in order to keep the cavity
on resonance. Locking schemes for the north cavity are shown in the following plots
(figures 5.3 and 5.4). Corresponding schemes3 were applied for the west cavity, by
sending corrections to the WE mirror.
Figure 5.3: Locking scheme of the north cavity according to the Pound-Drever-Hall reflection
locking technique.
During the installation of the 3km arms, some aspects of the locking scheme
were preliminarily analyzed in simulation:
• the tuning of the demodulation phase4 of the involved signal, in order to
3The linearization is done by using the DC power detected by the photodiode B8 (B8 DC),
instead of B7; in the transmission locking scheme B8 ACp is used instead of B7 ACp.
4The demodulation phase is dependent on location of the photo detector and length of cables
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Figure 5.4: Locking scheme of the north cavity according to the Pound-Drever-Hall transmission
locking technique.
maximize the strength of one component with respect to the other;
• the procedure to measure the optical gain of the involved error signals, in order
to reconstruct the cavity length;
• a suitable way to engage the feedback loop;
• the design of the controller.
5.3 Simulation
In order to prepare the experimental activity, the single arm configuration was repro-
duced in a real time SIESTA simulation, including the main features of the cavity:
connecting it with modulator and local oscillator. For this reason, the in-phase and the quadrature-
phase components of the demodulated signal are defined up to a global phase which can be arbitrarily
tuned.
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• the dynamics, to include transients5 and frequency response6 of the cavity;
• parameters of the photodiodes, such as saturations, electronic and shot noise;
• optical parameters of mirrors and laser system;
• seismic noise and suspensions of the mirrors, tuned so that the noise trans-
ferred to the mirror induces a mirror motion of the order of 1 µm rms, according
to the measured value. In particular, the action of the feed-back forces on the
mirror are applied by a Siesta module which reproduces the dynamics of the
reference mass-mirror actuators.
The north cavity simulation will be adopted in the next sections to describe
the designed locking strategy. Similar considerations are valid as well for the west
cavity. Because of its better SNR, usually the reflected signal is involved in the
locking scheme, instead of the transmitted one. The scheme referred to in the next
sections is therefore the one in figure 5.3.
5.3.1 Cavity length reconstruction
The demodulation phase of the reflected signal is adjusted with the cavity freely
swinging until the strength of one of the two components, for instance the in-phase
component B1p ACp, is maximized with respect to the other 7. Around resonance
the relation of the demodulated signal with the cavity length variation ∆L (described
in 3.2.1) can be written as:
B1p ACp = γ∆L =⇒ γ = B1p ACp 1
∆L
(5.4)
where γ is a the optical gain of the signal, expressed in [W/m]. By inverting this
relation, the cavity length around resonance is reconstructed as:
5Transients arise once the cavity sweeps the resonance in a time shorter than the cavity storage
time [44], being produced by the beating between the incoming laser field and the evolving stored
field. The threshold velocity over that transient effects arises can be evaluated imposing that the
resonance time crossing is shorter than the light storage time in the cavity. The low finesse of the
cavity induce a threshold velocity on dynamics effect at 16 µm/s, which is much larger compared
with the typical velocity of the mirrors, of the order of 1 µm/s rms. In case of single cavity, transients
are therefore negligible in standard conditions.
6The frequency response of the cavity, with a pole at 500 Hz, is not crucial during the design of
the control system, because the unity gain frequency of the controllers used is not higher that 100
Hz.
7The other component, in this case B1p ACq, can be completely zeroed in simulation.
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∆L =
1
γ
B1p ACp (5.5)
γ can be calculated on the base of the analytical expression of the Pound-Drever-
Hall signal. In the experimental activity a direct measurement of this parameter is
needed. As confirmed by the simulation, it is a good approximation to assume that
the peak to peak value of the B1p ACp linear zone corresponds at a cavity length
variation around resonance of λ2F (see figure 5.5).
Figure 5.5: Measurement of the optical gain of the B1p ACp signal: the peak to peak value of
the linear zone corresponds approximately to λ/2F cavity length variation around resonance.
Linearization of the error signal
By means of the linearization technique described in section 3.2.2, the linear region of
the error signal is extended by about a factor β = 10 (see figure 5.17). The electronic
noise of the transmitted power signal, included in the simulation, prevents a further
increase. The constraint on the cavity swing velocity can be modified according to
the enlargement of the error signal linear range:
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vmax <
√
βFmaxλ
2Fm
∼ 10 µm/s (5.6)
so that the efficiency of the locking is extended up cavity swing velocity
√
β = 3
times higher than before, making easier lock acquisition. The relation between the
demodulated signal and the cavity length variation δL can be therefore re-written
as:
B1p ACp = γ′B7 DC ∆L =⇒ γ′ = B1p ACp
B7 DC
1
∆L
(5.7)
where γ′, now expressed in [1/m], is the optical gain of B1p ACp as measured before,
divided by the maximum value of the transmitted power B7 DC.
Figure 5.6: Resonance of the transmitted power (left) and Pound-Drever-Hall error signal (right).
The red curve shows the enlargement of the signal due to the linearization, compared with the
non-linearized one.
The reconstructed cavity length is therefore:
∆L =
1
γ′
B1p ACp
B7 DC
(5.8)
Around resonance, this signal can be filtered and sent to the end mirror of the cavity
in order to hold it on resonance.
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5.3.2 Feedback to the mirror
The trigger enabling the feed-back control is asymmetric. It is switched on close to
the cavity resonance condition, in order to isolate the fundamental mode of the cavity
from high order modes. Corrections start to be computed by the locking algorithm
at a few percent of the maximum power, without being sent to the mirrors until
the cavity approaches the resonance, typically 50% of the maximum power. This
mechanism handles the loading of the digital filters, by preventing spikes in the
correction signals which can excite the mirror. The trigger is typically switched off
at a few percent of the maximum power, with the objective of enlarging the action
time interval of the feedback (see figure 5.7).
Figure 5.7: Asymmetric trigger on the transmitted power to enable the feedback loop. Corrections
start to be computed by the locking algorithm at a few percent of the maximum power (compute),
without being sent to the mirrors until the cavity is typically at 50% of the maximum power (sent).
The trigger is typically closed at a few percent of the maximum power (close).
The controller
The digital filter used for calculating the correction signal has to be designed taking
into account the delay introduced by the Virgo control chain. As described in
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section 2.5.4, this implies that controllers can not have bandwidths higher than 100
Hz.
A high gain at very low frequency is needed to compensate the seismic noise
motion, so that the an integrator is put from 10 mHz to 10 Hz. A derivative
response of the filter from 10 Hz to 800 Hz assures a wide range of frequency with
a viscous damping of the mirror. The unity gain frequency is usually set around 50
Hz (se figure 5.8).
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Figure 5.8: Standard controller designed to filter the reconstructed cavity length signal in order to
produce correction signals (blue): gain (top) and phase response (bottom). The open loop transfer
function is also plotted (red, including the 350 µs of delay of the control chain: gain (top) and phase
(bottom). The phase margin is about 60 degrees at 50 Hz, where the unity gain is usually set.
5.3.3 Locking efficiency
With the locking strategy previously described, the lock of the single cavity is ac-
quired in simulation at the first trial.
Performance is studied by increasing the cavity motion. As long as the relative
velocity of the mirrors remains below 10 µm/s, the lock is always acquired at the
first attempt, in agreement with the velocity constraints described in the previous
chapter. This is mainly due to the effectiveness of the linearization technique. With-
out linearizing the error signal, in fact, the time needed to acquire the lock increases
and a few failed locking trials occur before succeeding.
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Figure 5.9: Simulation of lock acquisition: when the feedback loop is engaged, corrections (right)
are sent to the mirror, and the cavity is brought and kept on resonance (left). In this case the
linearization of the error signal is involved in the simulation, and the lock happens at the first
attempt.
5.4 Check of sub-system specifications
Preliminary checks of the various sub-systems are needed before trying to experi-
mentally test the designed locking strategy. In particular, the laser frequency noise
entering the ITF was compared with the maximum level required to lock the cavity.
Moreover, the longitudinal local control system was studied and improved in order
to optimize its performance during the lock acquisition phase.
Laser frequency noise
The frequency noise of the laser beam coming into the ITF after the pre-stabilization
loop was measured. Its spectrum is shown in figure 5.11. The RMS value obtained
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Figure 5.10: Lock acquisition simulation of the north cavity, but without applying the lineariza-
tion of the error signal. Few failed events occur before the cavity is locked.
by integrating the frequency noise spectral density ν˜(f) on all the bandwidth was:
∆νRMS =
√∫
(δν˜(f))2df ' 60 Hz (5.9)
This frequency noise can be translated in a variation of the cavity length:
∆LRMS =
∆νRMS
ν
L
An upper limit to ∆Lrms in order to make possible lock acquisition is given by the
fact that ∆Lrms has to be lower than half width at half maximum of the resonance
peak:
∆LRMS <
λ
4F
=⇒ ∆νRMS < λ4LF ν ' 500Hz (5.10)
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Figure 5.11: Spectrum of the frequency noise entering the ITF (blue) and rms integrated on over
the bandwidth (red): its value is about 60 Hz. The rms frequency noise is dominated by two peaks,
at 11.5 Hz and 14.5 Hz. They turned out to be due to the air conditioning system of the cleaning
rooms, located in the central building, close to the laser laboratory.
which is about 10 times greater than the measured level shown in figure 5.11 and it
therefore does not prevent lock acquisition8.
Improving lock performance by damping the motion of the cavity mirrors
By means of a combination of passive attenuation and active damping, the Virgo
suspension is able to keep the longitudinal mirror motion below 1 µm RMS. However,
during lock acquisition, the pendulum mode at 0.6 Hz of the reference mass-mirror
8Actually ∆ÃLRMS is suppressed by the locking loop G(f), so that its effective rms value should
be computed as:
∆ÃLeffRMS =
√
L
ν
∫
δν˜(f)
1 +G(f)
2
df (5.11)
The maximum level of frequency noise entering the ITF acceptable in order to maintain locked the
cavity has therefore an even less stringent condition than 500 Hz rms.
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system can be excited. Because of its high quality factor Q ∼ 106, once this reso-
nance is excited it is very difficult to recover a slow cavity motion without damping
it directly from the reference mass. To deal with this problem a local longitudi-
nal damper for the mirror was designed and implemented. The idea is to keep the
damping active on those mirrors receiving corrections during the lock acquisition
phase, and which could otherwise become excited. Once the lock is acquired, the
damping is switched off.
The response of the z-damper control system was studied in order to optimize
its efficiency and to be able to damp the 0.6 Hz oscillation in the shortest time as
possible. This condition is usually referred to as critical damping, corresponding
at the fastest exponential decay behavior of the impulse response. The transfer
function of the reference mass-mirror system, modeled as a simple pendulum with
resonant frequency ωres, is:
H(ω) =
ω2res
ω2res − ω2
(5.12)
The controller is a simple derivative filter, in order to impress a viscous damping
to the mirror. The transfer function of the controller is therefore:
G(ω) = iωA (5.13)
where A is a gain which has to be set in order to optimize the impulse response
of the control system.
Figure 5.12: Block diagram of the longitudinal local control system.
The control system can be described as in figure 5.12, so that the closed loop
transfer function is:
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GCL(ω) =
xout(ω)
xin(ω)
=
H(ω)
1 +H(ω)G(ω)
=
ω2res
−ω2 + iω2resAω + ω2res
(5.14)
According to control system theory, the critical damping condition means a double
real pole in the system closed loop transfer function:
(iω2resA)
2 + 4ω2res = 0 =⇒ A = ±
2
ωres
(5.15)
Moreover, only poles with a negative real part make the system stable, so that:
A =
2
ω0
The corresponding open loop transfer function GOL is:
GOL(ω) = H(ω)G(ω) =
2iωresω
ω2res − ω2
(5.16)
and the unity gain frequency fUG, corresponding at |GOL(ωUG)| = 1, is:
fUG =
ωUG
2pi
' 1.5 Hz (5.17)
The open loop transfer function of the z-damping system was experimentally mea-
sured in closed loop, and the gain of the controller was adjusted in order to have the
unity gain frequency around 1.5 Hz, corresponding to the critical damping. How-
ever, sensor noise was also amplified when the gain was increased to reach critical
damping, causing saturations in the DAC. Because of that, the simple pole at 100 Hz
in the original damping filter was replaced by a double pole at 10 Hz with Q = 0.5,
reducing by a factor 1/f2 the noise between 10 and 100 Hz.
The performance of the z-damping tuned at the critical damping is shown in
the following plot. The mirror is intentionally excited along the z-axis, in order
to produce the 0.6 Hz oscillation. Then the z-damping is engaged, and figure 5.13
shows that the oscillation is completely damped in about 2 seconds.
The behavior of the viscous damping performance during lock acquisition trials
was tested. Typical correction signals sent to the mirror in order to acquire the lock
were artificially reproduced by filtering steps with a derivative filter, in such a way
to saturate the actuators. These artificial kicks were sent to the mirror keeping the
z-damper switched on tuned at the critical damping. No significant increasing of
the mirror motion was observed with respect to the case without kicks: the mirror
motion was kept within specifications even in presence of external excitations.
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Figure 5.13: Damping of the 0.6 Hz longitudinal oscillation of the mirror by engaging the z-
damping loop tuned at the critical damping. The oscillation is completely damped in about 2
seconds.
In order to further reduce the sensing noise reintroduced in the bandwidth of
the locking controller, a new filter was finally adopted. It was designed to work near
the critical damping, but with a steeper roll-off starting from a few Hz. The corre-
sponding open loop transfer function is shown in figure 5.14, where it is compared
with the one given by the previous simpler filter. The gain attenuation at 10 Hz is
30 db.
5.5 Experimental performance
The locking strategy designed in simulation was experimentally applied. Some analy-
sis were done in order to characterize, and eventually improve, the efficiency of the
locking scheme.
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Figure 5.14: Open loop transfer function of the z-damper, by adopting a simple derivative filter
with a double pole at 10 Hz (blue) and by adopting a steeper roll-off filter starting from a few Hz.
By tuning the demodulation phase with the cavity freely swinging, the ratio
between the amplitude of the in-phase component with respect to the quadrature-
phase is about a factor 10 5.15, which turned out to be good enough for locking
purposes.
By means of the linearization technique, the linear region of the error signal is
extended by about a factor β ∼ 10. A further increase is prevented mainly by the
electronic noise of the transmitted power signal. Moreover, the slope of the signal
changes because of the presence of higher order modes 5.17 in the transmitted power.
In order to estimate the threshold velocity, mirrors were artificially excited before
engaging the feedback loop. Characterizing each trial by the relative velocity of the
mirrors it turns out that the value of the threshold velocity corresponds to the
theoretical one of 10 µm/s. Without applying the linearization technique, the time
between the engagement of the feedback loop and the lock acquisition is of some
seconds, with typically tens of locking failures. Results are therefore in agreement
with what foreseen by the simulation.
The extremely good efficiency of lock acquisition made it unnecessary to keep
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Figure 5.15: Tuning of the error signal demodulation phase: in-phase and quadrature-phase
signals around resonance.
the z-dampers active during lock acquisition of the single cavity. They were instead
used in the first steps of the lock acquisition of the full recycled ITF (see section
7.12).
5.6 Commissioning of the single arm
Once the lock of the cavity was acquired, there were two other main goals of the
commissioning activity: to complete the implementation of the other global control
systems, the automatic alignment and the frequency servo, and to start the investi-
gation of the noise sources spoiling the sensitivity, possibly reducing them to prepare
the commissioning of the ITF in more complex optical configurations.
5.6.1 Lock of the OMC
The beam used to lock the cavity (B1p) receives only a small fraction of the beam
coming out of the ITF at the asymmetric port, less than 1%. The rest of the beam
goes to the OMC, but before using the high power beam transmitted by the OMC
(B1) for sensitivity measurements or for controlling the cavity, the OMC has to be
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Figure 5.16: Example of enlargement of the linear region obtained by dividing the demodulated
signal B1 ACp by the transmitted power (the signal has been scaled to have the same slope of the
not linearized one): the estimated increasing is about a factor 10.
locked on the fundamental mode.
OMC resonance is found through a temperature scan and identified using a CCD
camera: the beam shape is compared to a gaussian profile by mean of a χ2 recon-
struction. An error signal giving the deviation from the resonance is obtained by
applying a 28 kHz modulation of the OMC length, detecting the OMC transmitted
beam by a photodiode, and by extracting the Pound-Drever-Hall signal by demod-
ulation. When the right mode is identified, the error signal is used to control the
OMC optical length using two Peltier cells [32]. The lock takes only a few minutes
if the OMC is already resonant on the right mode. If it is not, a temperature scan
is needed to search for the fundamental mode.
When the lock of the single cavity is acquired and the OMC is locked on its
fundamental mode, the error signal can be moved from the photodiode B1p to the
photodiode B1, placed after the OMC. The amount of light impinging B1 is in fact
almost 100 times higher than that one on B1p, so that the electronic noise of the
extracted signals is 100 times lower. The demodulation phase of B1 was tuned as it
was for B1p, and the control switched from B1p ACp to B1 ACp.
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Figure 5.17: Typical lock acquisition event: transmitted power (left) and correction signal (right).
The lock is acquired at the first trial.
5.6.2 Automatic alignment (AA)
In single arm configuration, the automatic alignment is simpler than in the full ITF,
consisting only in aligning the two mirrors with respect to each other and with re-
spect to the incoming beam. Suitable error signals are provided by the two quadrant
photo-detectors detecting the transmitted beam from the cavity. Horizontal and ver-
tical degrees of freedom can be treated separately. Moreover, the coupling between
the two mirrors is reduced by setting telescopes in front of the quadrants in order to
adjust the Guoy phases and by tuning the demodulation phases of the demodulated
quadrant signals. When the cavity is on its operating point, the dependence of the
quadrant signals on the mirror positions can be described by static matrices, one
for horizontal and one for vertical degrees of freedom. For instance, by considering
the vertical alignment of north arm cavity mirrors NI and NE, the signals on the
quadrant diode Q71 and Q72 are given by:
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
B7 q1 ACpv
B7 q1 ACqv
B7 q2 ACpv
B7 q2 ACqv
 = −→M
(
θxNI
θxNE
)
(5.18)
An analogous matrix involving horizontal quadrant signals can be built for θyNI
and θyNE . In the same way, demodulated quadrant signals extracted in transmission
of the west cavity are used to compute the angles of the west arm mirrors. By a
linear reconstruction method, misalignments angles are reconstructed by the Global
Control, which sends the alignment error signals to DSP controlling the suspensions.
The DSPs do the necessary control filters and send correction signals to mirrors’ ac-
tuators.
The AA system has been implemented on both the cavities with similar perfor-
mance. Figure 5.18 shows the reduction of the NE angular motion (θx) when the
AA is active on the north arm. After engaging the AA, power fluctuations due to
residual motion of degrees of freedom other than longitudinal are suppressed, and
the remaining fluctuations come from the input beam (that will be controlled by a
dedicated automatic alignment system).
5.6.3 Frequency stabilization
The Second Stage of Frequency Stabilization servo (SSFS) in single arm configuration
was designed to stabilize the laser frequency onto the cavity itself, once it is locked
on resonance. The starting point is the pre-stabilization scheme described in chapter
2. Once the cavity is stably locked, the longitudinal correction signal sent to the
end cavity mirror is held at zero, while the analog electronic loop of the SSFS is
closed9. The cavity is therefore left free, and the laser frequency is adjusted in order
to follow the cavity motion.
The scheme of the SSFS servo is described in figure 5.19. The signal reflected
from the cavity is processed by analog electronics, then it is sent to the IMC sus-
pended mirror (with a loop bandwidth of about 150 Hz) and summed with the error
signal of the pre-stabilization stage.
As already said, the ITF is the best reference to stabilize the laser frequency
noise above the resonance frequencies of the mirror suspension. Below a few Hz,
9This is done by means of a remotely controllable logical trigger.
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Figure 5.18: Noise spectral density of the NE mirror angular motion (θx). Angular fluctuation
are strongly reduced once the AA is switched on, from DC to about 3 Hz, corresponding at the AA
loop bandwidth.
the RFC is a better reference, so that the ITF was locked on it with a very low
bandwidth (typically 5 Hz).
5.6.4 Noise reduction
Three commissioning runs (C1, C2 and C3) were dedicated to monitoring the pro-
gresses in robustness and stability of the control systems implemented in the single
arm configuration, and to follow the improvement in the noise performance 5.20.
In the C1 run the north cavity was longitudinally locked with the OMC locked,
so that the error signal to control the cavity was taken after the OMC. The laser
frequency was stabilized according to the pre-stabilization scheme. The cavity was
continuously locked for two long periods: the first one 19 hours long and the second
15 hours long. The sensitivity curve was essentially limited by laser frequency noise,
which was the main noise source from a few Hz up to a few kHz.
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Figure 5.19: SSFS control scheme.
In the C2 run both the two cavities were kept locked, and no relevant differences
were observed in their performance. On the north cavity the automatic alignment
was tested, with four control loops acting on the angular positions of NI and NE mir-
rors. This considerably improved the stability of the power stored inside the cavity.
Between C1 and C2 the performance of the frequency pre-stabilization scheme was
studied and improved. The reduction of the laser frequency noise was obtained with
the new design of IMC longitudinal and angular feedbacks, and the improvement of
the input bench local control system:
• the IMC auto-alignment loops were modified by re-allocating from the refer-
ence mass to the marionette the force applied to the mirror, so that the noise
transferred to the mirror up to a few Hz is filtered by a further stage of the
suspension chain and accordingly reduced;
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• the input bench local control loops for the angular degrees of freedom were
re-designed, by applying more aggressive filter in order to reduce the noise
reintroduced into the dark fringe signal from a few Hz to 100 Hz;
• the longitudinal controller of the IMC was re-designed in order to reduce the
noise at high frequency (above 100 Hz).
In the C3 run the north cavity was commissioned as in C2, locked and auto-
matically aligned, with the SSFS running as well. More than 32 hours without any
interruption were collected with all these control systems working properly. Since in
single arm configuration there is no common mode noise rejection as in the case of
a Michelson ITF, the laser frequency noise was still the main source of noise. The
improvement in the low frequency region, up to 100 Hz, is due to a further change
of the control scheme of the injection system, the reference cavity being controlled
with a smaller bandwidth (a few Hz) with respect to the previous pre-stabilization
scheme.
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Figure 5.20: Sensitivity measured in single arm configuration as measured during C1, C2 and C3:
the frequency noise is the limiting source of noise. These curves refers to the north arm. Similar
performance was measured in west arm configuration.
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Chapter 6
Control of the Fabry-Perot
Michelson (recombined)
interferometer
The recombined ITF is an intermediate optical scheme from the point of view of
the longitudinal control. It is more complicated than the simple cavity, since three
are the degrees of freedom to be controlled (the length of the two cavities and the
Michelson length). However, fields inside the two Fabry-Perot cavities are not mixed
by the PR, so that independent signals can be found to acquire the lock.
As for the single cavity, the control of the recombined ITF was simulated by
SIESTA in order to prepare the experimental activity. A two step lock acquisition
strategy was designed: first the two cavities are independently locked using the end
transmitted photodiodes, then the simple Michelson is locked onto the dark fringe
by using the asymmetric port signal (B1p) and acting on the BS.
By using this scheme the lock acquisition was easily acquired in simulation. On
the contrary, first experimental locking attempts failed. The reason of that turned
out to be related with the sensitivity of the dark fringe error signal to interferometer
misalignments, due to the particular choice of the Anderson modulation frequency
for the automatic alignment. The effect, referred to as Anderson offset, was not
foreseen by simulation, since it was performed in plane wave approximation. In
order to investigate this problem and understand its generation mechanism, a more
complete simulation including high order modes was developed, and experimental
tests were done. The appearance of the Anderson offset made it clear that a stable
lock of the recombined ITF was possible only by drastically decreasing misalignments
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of the cavities by implementing the automatic alignment control system. Once the
automatic alignment of north and west cavity was running, the lock of the ITF was
routinely acquired and maintained. Less noisy signals were then involved in the
locking scheme.
The complete lock acquisition procedure of the recombined ITF was tested during
the commissioning runs C4 and C5. Some analysis of the sensitivity response of the
ITF was also done.
6.1 Lock acquisition strategy for the Recombined ITF
The recombined optical configuration, together with the photodiodes used for lock-
ing, is shown in figure 6.1.
The single cavity can be locked using the signal reflected or transmitted from
the cavity. Because of its higher SNR, the beam reflected from the single cavity
(detected at the asymmetric port B1p) is usually used. However, in recombined
configuration this signal is sensitive to the length variation of both the cavities.
In order to be able to control the two cavities independently, making easier lock
acquisition, the two signals transmitted from the cavities were used instead.
By adjusting the demodulation phases of the transmitted signals, for instance
so that mainly the in-phase component is sensitive to the length variation of the
cavity, the two cavities can be controlled as described in figure 6.2: the north cavity
is locked using B7 ACp, linearized by the north transmitted power B7 DC; the west
cavity is controlled using B8 ACp linearized by the west transmitted power B8 DC.
An asymmetric trigger on B7 DC and B8 DC activates the feed-back loops, so that
correction signals are respectively sent to the end mirrors. Once the lock of the two
cavities is acquired, the Michelson is locked onto the dark fringe (see figure 6.3). As
shown in the previous chapter, by tuning the demodulation phases, both the signals
extracted at the asymmetric and the symmetric ports (B1p and B2) can be made
sensitive to the Michelson length variation, and one of the two can be chosen in
order to be filtered and fed-back to the BS.
6.1.1 Simulation
This two step lock acquisition technique was preliminarily tested in simulation. Once
the two cavities are locked, the demodulated signal sensitive to the Michelson length
variation has a sinusoidal behavior. The demodulation phase was therefore tuned
so that one of the two components (the quadrature-phase, according to the previ-
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Figure 6.1: Optical scheme of the recombined ITF with the photo-detectors used for the longitu-
dinal control. Beams transmitted from the north and west cavities are detected by photodiodes B7
and B8, respectively. The beams reflected back from the arms are recombined on BS, and detected
at the symmetric port by the photodiode B2, and at the asymmetric port. Here two photodiodes
are used: B1p, placed before the OMC and receiving less then 1% of the light, and B1, placed after
the OMC and receives almost all the light. The photodiode B5 receives instead the light reflected
back only from the north cavity.
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Figure 6.2: Lock acquisition scheme of the recombined ITF by applying the two step technique:
first, the two cavities are locked by using the end transmitted signals, B7 ACp and B8 ACp (top);
then, the Michelson is locked by the asymmetric port signal B1p ACq(bottom).
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Figure 6.3: Lock acquisition scheme of the recombined ITF by applying the two step technique:
first, the two cavities are locked by using the end transmitted signals, B7 ACp and B8 ACp (top);
then, the Michelson is locked by the asymmetric port signal B1p ACq(bottom).
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ous convention) maximizes the amplitude of the oscillation, by crossing zero when
the power transmitted at the asymmetric port (B1p DC) is minimum (dark fringe
condition).
Figure 6.4: SIESTA simulation. Tuning of the B1p signal demodulation phase. The amplitude
of B1p ACq (red) is maximized with respect to that one of B1p ACp (blu). B1p ACq crosses zero
when the B1p DC power (dot line) is maximum and minimum, so that this signal can be used to
lock the Michelson either on the dark and on the bright fringe. The operating point is selected by
choosing the sign of the loop.
Around the dark fringe, when the cavities are locked, the Michelson length vari-
ation is proportional to B1p ACq, as described in section 3.3.2:
B1p ACq =
4pi
λ
Aδl− (6.1)
A is the amplitude of the oscillating signal. The optical gain of B1p ACq can be
therefore directly obtained by measuring A.
An asymmetric trigger on B1p DC enables the feedback only when this signal
is lower than 50% of its maximum. With these procedure, and applying standard
controller filters, the lock of the recombined ITF was easily acquired in simulation
(see figure 6.5), in the two configurations with B1p ACq and B2 ACq.
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Figure 6.5: Lock of the recombined ITF acquired in simulation by applying the three steps
technique. Correction signals (NE zCorr and WE zCorr) are sent the end mirrors to lock the two
cavities, and the BS zCorr signal is sent BS to lock the Michelson onto the dark fringe.
6.1.2 The Anderson offset
The two step lock acquisition technique as designed in simulation was experimentally
tested. The asymmetric signal B1p ACq was initially tested to control the Michel-
son, since the reflected one was not available when experimental tests in recombined
configuration started1.
First attempts to lock the recombined ITF revealed a behavior completely dif-
ferent from the simulated one. The Michelson, in fact, could be kept onto the dark
fringe only for a few seconds, and not in a reliable way. A deep analysis of the
B1p ACq signal was therefore done. The evidence was that, with the two cavities
locked, this Michelson signal had an offset dependent on the cavity alignment. In
order to put in evidence this effect, a simple experimental test was done in single
arm configuration (west cavity). The cavity was locked with the in-phase component
1Spurious fringes were in fact observed in the B2 signals. Several tests were performed in order to
understand their origin. Finally, it was discovered that the beam reflected from the ITF was clipped
before impinging upon the photodiode, so that only a small fraction of it was actually detected.
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of the ASY signal (B1p ACp), according to the usual scheme. The end mirror was
misaligned by a few µrad with respect to the aligned position. At the same time, the
behavior of the other phase of the signal (B1p ACq), out of loop, was monitored.
As it is shown in figure 6.6, B1p ACq is around zero when the transmitted power is
maximum, while an offset arises as soon as the power starts to decrease because of
the induced misalignment.
Figure 6.6: With the west cavity locked by means of B1p ACp, the WE mirror is misaligned by
2 µrad, causing a decreasing of the transmitted power by about 10%. The corresponding behavior
of the out of loop quadrature component is shown: B1p ACq is around zero when the cavity is well
aligned. An offset is instead present as soon as WE starts to be misaligned. In particular, a few
µW is the value of the offset with 2 µrad of misalignment.
Modal simulations both of the single cavity and the recombined ITF were per-
formed including mirror misalignments for further investigating the observed effect.
Results, shown in the next paragraph, are in agreement with the experimental ones.
Since the offset in the quadrature-phase turned out to be related with the particular
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Virgo choice of the Anderson modulation frequency, this effect is usually referred to
as the Anderson offset.
6.1.3 Simulation
A simple optical simulation of a single 3km cavity was used to investigate the effect
induced by mirror misalignments in the reflected signal. High order modes (n+m ≤
5) of the laser beam were included, and the Anderson modulation frequency was set.
The demodulation phase of the reflected signal was tuned according to the con-
vention that the in-phase component B1p ACp is sensitive to the cavity length
variation. The behavior around the cavity resonance of the quadrature-phase com-
ponent (which is the one used to lock the Michelson in recombined configuration)
was investigated (see figure 6.8). With the end mirror misaligned by a few µrad an
offset appears in the quadrature-phase B1p ACq, so that the signal does not cross
zero exactly in correspondence of the resonance. When the Anderson modulation
frequency is shifted so that the first mode of the upper sidebands is not resonant
inside the cavities, or when only the TEM00 mode is included in the simulation, the
offset disappears.
The same simulation was done in recombined configuration, keeping the cavi-
ties on resonance, and sweeping the BS longitudinal position. The behavior of the
Michelson signal around the dark fringe condition was studied as done before, includ-
ing cavity mirror misalignments and high order modes of the laser beam. Results
show that an offset in the Michelson error signal is present (red curve in figure 6.9)
when the modulation frequency is the Anderson frequency. By shifting the modu-
lation frequency by 3 kHz, no offset is visible (blue curve).
6.1.4 Generation Mechanism
In order to try to understand the generation mechanism of the Anderson offset, the
Pound-Drever-Hall signal reflected from the single cavity was computed in presence
of mirror misalignments.
Misalignments of the cavity mirrors generate a translation and rotation of the
optical axis of the cavity with respect to the beam axis. In particular, a misalignment
θmis of the end curved mirror generates a translation a of the optical axis of the cavity
with respect to the beam axis:
a = R1senθmis (6.2)
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Figure 6.7: Modal simulation of a single 3km cavity, with the end mirror kept misaligned by 2
µrad. The plot shows the behavior of the quadrature-phase of the reflected signal, B1p ACq, with
the Anderson modulation frequency (blue curve) and the Anderson frequency shifted by 3 kHz (red
curve). The transmitted power (green curve) and the in-phase signal B1p ACp (black curve) are
plotted as well.
where R1 is the radius of curvature of the mirror.
Misalignment effects can be studied by expressing the laser beam propagating in
the z-direction in terms of Hermite-Gaussian TEMmn modes, as done in [42]. In the
cavity reference system, in fact, the effect of an angular misalignment is equivalent
to considering the incoming beam as a linear combination of TEMmn modes. By
considering an angular misalignment such that:
a
w0
<< 1
the incoming beam can be expanded in terms of its fundamental and first transverse
mode:
E ' TEM00 + a
w0
TEM10 ' TEM00 +
(
R1θmis
w0
)
TEM10 (6.3)
where a/w0 is the coupling coefficient with the first transverse mode. The computa-
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Figure 6.8: The zoom relative to the previous plot shows more clearly that, with the Ander-
son modulation frequency, B1p ACq has an offset, which disappears shifting the demodulation
frequency enough to make the first mode of the upper sideband not resonant inside the cavity.
tion of the in-phase and quadrature-phase components of the reflected signal from
the cavity has to be done by including the first transverse mode in the expression
of carrier and sidebands field. Since the Hermite-Gaussian TEMmn modes form
a complete and orthogonal set of functions, contributions of TEM00 and TEM10
modes to the demodulated signals can be computed independently.
The computation of the reflected demodulated signals by considering the funda-
mental mode was already done in section 3.2.1. Only the carrier field is resonant
inside the cavity, while sidebands are anti-resonant. The result is that one of the
two components of the demodulated signal vanishes and the other one is sensitivity
to the cavity motion around resonance.
Concerning the first transverse mode, because of the Anderson modulation fre-
quency, only the first transverse mode of the upper sideband is resonant inside the
cavity together with the carrier, while the first mode of the lower sidebands is anti-
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Figure 6.9: Simulation of the Michelson error signal B1p ACq in presence of misalignments. An
offset is visible in the signal, in correspondence of the dark fringe condition, if the modulation
frequency is tuned according to the Anderson frequency.
resonant (see figure 6.10).
By applying the formula 2.13, both the components of the Pound-Drever-Hall
signal turn out to different from zero. In particular, by adjusting the demodulation
phase of the reflected signal so that the in-phase component B1p ACp is sensitive
to the cavity length variation around resonance, an offset proportional to the square
of the misalignment angle, θmis, is present in the quadrature-phase B1p ACq:
B1p ACq ' 2Pin,0J0J1
(
θmisR
w0
)2
(6.4)
In single cavity configuration only the demodulated signal sensitive to the cavity
length variation is involved in the locking scheme (B1p ACp). The Anderson offset
is present in the other component (B1p ACq), which is out of loop, so that it does
not prevent stable operations.
In recombined configuration, instead, the quadrature component is used to con-
trol the Michelson length. The Anderson offset induces an equivalent displacement
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Figure 6.10: Carrier and sidebands fields in the ITF by modulating at the Anderson frequency.
of the Michelson length δl, which can be estimated comparing this signal with the
Pound-Drever-Hall signal sensitive to the Michelson length variation (see appen-
dix C), so that:
δl ' 5× 10−8
(
θmis
1 µrad
)2
m (6.5)
First locking trials of the recombined ITF were carried out without having the
automatic alignment implemented. By considering typical angular misalignments of
the mirrors under local control of the order of 1µrad, the Michelson length variation
induced by the Anderson offset is therefore:
δl ' 5× 10−8m
This value is more than one order of magnitude above the level required to move
the ITF off the dark fringe, so it can explain the locking failures.
6.1.5 How to deal with the Anderson offset
According to the model and simulations presented in the previous section, the An-
derson offset is generated by the coupling between high order modes of the incoming
beam and angular misalignments of the cavity. In order to deal with this problem,
different solutions were tested:
• the control of the Michelson length was moved to the signal transmitted from
the OMC. The OMC, in fact, filters high order modes, so that the demodulated
signal is generated only by the fundamental mode of carrier and sidebands. As
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soon as the control was moved to B1 ACq, the recombined remained stably
locked onto the dark fringe for several hours;
• after implementing the automatic alignment on both the cavities, the Anderson
offset in the B1p ACq signal essentially disappeared. The locking strategy of
the recombined ITF required therefore to engage the automatic alignment on
both the cavities, once they were locked, before locking the Michelson.
Figure 6.11 shows the behavior of the B1p ACq signal with respect to the
asymmetric port power B1p DC, with the two cavities locked and the BS
freely swinging: if the automatic alignment is not running, when the ITF
crosses the dark fringe the Anderson offset is present. On the contrary, when
the automatic alignment is running, the offset is not present anymore.
Figure 6.11: Behavior of the B1p ACq signal with respect to the asymmetric port power B1p DC,
when the cavities are locked and the BS is freely swinging. When the ITF is on the dark fringe,
the offset is visible in the B1p ACq signal only if the mirrors are under local controls (left). When
the automatic alignment is running (right), the offset is not present anymore.
• Once the B2 signals were available, B2 ACq was involved in the control scheme
to replace B1p ACq. Since this signal is not affected by the Anderson offset
(see figure 6.1.5), stable operations of the ITF were possible even by keeping
mirrors under local controls.
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Figure 6.12: Behavior of the B2 ACq signal with respect to the asymmetric port power B1p DC,
when the cavities are locked and the BS is freely swinging. No offset is present in the reflected
demodulated signal when the ITF crosses the dark fringe, even if the automatic alignment is not
working.
6.2 Linear Locking
The use of the end photodiodes to acquire the lock makes possible to independently
control the three degrees of freedom of the recombined ITF. However, in order to
improve the sensitivity of the detector, they need to be replaced by less noisy signals
detected at the asymmetric and symmetric ports. The applied locking strategy was
therefore to independently control the two cavities and to use the reflected signal
B2 ACq to control the Michelson length. Once the lock was acquired, the control
was passed to signals detected at the antisymmetric and symmetric ports, sensitive
respectively to differential and common motion of the cavities (linear mode). By
including the dependence on the transmitted powers, the sensing matrix connecting
the demodulated signals and the cavity length variation δLN and δLW is:
(
B1p ACq
B2 ACp
)
=
(
α11B7 DC −α12B8 DC
α21B7 DC α22B8 DC
)(
δLN
δLW
)
(6.6)
The measurement of the gain coefficients αij was done by injecting a sinusoidal
line at a few hundreds of Hz (well above the unity gain frequency of the loops, set
at 50 Hz) on the end mirrors. The gain of the reference mass actuators is:
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gact(f) = 1.3× 10−5mV
(
0.6
f
)2
so that the value of αij can be found by measuring the amplitude of the line in
the demodulated signal. For instance, α11 is given by:
α11 =
B1p ACq(f) [W]
A(f) [V]
1
gact(f)[V/m]
1
B7 DC [W]
(6.7)
where f is the frequency of the injected line.
Before engaging the automatic alignment system on both the cavities, variations
of about 30% in the measured value of these gain coefficients were systematically
observed. Frequent readjustments were therefore needed in order to keep the ITF
stably locked in linear locking scheme. Once the automatic alignment system was
implemented, no significant variations of these parameters were observed.
Figure 6.13: Locking scheme of the recombined ITF in linear mode.
6.2.1 Controller
In the lock acquisition phase, the controller used for all the three degrees of freedom
is based on the standard filter adopted during the commissioning of a single arm (see
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section 5.3.2). The gain of the controller is chosen in order to have a unity gain fre-
quency of the open loop transfer function around 50 Hz. Once the lock is acquired,
more complex filters were tested mainly in order to reduce the noise reintroduced
by feed-back loops into the dark fringe signal. In the commissioning run C3, for
example, the sensitivity curve was dominated by the electronic noise of the west
transmitted demodulated signal, above 200 Hz. Before changing the locking scheme
involving less noisy signals, a filter with a roll-off at 300 Hz was tested in the con-
trol loop of the two cavities, preventing the reintroduction of this noise above 300 Hz.
In linear mode, the controller used for all the three d.o.f. ’s is based on the
standard filter used in the lock acquisition. Once the automatic alignment of the
arms was running and the stability of the system improved, a more complex filter
with a roll-off at 50 Hz was tested (in C4 and C5) on the BS in order to reduce the
noise reintroduced into the sensitivity curve starting from a few tens of Hz. The
bandwidth of the control was also reduced to 10 Hz.
6.3 Commissioning of the Recombined ITF
Once the two cavities of the recombined ITF were locked, the automatic alignment
control system and the frequency stabilization servo were implemented. Since the
fields inside the in recombined configuration ITF are not mixed by the PR, the
alignment control for the recombined configuration consists of automatically aligning
the two cavities at the same time.
The frequency stabilization scheme in recombined configuration is similar to the
one described for the single cavity. The laser frequency is stabilized onto the common
mode of the ITF, so that the interferometer signal added to the pre-stabilization loop
(section 2.5.2) is the signal reflected from the ITF (B2 ACp). Finally, according
to the procedure already described in the single cavity lock, the OMC is put on
resonance and the B1 ACq signal replaces the B1p ACq.
During the commissioning of the recombined ITF, the hierarchical control of the
superattenuator was implemented as well. It consists of splitting locking forces over
three actuation stages in a hierarchical way, instead of applying them on the mirror
only at the level of the reference mass. The need for this kind of control is explained
in the next paragraph.
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6.3.1 Suspension hierarchical control
In the locking schemes described so far, longitudinal forces are applied to the mirror
by means of reference mass actuators, which have a large dynamic range in order to
make easier lock acquisition. However, the actuation noise injected into the ITF is
a severe limit to the sensitivity: at 20 Hz it is in fact more than 1000 times larger
than the designed sensitivity 6.14.
Figure 6.14: Actuator noise of marionette and reference mass compared with the Virgo design
sensitivity.
The noise is mainly due to DAC noise (300 nV/sqrt(Hz)) and coil driver noise
(70 nV/sqrt(Hz)), and is converted into equivalent mirror displacement by a large
coupling factor, 13 µm/V. Such a large coupling factor is very useful in the lock
acquisition phase, when mirrors have to be brought onto the working point and large
dynamics are needed. Once the lock is acquired, the residual force to be applied is
largely in the low frequency region (DC-5 Hz), where tidal drifts and mirror internal
resonances have to be compensated, and very small elsewhere. Therefore, the gain
of the coil driver (and the corresponding noise) cannot be reduced, unless a large
fraction of the low frequency force is re-allocated to upper stages.
The suspension hierarchical control was designed in order to reduce the force ap-
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plied to the reference mass once the lock is stably acquired2. It involves splitting the
locking force over three different actuation stages: inverted pendulum, marionette
and reference mass. The compensation for earth tides, in the range DC-0.01 Hz, is
reallocated upon the soft inverted pendulum; the force in the range 0.01-8 Hz, where
all the suspension resonances fall, is reallocated to the marionette.
As tested during C5, after reallocating the force to upper stages of the end
mirrors, the reference mass residual correction always remained below 10 mV, a
factor 1000 lower than the full dynamic range of the actuators. This allows the
coil driver amplification to be reduced by a factor of 1000, switching to low noise
coil-drivers, thereby fulfilling the final requirements.
6.4 Sensitivity and Noise Budget
Three commissioning runs, (C3, C4 and C5) were performed with the ITF in recom-
bined mode, in order to test the involved control systems in long term operations
and to monitor the sensitivity progress. At high frequency the sensitivity curve of
the recombined ITF is designed to be
√
500 ∼ 22 times worse than the recycled ITF
one3. However, keeping the interference between the two beams locked onto the dark
fringe, all common mode noises linked with the laser source are considerably reduced
with respect to the single arm configuration. As a consequence, in the recombined
ITF more noise sources become relevant and can be investigated.
In the last part of C3 the recombined ITF was kept locked for one day with the
standard lock acquisition scheme. Because of the use of the noisy transmitted signal
B8 ACp to control the west arm, the sensitivity is limited in all the bandwidth by
the electronic noise of this signal. By applying the new controller described in sec-
tion 6.2.1, about one order of magnitude was gained in the sensitivity curve above
300 Hz.
2Once the lock is acquired using the reference mass only, the recombined ITF should be fully
locked before reallocating the force to the upper stage: it is necessary that the second stage of
frequency stabilization is engaged, otherwise the frequency noise would cause saturation of the
marionette actuators.
3By assuming an incoming power of 10 W, and a recycling gain of 50, in recycled configuration
the total amount of power impinging upon the BS is 500 W. In recombined configuration, the 10 W
entering the ITF are attenuated by a factor the transmissivity of the PR mirror, kept misaligned,
which is roughly 0.1. The total amount of power impinging upon the BS is therefore 1 W. At high
frequency the sensitivity is shot noise limited, and depends on the square root of the circulating
power.
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In C4 more complex control schemes were tested, with the recombined ITF locked
in linear mode and both the automatic alignment and the frequency stabilization
servo engaged. A procedure was established to bring the ITF from the uncontrolled
state to the final science mode configuration, where all the planned control systems
were running.
6.4.1 Commissioning run C4
A large number of control systems were running in C4. In order to bring the ITF
to science mode in a reliable way, the following locking procedure was established.
• lock acquisition of the two cavities;
• after closing the automatic alignment, lock of the Michelson on the dark fringe;
• linear locking scheme configuration;
• engagement of the SSFS: correction signals sent to the end mirrors to control
the ITF common mode are zeroed, and the laser frequency is forced to follow
the common mode cavity motion;
• the reference cavity is put on resonance, and the common mode of ITF is
locked on it at a very low frequency;
• the last step consists of putting on resonance the OMC, and move the differ-
ential control of the arms to B1.
All the actions were managed by the Locking Process of the Global Control: the
different locking schemes were applied by changing the running locking algorithm.
The sensitivity curve and the noise budget of C4 are shown in the picture 6.15.
The main noise sources limiting the ITF sensitivity in C4 were:
• BS control noise in the low frequency region, from 10 Hz to 50 Hz. It is
due to both angular and longitudinal control noises. Because a BS automatic
alignment system was not implemented yet, BS was still kept under local con-
trol, explaining the angular control noise contribution to the dark fringe. The
BS longitudinal control noise was instead more deeply analyzed. Around a few
tens of Hz, in fact, a set of resonances are visible in the B2 ACq Michelson
error signal, then propagated to the dark fringe signal. They were found to be
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Figure 6.15: Sensitivity curve and noise budget of the recombined ITF [34].
input bench mechanical resonances. The mechanism of this kind of coupling
turned out to be due to a mistuning between the IMC length and the modula-
tion frequency. Because of an offset in the IMC lock induced by the frequency
servo4, the upper and lower sidebands become unbalanced, producing a signal
in the quadrature component of the reflected signal B2 ACq. By tuning the
modulation frequency with respect to the IMC cavity length (the mistuning
was found to be 70 Hz), the contribution of these resonances to the dark fringe
signal disappeared. Moreover, since the controller adopted in linear locking
mode has an aggressive roll-off at 50 Hz, longitudinal control noise was not
re-injected above that frequency.
• DAC noise in the intermediate frequency region, going to be reduced after
the implementation of the suspension hierarchical control;
• laser frequency noise above 500 Hz, because of the shot noise and the
electronic noise of the frequency servo error signal B2 ACp.
4Once the SSFS is engaged, the signal reflected from the ITF is summed with the error signal
of the pre-stabilization stage and sent to the laser (see section 5.6.3), thereby offsetting the laser
frequency from the IMC resonance.
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6.4.2 Commissioning run C5
During C5 the recombined ITF was running in the C4 configuration, having also
the hierarchical control running on both the end suspension. Form the point of view
of the noise budget, even if the suspension hierarchical control made possible to
reduce the DAC noise (see figure 8.3), worse performances with respect to C4 were
measured. In fact, as already explained, in between C4 and C5 the power injected
into the ITF was reduced by a factor 10, to deal with the too high frequency noise
level coming from the injection system. For this reason, at high frequency the C4
sensitivity was about a factor 10 better than the C5 one 6.17.
Figure 6.16: Sensitivity curve and noise budget of the recombined ITF in C5 [34].
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Figure 6.17: Comparison of the sensitivity curves measured in recombined configuration during
C3, C4 and C5.
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Chapter 7
Lock Acquisition of the
Recycled Interferometer
With respect to the single Fabry-Perot cavity and the recombined ITF, the longi-
tudinal control of the recycled configuration is complicated mainly by the fact that
fields in the long cavities are mixed by the presence of the recycling mirror, so that
the error signal extraction is much more difficult. When the problem of the Virgo
lock acquisition started to be studied, a lock acquisition strategy had already been
designed and implemented in LIGO. Since Virgo and LIGO have similar optical
configurations, it was decided first to test in simulation the LIGO strategy.
The first part of this chapter describes simulations and experimental tests per-
formed by applying the LIGO multi-step technique (see section 3.4.2). Even if the
final strategy adopted to lock Virgo was different, potential problems for acquiring
the lock became evident during this activity. Moreover, the use of an alternative
error signals extraction was explored, in particular concerning the 3Ω demodulation,
already adopted in the TAMA project (see section 3.4.2).
While tests on the multi-step technique were being carried out several exper-
iments were done by exploring an alternative approach, as it is described in the
second part of this chapter. The main idea was to get a stable state of the ITF
at the beginning of the lock acquisition phase, by locking it away from its work-
ing point, and then to bring the ITF on the dark fringe in a sequence of adiabatic
stable steps. Since encouraging experimental results were reached in a short time,
the commissioning activity was focused mainly on this alternative approach. The
lock of the interferometer was obtained two weeks after the first attempt. This new
technique is referred to as variable finesse lock acquisition since the finesse of the
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recycling cavity changes during the lock acquisition.
7.1 Simulation of the multi-step technique
The optical configuration of the Virgo recycled ITF is shown in figure 7.1.
Figure 7.1: Virgo recycled optical configuration.
In parallel with the experimental activity carried out with the single cavity and
the recombined ITF, a SIESTA simulation was started in order to study and pre-
pare the lock of the full recycled ITF by following the multi-step technique [51].
The sensing matrix initially tested was derived by analyzing the response of the de-
modulated signals to the different degrees of freedom (CARM, DARM, MICH and
PRCL), and, in first approximation, by considering only the dominant elements:
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
B2 ACp
B1p ACp1
B5 ACq
B5 ACp
 =

GCARMB2 ACp 0 G
PRCL
B2 ACp 0
0 GDARMB1 ACp 0 0
0 GDARMB5 ACq 0 G
MICH
B5 ACq
GCARMB5 ACp 0 0 0


∆L+
∆L−
∆l+
∆l−

(7.1)
As explained in chapter 3, each sensing matrix element can be written in terms
of the amplitude of the resonant fields and local oscillators, by generalizing the
linearization technique adopted to lock the single cavity. The amplitude of the
involved fields is then estimated by direct measurement.
By applying the multi-step technique, the ITF passes through all the unstable
steps of the sequence several times and correction signals are sent to the involved
mirrors until the final state is reached. Power levels during a typical lock acquisition
event are shown in figure 7.2. According to the simulation results, once corrections
start to be sent, typically a few minutes are needed in order to acquire the lock.
Since this technique relies on the random motion of the mirrors, and has several
failure modes, the time required to lock the ITF is best treated statistically (e.g.,
”mean time to lock”).
After succeeding in reaching the locked state, the simulation was used as starting
point for studying other possible choices of the involved signals, in order to make the
lock acquisition sequence more robust. In particular, the use of the 3Ω-demodulate
reflected signal (B2 3f ACp) to control PRCL, instead of the Ω-demodulate one
(B2 ACp), was considered.
7.2 Use of the 3Ω signal
In the sensing matrix 7.1 B2 ACp is the only signal sensitive to PRCL. However,
as already said in section 3.4.2, because of the phase shift enhancement experienced
by the carrier in the Fabry-Perot cavities, this signal is also greatly sensitive to
CARM. Once the ITF is locked, the frequency servo can be engaged, as done in
LIGO, thereby reducing the CARM contamination in the PRCL signal. On the
other hand, a robust extraction of PRCL during lock acquisition would be difficult.
A different extraction of the PRCL length was investigated by using the reflected
signal demodulated at 3Ω frequency, as adopted in the TAMA locking scheme. The
sensitivity of this signal to CARM is much smaller than in case of a simple Ω
demodulation. The sensitivity of the two signals to PRCL and CARM can be
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Figure 7.2: Lock of Virgo acquired in simulation by using the multi-step technique.
described in terms of their separation ratio:
S3 =
∂(B2 3f ACp)
∂l+
/
∂(B2 3f ACp)
∂L+
(7.2)
S1 =
∂(B2 ACp)
∂l+
/
∂(B2 ACp)
∂L+
(7.3)
where a bigger separation ratio means a lower contamination from the CARM
component for extracting the PRCL signal.
As shown in [48], the ratio between S3 and S1 can be written in term of the
optical parameters of the ITF (see section 3.4):
S3
S1
∼ J1(m)J2(m)
J0(m)J3(m)
rsb
rsb,3
g2sb
g2sbrc − g2crrsb
(7.4)
With the nominal Virgo parameters:
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rM = 0.9945 (7.5)
rc ' −1 (7.6)
rsb ' −0.767 (7.7)
g2cr = 50, g
2
sb = 35 (7.8)
and by assuming that the reflectivity of first and third order sidebands (rsb and
rsb,3 respectively) is almost the same:
S3
S1
∼ 30 (7.9)
which means that the CARM contamination in B2 3f ACp at low frequency is
reduced by a factor 30 with respect to B2 ACp.
The frequency response of B2 ACp to PRCL is also strongly dependent on the
optical parameters of the ITF. When losses of 600 ppm in the Fabry-Perot cavities
(which are comparable with the measured value, see section 7.12.1) are added in
simulation, the frequency response shows a non-minimum phase behavior, which
might make the feedback loop unstable. In order to use B2 ACp to control PRCL
the control system would need therefore to compensate for that [46], by appropriately
defining a feedback topology.
On the contrary, the frequency response of the B2 3f ACp signal to a PRCL
length variation is at minimum phase, corresponding to a stable response of the
control system, even including losses in the Fabry-Perot twice the measured ones.
A new locking scheme involving the B2 3f signals was tested in simulation. The
applied sensing matrix was:

B5 ACp
B1p ACp
B2 3f ACp
B2 3f ACq
 =

GCARMB5 ACp 0 0 0
0 GDARMB1 ACp 0 0
0 0 GPRCLB2 3f ACp 0
0 0 0 GMICHB2 3f ACq


∆L+
∆L−
∆l+
∆l−

(7.10)
Being simpler and more robust than the previous one, this matrix was designed
to be experimentally tested on the ITF.
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7.3 Experimental tests of the multi-step technique - I
Several intermediate optical configurations were experimentally locked before trying
to acquire the lock of the full ITF.
The PR-NI cavity (see figure 7.3) is a plane-plane Fabry-Perot cavity 12.5 m
long with a finesse F = 8. This configuration was locked mainly to test the lon-
gitudinal control of the PR mirror (see next section), kept misaligned during the
commissioning of the single cavity and the recombined ITF.
The lock acquisition scheme is similar to the one described for the longer Fabry-
Perot cavities: an asymmetric trigger on the B5 DC power switches on the feedback
loop to the PR mirror. The error signal is given by the demodulated signal extracted
at the asymmetric port.
Figure 7.3: PR-NI cavity locking configuration.
The constant gain coefficients, needed to compute the sensing matrix elements
in 7.14, were measured in two simple, stable configurations:
• the central ITF, consisting of the PR and the input mirrors, and the end
mirrors misaligned (see figure 7.4). The central ITF was stably locked with
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the sidebands resonant. Since the sidebands are anti-resonant in the Fabry-
Perot cavities, their behavior in the central ITF is similar to their behavior in
the full recycled ITF, and this configuration is the stable analogue of step 2 of
the lock acquisition sequence. PRCL ad MICH gain coefficients of the sensing
matrix elements in 7.14 were measured in this configuration;
• two similar configurations obtained keeping all but one of the the mirrors
aligned: the Step3North, where WE is misaligned (see figure 7.6), and the
Step3West where NE is misaligned (see figure 7.7). These two stable config-
urations were locked in order to have sidebands resonant inside the recycling
cavity, and carrier resonant inside the arm, as in step 3 of the full lock ac-
quisition sequence. CARM ad DARM gain coefficients of the sensing matrix
elements 7.14 were measured in these configurations.
The locking schemes of these two configurations are described in the next para-
graphs.
7.3.1 Lock of the central ITF (CITF)
The CITF was locked so as to have the sidebands resonant inside the recycling
cavity, as in step 2 of the full lock acquisition sequence. PRCL and MICH are
the two degrees of freedom to be controlled in this optical configuration. Both
of the components of the B2 3f signal are involved in the control scheme. The
demodulation phase was adjusted so that the in-phase component is mainly sensitive
to PRCL and the quadrature-phase component mainly sensitive to MICH2 In order
to identify a sideband resonance crossing the B5 2f ACq signal was used. It is
extracted by the beam reflected from the second face of BS and demodulated at
twice the modulation frequency. Second order sidebands are completely reflected
from the ITF, so that this signal is essentially generated by the beating between the
first order resonant sidebands. By tuning its demodulation phase, B5 2f ACq can
be made proportional to the first order sidebands power (see figure 7.5).
The adopted sensing matrix is diagonal:(
B2 3f ACp
B2 3f ACq
)
=
(
GPRCLB2 3f ACp 0
0 GMICHB2 3f ACq
)(
∆l+
∆l−
)
(7.11)
2The adopted tuning procedure was the following. The 0.6 Hz resonance of the PR suspension
was slightly excited and the demodulation phase was adjusted so to maximize the strength of
B2 3f ACp with respect to B2 3f ACq during a sideband resonance crossing.
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Figure 7.4: CITF configuration. The adopted locking scheme involves both components of the
B2 3f signal.
The sensing matrix elements were estimated by considering that the B2 3f sig-
nals are generated by the beating between the constant second-order sideband field
reflected by the central ITF and the resonant sidebands field, so that:
GPRCLB2 3f ACp = g
PRCL
B2 3f ACpB5 2f ACq (7.12)
GMICHB2 3f ACq = g
MICH
B2 3f ACqB5 2f ACq (7.13)
where gPRCLB2 3f ACp and g
MICH
B2 3f ACq are the gain coefficients which can be directly
measured. However, the direct measurement can be done only once the CITF is
locked, while they need to be previously estimated in order to acquire the lock:
• gPRCLB2 3f ACp is estimated as done in the case of the single Fabry-Perot cavity, by
assuming that the linear portion of the Pound-Drever-Hall signal corresponds
to a cavity resonance width λ/2FCITF crossed by a PRCL motion, where
FCITF ∼ 30;
• in order to have a direct estimate of gMICHB2 3f ACq once having gPRCLB2 3f ACp, the
simulation was used to infer the relative ratio of these two gains, which was
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Figure 7.5: Signals in the CITF: the B5 2f demodulation phase is maximized so to have
B5 2f ACq maximum in correspondence of a sideband resonance crossing.
found to be 1/20.
After reconstructing, the two lengths were filtered by applying the standard filter
described in section 5.3.2 Correction signals were sent to the PR and BS mirrors
(see section 7.8.2), as described in figure 7.4, with a control bandwidth of 50 Hz and
30 Hz respectively. Corrections were engaged once B5 2f ACq was at least half of
its maximum value.
Using this method, the lock was usually acquired in a few seconds. Once the
CITF was locked, the demodulation phase of B2 3f was better tuned in order to
improve the decoupling between the two degrees of freedom, by injecting a sinusoidal
line on PR at a few hundred of Hz (well out of the loop bandwidth) and maximizing
the ratio between the amplitudes of the line visible on B2 3f ACp and B2 3f ACq.
The measured decoupling was about a factor 10.
7.3.2 Step3North and Step3West
The locking scheme of the Step3North configuration is here described, but similar
schemes are applicable to the Step3West configuration as well.
Step3North was locked so to have the sidebands resonant inside the recycling
cavity and the carrier resonant in the North arm, as in step 3 of the full lock
acquisition sequence.
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Together with the B2 3f signals used to control MICH and PRCL as in the
CITF, the B1p ACq signal was used to control the length of the North arm (see
figure 7.6). The adopted sensing matrix was the 3 by 3 matrix:
 B1p ACqB2 3f ACp
B2 3f ACq
 =
 G
DARM
B1 ACp 0 0
0 GPRCLB2 3f ACp 0
0 0 GMICHB2 3f ACq

 ∆L−∆l+
∆l−
 (7.14)
GDARMB1 ACp was estimated by considering that it is generated by the beat between
the carrier resonant inside the arm (measured by the transmitted power B7 DC)
with the static sidebands field transmitted to the asymmetric port (measured by√
B5 2f ACq):
GDARMB1 ACp = g
DARM
B1 ACp
√
B5 2f ACqB7 DC
GPRCLB2 3f ACp and G
MICH
B2 3f ACq were estimated as described in the CITF configura-
tion.
Figure 7.6: Step3North configuration.
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Figure 7.7: Step3West configuration.
When the sideband power had become higher than half its maximum value, a
first trigger engaged the control loops on PR and BS, in order to keep the sidebands
resonant inside the central cavity. From this condition, the control loop acting on
NE was engaged as soon as the north transmitted power, proportional to B7 DC,
would cross a given threshold.
By using this scheme the lock of both Step3North and Step3West configurations
was typically acquired in a few seconds.
7.4 Absence of optical isolation between input mode-
cleaner and interferometer
During the first tests performed with the central ITF and the Step3North configu-
ration, the absence of an optical isolation between the input mode-cleaner and the
ITF turned out to be a problem for lock acquisition because of the backscattered
light inside the IMC. In fact, as already observed during the commissioning of the
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central ITF [52], the IMC curved mirror has a residual roughness so that the light
coming back from the ITF was backscattered in the opposite direction and resonated
inside the IMC. Therefore, as described in figure 7.8, inside the spurious interfer-
ometer formed by the IMC and the PR mirror the input beam interfered with the
beam reflected back from PR, causing two main effects: low frequency amplitude
modulation of the beam entering the ITF, and spurious signals on the photodiode
used to lock the IMC. Consequently, the frequency noise injected into the ITF was
greatly increased.
Figure 7.8: Interference fringes produced by the reflected beam from PR to the IMC, which is
backscattered by the IMC curved mirror. Fringes are produced both in the beam entering the ITF
and in the beam reflected by the IMC and used to lock the IMC itself.
The frequency noise measured in recombined configuration was compared with
that one measured with the full aligned ITF. The comparison is plotted in figure 7.9:
when the full ITF crossed the resonance, big spikes were visible in the frequency noise
signal as function of time (red curve), while it was 10 times smaller and independent
of the ITF alignment conditions in recombined configuration (black curve).
Moreover, fringes were produced between the PR and the IMC, so that fringes
were also present in the light finally injected inside the ITF. In this condition a
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Figure 7.9: (Top) Laser frequency noise injected into the ITF when the PR mirror is misaligned
(black curve, ITF aligned in recombined configuration) and when the PR mirror is aligned (red
curve, ITF aligned in recycled configuration). (Bottom) Zoom - Spikes in the frequency noise are
produced when the aligned recycled ITF crosses the resonance.
stable lock of the Step3North configuration was quite difficult, so that a solution to
the backscattered light problem was needed in order to continue the commissioning
activity3.
The adopted temporary solution was the replacement of one of the M6 mirror
of the telescope which focalizes the beam entering the ITF (see section ??) with a
10% reflecting mirror. In this way, the interfering beams were both reduced by a
3In order to estimate the impact of such a level of frequency noise in acquiring the lock of the
full ITF, a dedicated simulation was also done. The frequency noise measured with the PR mirror
aligned was injected in entrance to the ITF in the full Virgo lock acquisition simulation. Results
showed that with such high frequency noise it was not possible to acquire the lock, while it was
possible with the level of noise measured with PR misaligned.
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factor 10, reducing by the same quantity the interfering fringes. After this patch,
the level of frequency noise measured with the PR aligned decreased as expected.
The obvious drawback was the consequent reduction by a factor 10 of the amount
of power injected into the ITF.
7.5 The control of the power recycling mirror
The PR mirror, shown in the picture 7.10, has a composite structure which makes it
different from all the other main optics. The real mirror is located in an aluminium
support inserted in a holder of herasil. The aluminium support is connected to the
PR mirror and to the holder of suprasil by means of three joints having minimum
length so to keep the resonances of the system at the highest possible frequency.
Figure 7.10: Picture of the composite structure of the PR mirror.
Several reasons led to this complex solution. The PR mirror was designed to be a
lens with 120 mm diameter, to transform the divergent beam emitted by the IB into
a parallel beam4. A few substrates were bought in order to be able to optimize the
4The choice to make PR as a lens was made because it was not possible to put a low aberration
telescope on the IB, using spherical mirrors (parabolic mirrors were not commercially available 10
years ago, and would have been too expensive). The size of the lens/mirror was also determined by
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reflectivity of this mirror with respect to the losses of the ITF. A first requirement
on the PR mirror structure was therefore to be easily dismountable [54]. Moreover,
the possibility to change the length of the recycling cavity to accommodate different
modulation frequencies seemed desirable. On the other hand, the dimension of the
optic had to be compatible with the standard size of the marionette, so a composite
structure was finally adopted [53].
The mechanical response of such a system exhibited several resonances in the
frequency range between 100 Hz and 1 kHz (see figure 7.11). They were found
by measuring the open loop transfer function of the PR-NI locking feedback (see
figure 7.12).
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Figure 7.11: Mechanical transfer function of the composite PR mirror compared with that one
of a Virgo standard mirror.
In particular, those one around 400 Hz, having a high Q, were easily excited dur-
ing lock acquisition. A notch was included in the PR control filter (see figure 7.13), in
order to compensate for these resonances, but it was observed that their frequencies
changed every few days.
Also, after a shock due to an excess of noise at the level of the inverted pendulum
of the SA, the 400 Hz resonance moved to 280 Hz. This made it necessary to tune
the cost.
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Figure 7.12: Gain and phase of the transfer function of the PR loop, as measured by injecting
white noise in the longitudinal degree of freedom.
the PR control filter frequently in order to have an effective compensation.
7.6 Experimental tests of the multi-step technique - II
After replacing the M6 mirror in the input telescope, a two week long test of the
multiple-step technique for locking the Virgo recycled ITF was performed. Locking
attempts were collected and analyzed. At the same time, the simulation was con-
tinuously tuned on the real data, in order to reproduce experimental results and to
try to investigate the causes of locking failures. An example locking trial is shown
in figure 7.14.
The ITF remained in state 4 for a few hundreds of milliseconds, as shown in
the first plot. The sideband power went to its maximum value at the beginning of
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Figure 7.13: Filter (in green) added to the longitudinal controller of the PR in order to compensate
for the moving resonances above 400 Hz. The other curves are the gain of the open loop transfer
function measured without (blue) and with (red) compensation.
the locking sequence, in state 2. Corrections signals sent to the BS and PR mirrors
were able to keep the recycling cavity on resonance: big fluctuations are visible in
the sideband power (B5 2f ACq), without loosing the lock. Correction signals sent
to the end mirrors seem to be less efficient: they were able to keep the cavities on
resonance for a shorter time, and the resonance was lost while the recycling cavity
was still resonant. Eventually, due to the success of the variable finesse technique,
(discussed in the following sections) the multi-step method was abandoned without
further analysis.
7.7 Variable finesse locking technique
The tuning of the parameters needed to compute the sensing matrix is generally
quite difficult in a LIGO like technique. In fact, they can not be directly measured
until the ITF is stably locked on its final working point. Diagnosing of the lock
failures is also difficult, as shown in the previous section.
The multi-step technique applied to Virgo had other week points. In particular:
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Figure 7.14: Example of locking trial by applying the multi-step technique.
• even after tuning correctly all the gains, during the lock acquisition phase the
mirror are typically shaken for a few minutes before achieving the lock. The
0.6 Hz pendulum resonance of the Virgo mirrors and the PR mirror resonances,
easily excited by this process, can greatly complicate the lock acquisition phase;
• in order to reduce the CARM contamination in the PRCL degree of freedom,
the CARM loop is usually controlled in LIGO with a high bandwidth, around
200 Hz. Because of additional delays in the digital control system (see sec-
tion 2.5.4), in Virgo it can not be set higher than 100 Hz, making it difficult
to deal with the CARM contamination during the lock acquisition phase.
To overcome these problems a new variable finesse technique was designed and
applied to Virgo. Its name arises by the fact that the finesse of the recycling cavity
changes during the lock acquisition sequence (see figure 7.15).
The main feature of this new strategy is that all four longitudinal degrees of
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freedom of the ITF are stably locked from the beginning of the acquisition sequence,
in a configuration that is easy to lock: a recycled ITF with a very low recycling gain.
The complexity of the control of the full ITF arises from the couplings between
the fields which are recycled inside the ITF by the presence of PR. By reducing
the recycling gain, the longitudinal control of the recycled ITF becomes similar to
that one of the recombined ITF: all the degrees of freedom are weakly coupled and
independently controllable, making the control scheme much easier.
A controlled state of the ITF is therefore attained at the beginning of the locking
sequence by initially locking it on the half fringe, so that a large fraction of light
escapes through the antisymmetric port and the power build-up inside the recycling
cavity is extremely low. From this stable state, the ITF can be adiabatically brought
to the operating point, with the Michelson on the dark fringe.
The first experimental tests about this technique were started on mid-October
2004, and the first lock was obtained after ten days.
By controlling the ITF from the beginning of the locking sequence the excitations
of the 0.6 Hz resonance, and those of the PR mirror, are avoided. Moreover, by
moving to the operating point through stable states, optical parameters needed to
correctly reconstruct the lengths can be directly measured as needed.
7.7.1 Reconstruction of the lengths
The curve in figure 7.16 shows the gain of the recycling cavity versus the reflectivity
r2c of the compound mirror formed by the Michelson and the Fabry-Perot arms
(as defined in chapter 3). By keeping the Michelson close to the bright fringe,
corresponding to a very low value of rc, a recycling gain for the carrier about 200
times lower than the nominal value of 48 can be obtained.
In this condition the fields inside the recycled ITF are so weakly coupled that the
end photodiodes can be used to control independently the two cavities. In fact, as
it was shown in section 3.4.1, their dependence on a differential and common mode
of the long cavities can be written as:
B7 ACp ' ∆L− + (1 +
√
Gcr)∆L+ (7.15)
B8 ACp ' −∆L− + (1 +
√
Gcr)∆L+ (7.16)
where Gcr is the recycling gain of the carrier. When the amplitude of the recycling
gain of the carrier
√
Gcr is lower than 1:
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Figure 7.15: The ITF seen as a variable finesse cavity formed by the PR mirror and the compound
mirror. The reflectivity on the compound mirror depends on the detuning of the ITF from the dark
fringe condition: it is maximum when the ITF is on the dark fringe, while it vanishes on the bright
fringe, when all the power is transmitted.
B7 ACp ' ∆L− +∆L+ =⇒' LN (7.17)
B8 ACp ' −∆L− +∆L+ =⇒' LW (7.18)
so that B7 ACp can be used to control the north cavity length, and B8 ACp to
control the west cavity length. In particular, the condition of weak mixing of the
fields remains acceptable up to mid-fringe (r2c = 0.5), where the recycling gain is
still greatly reduced, about 60 times below its maximum value (
√
Gcr ' 0.9).
On the basis of these considerations, the four degrees of freedom of the ITF are
initially controlled at mid-fringe as described in the next paragraphes.
Concerning the demodulation phase of the signals involved in the locking scheme,
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Figure 7.16: The plot shows the gain of the recycling cavity for the carrier versus r2c . With the
ITF on the half fringe, r2c = 0.5.
a general comment is needed. These phases are usually tuned to make one of the
two demodulated signal as sensitive as possible to the degree of freedom which it is
designed to control, by zeroing the other component. As already said, the more direct
way to perform this kind of tuning is to inject a sinusoidal excitation into the given
degree of freedom and measuring the amplitude of this line in the corresponding
demodulated signals. The demodulation phase is then set so that the amplitude of
the line is maximized on one of the two components, arbitrarily chosen. Of course,
this method can be applied only once the ITF is already locked, and it is actually
used to refine the tuning. On the other hand, before they can be measured in this
way, the demodulation phases need to be set well enough for lock acquisition, so
that some procedure that does not require lock is obviously needed.
In simpler configurations, such as the the single cavity and the recombined ITF,
the sensitivity of a signal to a given length variation can be easily evaluated with the
mirrors freely swinging, as described in the previous chapters. With the full aligned
ITF, on the other hand, signals are in general sensitive to all the degrees of freedom
of the ITF at the same time, and no single length variation can be identified. For
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this reason, alternative procedures were investigated. In general, the first rough
tuning was done in simpler optical configuration having response to a given degree
of freedom similar to that of a degree of freedom foreseen in the full ITF.
Fabry-Perot arm length
The lengths of the two long cavities are reconstructed as previously described for
the recombined ITF, by using the linearized transmitted signals:
∆LW =
1
gW
B8 ACp
B8 DC
(7.19)
∆LN =
1
gN
B7 ACp
B7 DC
(7.20)
where gN and gW are the optical gains for the two signals.
When the ITF is locked at mid-fringe the response of the transmitted signals
is similar to that one they have in recombined configuration. The demodulation
phases of B7 and B8 signals are therefore tuned as done in that case, with a single
cavity freely swinging.
Michelson length
Unlike the other degrees of freedom, a Pound-Drever-Hall signal can not be used in
order to reconstruct the Michelson length, as it would be out from its linear range
with the Michelson at mid-fringe. Since the ITF is well outside the dark fringe
condition, the most suitable signal to reconstruct the Michelson length is given
by the dark port DC signal, B1 DC, normalized by the B5 DC power signal (see
figure 7.17).
An offset is added into this signal in order to select the desired working point,
so that the reconstructed Michelson length ∆l− is written as:
∆l− = gMICH(
1
β
B1 DC
B5 DC
− αoffset) (7.21)
where β is the measured ratio between B1 DC and B5 DC 5. αoffset is the fringe
offset, which corresponds to 0.5 for the mid-fringe lock6.
5The parameter β is measured with the two cavities locked and the Michelson freely swinging.
For the measurement the PR mirror is kept misaligned not less than 150 µm .
60.4 when 60% of the light is reflected and 40% is transmitted, and so on. A fringe offset of zero
corresponds to the dark fringe condition, with 100% of reflected light,in an ideal case.
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Figure 7.17: Signals involved in the DC Michelson control.
Power recycling cavity length
As previously studied in simulation and comprehensively tested in the TAMA control
scheme, a 3Ω-demodulation is applied to the reflected beam, and the B2 3f ACp
signal is used to reconstruct the power recycling cavity length ∆l+. Its property
of sign stability against changing of the optical parameters proves to be essential
in the variable finesse technique. As discussed in section 3.4.2, the conventional
Ω-demodulated signal vanishes when the gain of carrier and sidebands inside the
recycling cavity are the same. The use of this signal during the lock acquisition
sequence would greatly complicate the scheme in order to compensate for its sign
variation.
The B2 3f ACp signal is mainly proportional to the sidebands power stored
inside the recycling cavity, so that:
B2 3f ACp = gPRCL B5 2f ACq ∆l+
The tuning of the B2 3f demodulation phase is initially done by misaligning the end
mirrors, so that only the central ITF remains aligned, with mirrors freely swinging
around resonance. The applied procedure is that one described in (see section 7.3.1).
On the other hand, the demodulation phase of B2 3f turned out to be somewhat
more complicated than expected. Deeper investigations were therefore done during
the commissioning activity to study its behavior as the dark fringe is approached,
as will be described in the next chapter.
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7.8 Feedback to the mirrors
After reconstruction, the four lengths are filtered and sent to the mirrors in order
to keep the ITF stably locked on the half fringe.
7.8.1 The control filters
The lock at mid-fringe is acquired by engaging simple derivative filters with a very
low unity frequency gain. Once the ITF is locked in a stable way, the DC gain
is increased, in order to reduce the residual motion of the degrees of freedom (see
figures 7.18 and 7.19).
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Figure 7.18: Control filters for MICH and PRCL: the simpler blue one is used to acquire the lock
at mid-fringe. Once lock is acquired, a new filter with 100 times higher gain in DC is engaged.
7.8.2 The driving matrix
Since the North and West cavities were independently controlled, the corresponding
correction signals were sent separately to NE and WE mirror. The Michelson length
was controlled by acting on BS, and the power recycling cavity length on PR. The
adopted driving matrix was therefore diagonal:
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Figure 7.19: Control filters for DARM: the blue one is applied in the first steps of the sequence;
when the fringe offset is decreased up to 0.2, the red one is switched on, in order to further increase
the DC gain.

zNE
zWE
zPR
zBS
 =

1 0 0 0
0 1 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 1/
√
2


∆LN
∆LW
∆l+
∆l−
 (7.22)
However, a geometrical coupling between PRCL and MICH is intrinsically present,
so that by moving BS also the power recycling cavity length is changed:
l
′
+ = l0 −
√
2∆l +
lN +
√
2∆l + lW
2
= l+ −
√
2
2
∆l (7.23)
l
′
− = lN +
√
2∆l − lW = l− +
√
2∆l (7.24)
where l
′
+ and l
′
− are the new lengths obtained after the BS movement, both changed
with respect to the previous ones l+ and l− (see figure 7.20).
A non-diagonal driving matrix should therefore be used.
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Figure 7.20: Geometrical coupling between PRCL and MICH degrees of freedom.
7.9 Misalignment of the PR mirror
With the described locking scheme, the ITF is brought from the uncontrolled state
to the lock at mid-fringe in a few minutes. Several experiments were performed in
order to accelerate this process. The best solution found was to keep PR slightly
misaligned (by about 10 µrad ) at the beginning of the locking sequence, and to
realign it in course of lock acquisition, once a stable state of the ITF is reached. As
it is shown in figure 7.21, this reduces the lock acquisition time from a few minutes
to a few seconds. In fact, the misalignment of the PR makes the two cavities less
coupled and easier to be controlled by means of the end photodiodes, in a similar
way as for the recombined ITF.
The locking scheme in the first step of the lock acquisition sequence is shown in
figure 7.22.
7.10 Moving to the dark fringe
Once the ITF is locked in a stable state, the offset in the Michelson error signal needs
to be slowly decreased in order to increase the recycling gain and to bring the ITF
on its working point. At the same time, the control scheme has to take into account
the increasing coupling between the different degrees of freedom. In particular, as
already said, the end photodiodes can be used to independently control the two
cavities only when the recycling gain is low. Moving to the dark fringe increases
the recycling gain, so the control scheme needs to evolve accordingly, as shown in
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Figure 7.21: Lock acquisition of the ITF at mid-fringe done with PR aligned (left) and PR
misaligned by 10 µrad (right). The lock acquisition time is reduced from a few minutes to a few
seconds.
figure 7.23: DARM is controlled by one of the end photodiode demodulated signals
(B8 ACp ) and the frequency stabilization servo is switched on in order to control
CARM (see section 7.11).
When PR is realigned the gain of sidebands and carrier inside the recycling cavity
increases by factors of 2.5 and 3. By keeping the same control scheme, the offset in
the Michelson error signal is then adiabatically reduced in several steps, until the
ITF is brought to r2c = 0.95.
In order to finally bring the ITF on its working point, the control scheme needs
to be further changed. The control of the Michelson length by means of the DC
signal is not possible close to the dark fringe: the derivative of that signal vanishes,
so that it is not sensitive anymore to the Michelson length variation. A demodulated
signal has therefore to be involved in the control scheme. This is actually the last
step of the variable finesse technique (see figure 7.24): it consists in switching from
the DC signal to a demodulated one to control the Michelson length. It is done with
a ramp of a few seconds, by removing at the same time the offset in the DC signal.
The involved demodulated signal is B5 ACq .
The ITF goes on the dark fringe and the recycling cavity gain increases up to
its maximum value.
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Figure 7.22: Locking scheme in the first step of the lock acquisition sequence: the two long
cavities are independently locked by the end demodulated signals, the Michelson is controlled by a
DC error signal. The PR mirror is kept slightly misaligned, and the small quantity of light reflected
back by the ITF is used to control the recycling cavity length by the 3Ω-demodulated signal.
7.10.1 The dynamic sensing matrix
From the mid-fringe PR misaligned initial state to the dark fringe well aligned final
state, the power of carrier and sidebands inside the ITF increases more than a
factor 100. In order to take into account the large change in the optical gains and
to keep the control system stable, the demodulated signals adopted to control the
system have to be written by including the dependence on the fields in the ITF, as
described in the previous paragraphes. On the other hand, it was observed that the
adopted linearizations are not completely effective. Servo gains of the involved loops
need in fact to be adjusted at each step of the locking sequence. Because the ITF
approaches the dark fringe trough stable states and gains can be measured at each
step, no conclusive deeper analysis was done in order to improve the linearization
of the error signals.
Concerning CARM, changes in the optical gain of the error signal of frequency
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Figure 7.23: Evolution of the locking scheme: when the fringe offset is reduced, a differential and
common control of the arms is needed to take into account the increasing coupling between the two
cavities. B8 ACp is applied for the differential control, the frequency stabilization servo is engaged
for the common control.
servo B5 ACp is compensated directly in the analog loop of the frequency stabiliza-
tion servo itself, as it is described in 7.11.
7.11 The frequency stabilization servo
Since the variable finesse technique allows us to reach the dark fringe by going
through stable states, the frequency servo can be engaged even during the lock-
ing sequence, before reaching the operating point. This has the main advantage of
reducing the CARM contamination in all the error signals, making the lock acquisi-
tion easier. The frequency servo is therefore engaged as soon as the two Fabry-Perot
cavities signals start to be mixed, when the offset in the Michelson error signal is
reduced from the initial value of 0.5. On the other hand, the main drawback in
engaging the analog frequency servo before being in the final state is that during all
the lock acquisition sequence the optical gain of the involved error signal changes
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Figure 7.24: Evolution of the locking scheme: close to the dark fringe the offset in the DC signal
is removed and it is replaced by the demodulated signal B5 ACq .
greatly, so that the loop architecture has to be able to compensate for that.
The unity gain frequency of the second stage of frequency stabilization servo
(SSFS) was designed to be around 10 kHz with the ITF locked on the dark fringe.
The loop is stable down to a unity gain frequency of a few hundred Hz. When the
SSFS is engaged, just before aligning the PR mirror, the DC power measured by
the photodiode B5 is 100 times less than the power on the dark fringe. The unity
gain frequency of the servo loop would be therefore around 100 Hz, out of its range
of stability. In order to keep the servo loop in the stable region during the lock
acquisition sequence, the SSFS electronics was modified to include the possibility to
have two different gains of the analog loop and to move from one to the other by
means of digital switch.
For this reason, the SSFS is engaged with the gain of the analog loop higher than
the gain in the final state, in order to have a unity gain frequency around 1 kHz
to prevent loop instabilities (see figure 7.25). When the amplification is not needed
anymore, because of the increasing of the B5 ACp optical gain, the gain of the loop
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is switched to the lower value. With this strategy, the unity gain frequency of the
servo increases as the dark fringe is approached, is switched to a lower value, and
increases again to its nominal value of 10 kHz in the final state (see figure 7.26).
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Figure 7.25: Open loop transfer function of the SSFS loop at the beginning of the locking
sequence. The unity gain frequency is about 1 kHz.
7.12 Lock acquisition sequence
The figure 7.27 shows the evolution of the power of the carrier beam during a lock
acquisition sequence, as measured by the signals B5 DC (power stored inside the
recycling cavity), B1 DC(power at the dark port) and B2 DC (power reflected by
the ITF). The first plot shows the fringe offset, which is reduced from 0.5, with the
lock at mid-fringe, to 0, when the dark fringe is achieved. The first increase in the
stored power is due to the alignment of the PR mirrors; all others are connected
with the reduction of the fringe offset.
Until the fringe offset is higher than 0.08 the recycling cavity is under-coupled,
with rPR > rc. The optimal coupling is reached when the value of the fringe offset
is 0.08, which means rc =
√
0.92 ∼ 0.96, equal at rPR. At that point there is
the lowest reflected power and highest power transmitted through the dark port.
When the fringe offset is further reduced, the recycling cavity becomes over-coupled
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Figure 7.26: Open loop transfer function of the SSFS loop at the beginning of the locking
sequence. The unity gain frequency is about 1 kHz.
(rPR < rc).
As previously described, the control scheme evolves along the lock acquisition
path. The adopted full lock acquisition procedure is summarized in a sequence of 8
steps:
STEP 1 (Fringe Offset = 0.5 ) B1 DCB5 DC controls MICH, B2 3f ACp controls PRCL,
the end photodiodes control independently the two cavities. Standard control
filters are used. Longitudinal mirror damper are active.
STEP 2 Boosts are added in MICH and PRCL filters.
STEP 3 (Fringe Offset = 0.4 ) SSFS engaged: CARM and DARM control of the
two cavities. Longitudinal mirror dampers are switched off.
STEP 4 Alignment of the PR mirror.
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STEP 5 (Fringe Offset = 0.2 ) Low frequency gain is added to the DARM loop
and the SSFS gain is reduced.
STEP 6 (Fringe Offset = 0.08 )
STEP 7 Fringe Offset = 0.05 Start switch from DC signal to demodulated signal
for MICH.
STEP 8 (Fringe Offset = 0 ) Only demodulated signal is used (B5 ACq) to control
MICH.
7.12.1 Evolution of the recycling gain
The recycling gain for a given beam can be expressed as:
G =
PPR
PWPR
= TPR
PPR
PmisPR
(7.25)
where PPR is the power of the beam stored inside the recycling cavity when PR
is aligned, and PWPR is the power as measured by the same signal, but without the
PR mirror. PWPR can also be written in terms of the power measured when PR is
misaligned, PmisPR taking into account the transmissivity TPR of the mirror.
In order to estimate how the recycling gain for carrier and sidebands change dur-
ing the lock acquisition, it is possible to compare the signals B5 DC and B5 2f ACq
, which are respectively proportional to those powers, in recycling and in recombined
configuration.
Recycling gain of the carrier
The recycling gain of the carrier can be estimated as:
Gcr = TPR
B5 DCrecyc
B5 DCrecom
(7.26)
where B5 DCrecyc and B5 DCrecomb are the carrier power measured by B5 DC
in recycling and in recombined configuration.
By applying equation 7.26 the recycling gain of the carrier can be computed.
Its behavior is plotted in figure 7.28. With the ITF locked on the dark fringe, its
measured value is 33 (while the theoretical value, without considering cavity losses,
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is around 50). By assuming that all losses are located inside the Fabry-Perot cavities,
this leads to a reflectivity of the Fabry-Perot cavities r2FP ∼ 98%, corresponding to
round trip losses of 570 ± 50ppm 7. Losses of the same order of magnitude (300
ppm for the north arm and 380 ppm for the west arm) were found in simulation by
including real mirror surface maps, which have long range surface defects [50].
Recycling gain of the sidebands
The recycling gain of the sidebands can be estimated as:
Gsb = 2TPR
B5 2f quadrecyc
B5 2f quadrecom
(7.27)
where B5 2f quadrecyc and B5 2f quadrecomb are the sideband power measured
by B5 2f quad in recycling and in recombined configuration. The factor of two in
the formula comes from the fact that both sidebands are resonant inside the recycling
cavity. The maximum value, reached at the dark fringe, is around 20 , while the
designed value is 35. By including surface defects of the mirrors in simulation, a
gain of 30, which is significantly higher than the measured one, would be instead
expected. The mismatch between the measured and the expected value might be
due to a not well simulation of the BS mirror surface [50].
7A direct measurement of the cavity losses was tried to be done by comparing the power reflected
from the cavity out of resonance with the power reflected on resonance. Because of dynamical effects
and fluctuations with the alignment, a precise measurement was not possible with this method [50].
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Figure 7.27: Trend of the power stored inside the recycling cavity (B5 DC ), the power at the
dark port (B1 DC) and power reflected by the ITF (B2 DC ) during a lock acquisition sequence.
The first plot shows the value of the fringe offset: its value of 0.08 corresponds at the optimal
coupling for the recycling cavity, 0 is the dark fringe condition.
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Figure 7.28: Trend of the recycling gain of the carrier during a lock acquisition sequence: with
the ITF at the dark fringe, the maximum gain is around 30.
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Figure 7.29: Trend of the recycling gain of the sidebands during a lock acquisition sequence: with
the ITF at the dark fringe, the maximum gain is around 20.
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Chapter 8
Commissioning of the recycled
ITF
The recycled ITF was locked for the first time at the end of October 2004 using the
variable finesse technique. The first long term analysis of the locking performance
was done after a few weeks, during the commissioning run C5. No automatic align-
ment system was implemented at that time. Drifts and fluctuations of the mirror
angular position were the main cause of unlock and locking periods were not longer
than a few tens of minutes. After C5 an unexpected behavior of the ITF slowed
down the overall commissioning activity. Instabilities in the ITF internal power,
which caused the unlock of the ITF or in any case prevented the commissioning
work, were systematically present. This problem was solved after 5-6 months and
more stable working conditions were recovered. The commissioning activity contin-
ued as planned, and it was mainly dedicated to the implementation of the automatic
alignment in recycled configuration. To facilitate the measurement of the parame-
ters needed for this global alignment system, the efficiency of the variable finesse
technique was also increased. The linearizations of the error signals were refined, as
well as the control filters.
A dedicated software package (ALP, Automation of Locking Procedure) was also
designed in order to automate the locking procedure.
Locking performance was analyzed in the commissioning runs C6 and C7, re-
spectively two weeks and five days long, carried on in August and September 2005.
In C6 the duty cycle was greatly increased with respect to the previous commis-
sioning run, mainly due to the stability gained by implementing the full bandwidth
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automatic alignment of the differential mode of the end mirrors, and a low bandwidth
automatic alignment of the other degrees of freedom. Moreover, a full automatic
procedure to bring the ITF to science mode was adopted.
In C7 the complexity of the system increased, since the full bandwidth automatic
alignment system was working for all the degrees of freedom, and the full hierarchical
control of the Superattenuator was successfully tested for the first time in recycled
configuration.
Noise performance of the detector were analyzed and improved as well. In par-
ticular, the sensitivity curve measured in C5 showed that the low frequency region
was dominated by longitudinal control noise of MICH and PRCL. Several techniques
were studied and tested in C6 and C7 to reduce this noise.
8.1 Commissioning run C5
During C5 (6-7 December 2004, 32 hours) the ITF was operated in recycled config-
uration:
• the ITF was locked on the dark fringe using the variable finesse technique;
• mirrors were kept under local controls, since the automatic alignment system
was not implemented yet.
As explained in the previous chapter, in the final state of the variable finesse
technique, the differential degree of freedom of the ITF is controlled with the end
transmitted signal. Once the lock of the ITF was acquired, this signal was replaced
by the signal extracted from the asymmetric port, B1p ACp. In order to improve
the noise performance of the detector, in the last part of the run the control was
moved to the B1 photodiode (see figure 8.1) after putting the OMC on resonance.
The lock acquisition sequence was not automatized yet, so that about 15 minutes
were needed in order to realign and to bring the ITF back on its working point after
each unlock.
The trend of the recycling cavity power measured in C5 is shown in figure 8.2.
The duty-cycle was around 30%. Locking periods longer than few tens of minutes
were prevented mainly by drifts in the angular position of the mirrors. The maximum
continuous locking stretch was 1 hour and a half.
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Figure 8.1: Locking scheme in C5. Linearizations of the longitudinal error signals are not reported
in the picture (see previous chapter).
8.1.1 C5 noise budget
Figure 8.3 shows the noise budget measured with the OMC on resonance and the
differential mode of the arms controlled by B1 ACp.
The main noise sources can be summarized as follows:
• control noises - The low frequency region, below 100 Hz, is limited mainly by
the noise reintroduced by the BS longitudinal control and by local controls of
the pitch degree of freedom, both of the BS and the WI.
• oscillator phase noise, induced by the phase noise of the local oscillator boards -
In the high frequency region, above 400 Hz, the sensitivity is spoiled by phase
noise, which couples to the dark fringe signal through misalignments of the
mirrors, still locally controlled.
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Figure 8.2: Trend of the recycling cavity power during C5.
• in the mid-frequency region the noise is not understood.
8.2 Instabilities in the ITF power
After C5 a technical shout-down was made mainly to perform some reshuﬄing of
the electronics. At that time, a full re-alignment of the injection system and the
photodiodes was done.
Once the commissioning activity re-started, in January 2005, the ITF was re-
locked, but sudden instabilities were observed in the ITF stored power (see fig-
ure 8.2). These fast (a few tens of ms) transitions to a lower power level occurred
with different rates, depending on some unknown combination of slowly changing
variables. Sometimes transitions would occur every few seconds, making it very
difficult to keep the ITF locked, sometimes every few minutes, preventing any long
term operation, or sometimes there would be just a few over hours, without really
disturbing the working conditions. Since the presence of these jumps did not guar-
antee any stability and reliability of the system, much effort was spent in order to
understand their origin. The evidence was that the power in the recycling cavity,
after the jump, stayed in a low level state (around half of the standard power value)
for a variable period of a few tenths of seconds, then returned to the original value.
Even if reasons causing jumps were not fully understood, several tests excluded
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Figure 8.3: C5 noise budget [34]. The sensitivity curve is limited at low frequencies mainly by the
BS longitudinal control noise and by phase noise at high frequency. In the middle region, between
100 and 500 Hz, a dominant source of noise was not identified.
electronics and environmental noise as their source, leading to the conclusion that the
mechanism had was to be found in the interferometer optics. It was experimentally
shown in dedicated experiments that jumps could be clearly triggered by slightly
misaligning the mirrors with respect to the aligned position. Just half a µrad of
misalignment was in fact enough to make jump appear. Several operations were
performed in order to try to fix the problem. In particular, after a few months of
investigations, the photodiode B5 was found not correctly centered. After centering
it, these bi-stabilities seemed to have disappeared.
Unperturbed operations were carried out for one week. Then the injection bench
needed to be re-aligned, because of a malfunctioning of a laser used in its local control
system. After this operation the bi-stabilities appeared again, despite the fact that
the B5 photodiode was correctly centered. The injection bench was then moved to its
previous orientation: after this operation the bi-stabilities completely disappeared.
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Figure 8.4: Example of the jump observed in the recycling power.
Why special alignment positions of the injection bench could generate this kind
of bi-stabilities was not understood. Some hypothesis were connected with some
problems observed at the level of the injection system:
• beam clipping on injection bench mounting;
• spurious light;
• secondary beams reflected from the ITF and not correctly managed at the
injection bench level.
These problems at the injection bench level could contaminate the beams imping-
ing upon the photodiodes involved in the control of the ITF, perturbing the working
position of the interferometer itself. The same mechanism could explain the fact that
bi-stabilities where observed when the B5 photodiode was not correctly centered.
Despite the fact that the problem of jumps was cured, the lock of the ITF was not
robust and stable enough for taking data over periods of hours, because of another
kind of instability. These seemed not to be connected with a second stable state of
the ITF, but with another mechanism producing oscillations in the stored power at
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a few Hz, not related with longitudinal loop oscillations or angular fluctuations.1.
The problem was removed by detuning the optimal demodulation phase of theB2 3f
signal (used to control the power recycling cavity) by some tens of degrees.
The mechanism for this effect, which is not understood yet, might also be due to
spurious light at the at the interferometer reflected port. Since the upgrade of the
injection bench was already plan, all the observed problems connected with spurious
beams and beam clipping were taken into account for the new design.
8.3 Interferometer automation
Because of the increasing complexity of the control systems implemented in the
ITF, the standard working condition could be reached only by means of about four
hundred of commands sent to the several real-time processors of the main sub-
systems.
An automatic procedure based on a specially designed script language (ALP)
was therefore needed in order to manage all these operations and guarantee a high
reliability of the system. Data acquired by the standard Data Acquisition system
are collected by ALP in order to compute the state of all the sub-systems involved in
the interferometer operations. According to the state of each sub-system, specified
actions can be performed using the system calls or directly sensing messages by
means of the VIRGO inter-processes communication protocol Cm. Each task, such
as locking and alignment, is managed by a dedicated server. It is configured by
means of several ALP scripts, known as macros, coded to perform a specific step of
the automation sequence.
The first steps of the automatic procedure concerned the lock of the ITF, taking it
from the uncontrolled state to the dark fringe (see previous chapter). After locking,
the automation enables the automatic alignment system and takes the ITF to its
lowest noise state (science mode).
8.4 Automatic alignment
In recycled configuration, the large number of involved degrees of freedom and the
couplings between the extracted signals make the implementation of the automatic
alignment system a very complex problem.
1Even if these other kind of instabilities had a different shape with respect to the jumps, they
were confused often with the first ones, and this probably slowed down the diagnostics.
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Figure 8.5: Locking sequence, for the uncontrolled state of the ITF to science mode.
A simplified scheme was implemented and tested during commissioning run C6,
with the main goal to guarantee a better stability of the ITF by reducing power
fluctuations in the dark fringe signal. In this scheme, only the differential modes of
the end mirrors (pitch and yaw) were controlled with the full bandwidth of a few Hz,
by using quadrant demodulated signals extracted from the asymmetric port (B1p)
and acting on the NE mirror. This kind of control improved very significantly the
power stability of the ITF, as shown in figure 8.4.
All the other angular degrees of freedom of the ITF were kept controlled with
very narrow bandwidths (∼ 10 mHz). This drift control reduced the slow drifts of
the mirror angular positions by readjusting the set-point of the local control system,
which remained switched on at all times. In this way the local control reduced
the high frequency angular fluctuations, while slow motions were controlled with
the drift control, which is less sensitive to signal couplings thanks to its narrow
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bandwidth and is therefore easier to implement.
Figure 8.6: Histogram of the dark fringe power measured with the NE mirror kept under local
control (green) and with the automatic alignment at full bandwidth (red) [37].
The automatic alignment system was improved for C7 (see figure 8.4). Five
mirrors, corresponding to 10 out of 12 control loops, were controlled with about 3
Hz of bandwidth, leaving only one mirror under local control. The remaining degrees
of freedom referred only to the long-term stabilization of the beam position drift in
the two arms.
8.5 Reduction of the longitudinal control noise
As seen in the C5 noise budget, the reduction of the longitudinal control noise
introduced by the auxiliary degrees of freedom (MICH, PRCL and CARM) played
a crucial role in improving the Virgo sensitivity.
The CARM length was controlled by the laser frequency servo with a bandwidth
of 10 kHz. The impact of the frequency noise in the Virgo sensitivity was mainly
at high frequency, mostly due to the sensing of the demodulated error signal used
for the frequency stabilization2. The sensing noise can be reduced in at least three
ways:
2The coupling of the frequency noise with the dark fringe signal depends also on the Common
Mode Rejection Factor (CMRF), which is affected by the loss asymmetry between the two arms
and by the alignment of one arm with respect to the other.
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Figure 8.7: Comparison of the recycling cavity power, over 1 day of data taking in C5 (blu) and
C6 (red).
• by increasing the power of the input beam;
• by increasing the fraction of the light impinging the photodiode;
• by increasing the modulation index.
The last two solutions were applied in C7.
The impact of the CARM control noise at the anti-symmetric port will not be
analyzed here in more details (see [34]). This section will be instead dedicated
to the control noises of the other two auxiliary lengths, MICH and PRCL. The
techniques studied and applied so far in order to reduce their contamination at the
anti-symmetric port are described.
8.5.1 Use of more sensitive signals
The large number of signals extracted at the output ports of the ITF makes the
choice of a suitable set of error signals to be involved in the locking scheme non-
trivial. The general strategy, already applied in the recombined configuration, is
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Figure 8.8: Automatic alignment locking scheme in C7.
to use more robust signals during the lock acquisition phase, and once the ITF is
locked onto the dark fringe, to replace them with less noisy signals.
Switch from B2 3f to B2
Once the ITF was stably locked on the dark fringe, the switch from the reflected
3Ω-demodulated signal to the Ω-demodulated signal to control PRCL was tested.
The 3Ω-demodulated signal is more robust than the Ω-demodulated signal, but it is
also noisier. In fact, at the operating point, the sensitivity of the 3Ω-demodulated
signal to a PRCL length variation can be written as:
B2 3f ACp ∝ J1(m)J2(m)g21rsb,2rM∆l+ (8.1)
Since second order of sidebands are not resonant in the interferometer, they are
all reflected a the symmetric port, so that rsb,2 ∼ 1.
By assuming the same quantity of light impinging the two photodiodes and the
same noise performance of the photo-detectors, for the Ω-demodulated signal we
have:
B2 ACp ∝ J0(m)J1(m)(g20rcrsb + g21rcrrM )∆l+ (8.2)
The ratio between the amplitude of the Ω-demodulated signal and of the 3Ω-
demodulated signal is therefore:
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B2 ACp
B2 3f ACp
∝ J0(m)J1(m)(−g
2
0rcrsb + g
2
1rcrrM )
J1(m)J2(m)g21rM
(8.3)
=
−g20rsb + g21rcrrM
(m2 )
2g21rM
(8.4)
In particular, by substituting the nominal Virgo parameters:
rM = 0.9945 (8.5)
rc ' −1 (8.6)
rsb ' −0.767 (8.7)
rcr ' 1 (8.8)
the ratio becomes:
B2 ACp
B2 3f ACp
∼ 250 (8.9)
As confirmed by the simulation [55], this means that B2 3f ACp has a SNR
about two orders of magnitude worse than B2 ACp. For this reason, in order to
optimize the locking scheme noise performance, the transition from the reflected
3Ω-demodulated signal to the Ω-demodulated signal was tested3.
However, with the ITF stably locked on the dark fringe, an offset was present in
the B2 ACp signal4. The offset in this signal corresponded to an offset of about 10
nm in the PR mirror position5. The switch to B2 ACp was tested anyway. Even
electronically removing the offset, a stable lock of the ITF with the B2 ACp signal
was never held for more than a few minutes.
3An alternative solution is to move the PR control from the reflected 3Ω-demodulated signal to
the demodulated signal extracted from the second face of BS: this requires previously to stabilize
the laser frequency by involving the reflected Ω-demodulated signal.
4The demodulation phase of B2 was tuned by injecting a sinus line on PR to displace the mirror
along the z-axis, at a frequency of a few hundreds of Hz, and by setting the demodulation phase so
to maximize the in-phase component with respect to the quadrature phase component
5The calibration of the offset visible in the B2 ACp signal was done by knowing the gain of
the PR actuators, 1.3× 10−5m/V , and by measuring the amplitude of a sinusoidal line injected on
the PR to displace the mirror along the z-axis. Moreover, by involving this signal in the locking
scheme without removing the offset, a fast decrease by a factor 3 of the power stored inside the
interferometer was observed before the ITF unlocked. Since the recycling cavity has a finesse
F ∼ 75, it is compatible with a change of about 10 nm of the PR mirror from the resonant
position.
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The origin of this offset was not understood. Possible generation mechanisms
were thought to be connected with spurious beams and stray-light detected in the
injection system, as for the problem of jumps (see section 8.2). A partial dumping
of the unwanted beams impinging upon the B2 photodiode was performed, but no
change was observed in the B2 ACp offset value. The centering of the B2 photodiode
was checked as well, without significant improvements.
Increase of the modulation index
One way to improve the SNR of locking signals limited by shot-noise and electronic
noise is to increase the modulation index m of the incoming laser beam.
The Ω-demodulated signals are proportional to m, so that, by increasing the
modulation index by a factor 2, for instance, the amplitude of these signals would
increase by a factor 2 as well. In particular, the impact of the electronic noise on
B1 ACp and B5 ACp would be decreased by the same factor. Concerning the shot
noise, its impact would be decreased only on B5 ACp. The shot-noise on B1, on the
other hand, is dominated by the sideband power, so that it increases by the same
factor as the amplitude of the demodulated signal.
The 3Ω-demodulated signal B2 3f ACp used to control PRCL is instead propor-
tional to m3, so that its amplitude would increased by a factor 8, greatly reducing
both the electronic and the shot noise impact. During the commissioning runs C5
and C6 m = 0.16, where the commissioning run C7 was performed with m = 0.30.
8.5.2 Optimization of the control filters
The control filters have to be optimized in order to reduce the noise reintroduced
in the detection band. The solution adopted was to reduce as much as possible the
bandwidth of the control loops, around 10 Hz for the MICH and 30 Hz for the PRCL
loop, and to design aggressive roll-off at a few tens of Hz.
Figure 8.5.2 shows the 7th-order elliptic filter with a roll-off at 50 Hz designed
for reducing the noise reintroduced into the dark fringe signal by the MICH loop
(red). At 100 Hz, the reduction of the gain with respect to the simpler derivative
filter used in the lock acquisition phase (blue), is about 20 dB.
The spectrum of the corresponding correction signals applied to the BS is shown
in figure 8.5.2. A further reduction of the gain, and a consequent reduction of the
unity gain frequency, can not be applied without compromising the stability of the
loop. It was experimentally found, for instance, that a unity gain frequency lower
than 6 Hz could not be adopted for the MICH loop.
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Figure 8.9: Comparison between the simple derivative filter used for lock acquisition (blue) and
the 7th order elliptic filter applied to reduce the MICH control noise reintroduced in the dark fringe
signal.
A similar filter was tested after C6 on the PRCL loop, with a roll-off at 100 Hz,
in order to reduce the longitudinal control noise limiting the C6 sensitivity at a few
hundreds of Hz (see C6 noise budget 8.6.2). It was not applied during C7 since the
increasing of the modulation index (see section 8.5.1) made the longitudinal control
noise of the PRCL loop not the noise source anymore in that frequency range.
8.5.3 Subtraction of the beam-splitter control noise
Aggressive filters to reduce the longitudinal control noise have to provide the required
attenuation without compromising the loop stability. As shown in the previous
section, a roll-off in the MICH control filter at frequency lower than 50 Hz could not
be implemented, even if the MICH control noise limited the sensitivity up to lower
frequencies.
One possible solution to overcome the problem of these strong requirements on
the controller filters consists in applying the noise subtraction technique, as done in
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Figure 8.10: Spectrum of the correction signal applied on BS when the simple derivative filter is
applied (blue), compared with the one given by the 7th order elliptic filter with a 50 Hz roll-off.
LIGO. This technique was adopted in C6 and C7 to subtract the BS control noise
reintroduced in the dark fringe signal B1 ACp, limiting the sensitivity below 50
Hz. The BS correction signal was added in differential mode to the end mirrors (see
figure 8.5.3), in order to cancel the noise reintroduced by this signal at the dark port.
In general, the coupling between the BS corrections and the end mirror correction
is frequency dependent, where the applied strategy used a simple constant coupling
coefficient α.
Figure 8.5.3 shows the dark fringe signal B1 ACp when the noise subtraction
technique is applied: the contribution of the BS control noise to the dark fringe
signal is suppressed by a factor 10 (see figure 8.5.3) in the frequency range between
10 Hz and 50 Hz.
In order to efficiently apply the subtraction technique, a fine measurement (with
90% of accuracy) of the coupling coefficient α was needed6.
6This is in agreement with that observed in LIGO. In fact, in order to have an attenuation of
the BS control noise of about 20 dB, the transfer functions (l− → B1 ACp) and (L− → B1 ACp)
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Figure 8.11: Locking scheme with the subtraction of the BS longitudinal control noise.
8.5.4 Next steps
Next possible steps in the longitudinal control noise reduction can be identified on
the base of the previous discussions:
• the transition from the reflected 3Ω-demodulated signal to the Ω-demodulated
one was not successful, and the offset present in this signal was not understood.
Further tests with the new injection bench will be needed in order to clarify
this point;
• the optimization of the demodulation phases of the involved signals plays a
crucial role also in reducing the coupling in the read-out phase between the
different degrees of freedom. In particular, a deeper analysis of the B2 3f
demodulation phase is needed. In fact, as discussed in 8.2, some instabilities
have to be known with 90% of accuracy [56].
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Figure 8.12: Dark fringe signal before (blue) and after (red) the subtraction of the BS longitudinal
control noise.
of the ITF were connected with the tuning of this parameter. Moreover, in
order to prevent any possible reintroduction of frequency noise in the MICH
loop, a fine tuning of the B5 demodulation phase might be needed as well7.
• the optimization of the subtraction of the BS control noise and possibly appli-
cation of the same technique to subtract the PR control noise.
8.6 Commissioning run C6
The run C6 was a 14 days-long run (29th July - 12th August 2005). The C6 science
mode configuration consisted of the ITF locked in recycled mode, as tested in C5,
with the main difference of the implementation of the automatic alignment control
system (as described in section 8.4), which greatly improved the detector stability
making long term operations possible.
All the operations were automatically managed by ALP, so that the science mode
configuration was automatically recovered, usually after only a few minutes.
7Both the components of B5 are involved in the locking scheme: B5 ACp is the frequency servo
error signal, B5 ACq is used to control MICH.
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Figure 8.13: Coherence between the dark fringe signal and the BS longitudinal corrections before
(blue) and after (red) the subtraction of the BS longitudinal control noise.
8.6.1 Duty-cycle and lock losses
The trend of the recycling power over the entire run is shown in figure 8.6.1.
The ITF was locked for about 90% of the time, with the longest continuous
locked stretch being about 40 hours. The duty-cycle in science mode configuration
was about 85%.
About 40 lock losses occurred during C6. They were all investigated. The main
causes of unlock were found to be the followings:
• bad centering of one quadrant photo-detector, which caused drifts in the au-
tomatic alignment signals, introduced misalignments in the mirrors and even-
tually unlocked the ITF;
• saturations in the correction signals sent to the end mirrors. The low noise
configuration for the coil drivers of the end mirrors reduced the dynamic range
of the voltage applicable to the reference mass by a factor 25, so that the
maximum range was −0.4± 0.4 Volts and even a small excess of seismic noise
easily induced saturations in the correction signals. This problem was expected
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Figure 8.14: C6 recycling power trend.
to be fixed in the C7 run, by the full hierarchical control of the superattenuator,
with the split of the longitudinal control to the marionette and the consequent
reduction of the correction signals sent to reference mass.
• unlocks of the IMC.
8.6.2 C6 noise budget
As already said, several operations were performed in C6 in order to reduce the noise
reintroduced into the dark fringe signal:
• the optimization of the local control system performance, in particular con-
cerning the BS mirror, which made the ITF generally more stable, with a
reduction of the coupling of the phase noise into the dark fringe signal above
1 kHz;
• the subtraction of the noise reintroduced into the dark fringe signal by the
longitudinal BS control, in between 40 and 50 Hz;
• the implementation of a low noise configuration of mirrors’ actuators, able to
reduce the DAC noise around 100 Hz by a factor 25;
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• more aggressive filtering for the BS longitudinal control loop, with a roll-off at
50 Hz (instead 100 Hz) preventing noise reintroduction at higher frequencies.
Moreover, the detector performance during the run suggested other possible
improvements, mainly devoted to improving the sensitivity above 100 Hz:
• dumping of stray beams discovered in the NE bench, which caused an excess
of noise in the sensitivity curve around 100-300 Hz;
• reduction of the power noise, which coupled into the dark fringe signal at
few hundreds of Hz. The power noise reduction was performed improving the
alignment of the main beam on the IMC, and changing the control scheme of
the power stabilization loop;
• increase of the power impinging upon the photodiode B1, by changing the
optical set-up. This reduced the electronic noise limiting the dark fringe signal
by a factor
√
2, thereby improving the sensitivity at high frequency.
Thanks to all these actions, almost one order of magnitude was gained in sensi-
tivity at the end of C6 relative to C5 8.7.1.
The noise budget is shown in figure 8.6.2.
The low frequency region of the sensitivity curve is limited by control noises. In
particular, below 30 Hz the main contribution comes from mirror angular control
noise, where between 30 and 50 Hz it is the BS longitudinal control noise that
dominates. The actuator noise limits the sensitivity from 50 Hz to 200 Hz. Between
100 and 500 Hz a slight contribution is given also by the PR longitudinal control
noise. The electronic noise and the shot noise of the B5 photodiode determine the
level of the laser frequency noise, which limits the sensitivity above 600 Hz.
8.7 Commissioning run C7
The run C7 was five days long (14th September, 19th September). The alignment
drift control used in C6 was replaced by an almost complete automatic alignment
of the mirrors and the full hierarchical control was operating on the NE superat-
tenuator. The duty cycle was around 65%. It decreased with respect to C6 mainly
because of less favorable weather conditions and failures in the input mode-cleaner
lock. Moreover, the increased complexity of the newly implemented control systems
required further optimizations in order to guarantee stability and robustness to the
detector. The trend of the recycled power during C7 is shown in figure 8.7.
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Figure 8.15: Noise budget in C6 [34].
With respect to C6, the sensitivity was improved across the whole spectrum:
• the implementation of the automatic alignment reduced by about a one order
of magnitude the noise reintroduced below 50 Hz;
• the hierarchical control of the super attenuator allowed the electronics of the
actuators to be further optimized, so as to reduce the contribution of the DAC
noise up to 100 Hz. Moreover, the increase of the SNR of the B2 3f ACp
signal reduced the contribution of the PR longitudinal control noise around
100 Hz;
• the increase of the modulation depth by a factor 2 and the optimization of the
B5 optical set-up increased by a factor three the power impinging upon this
photodiode, reducing the impact of the shot noise and electronic noise in the
frequency servo error signal B5 ACp. The result was an improvement by a
factor 2 in the sensitivity curve.
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Figure 8.16: Trend of the recycling power during the 5 days-long C7 run.
The C7 noise budget is shown in figure 8.7. Up to 100 Hz longitudinal and
angular control noises are still the main sources of noise. In the mid-frequency region
(100-300 Hz) both control noises and photodiode readout noises contribute to the
sensitivity curve, but a dominant noise source was not identified. Above 300 Hz the
sensitivity floor is limited by the shot noise of the B1 and B5 photodiodes. Moreover,
several structures visible above 400 Hz were connected with environmental noise in
the laser laboratory, reintroduced into the dark fringe signal as laser frequency noise.
8.7.1 Noise hunting: next steps
Figure 8.7.1 summarizes progresses made in almost 1 year of commissioning to im-
prove the performance of the Virgo recycled ITF.
Several actions are planned in order to improve the noise performance of the
detector in the further stages of the commissioning activity:
• high frequency region (above 300 Hz) - The limiting sources are read-out noise
(shot-noise of the dark fringe signal and of the frequency servo error signal).
The main action will be to increase by a factor 10 with respect to C7 the
incoming power, with the put in operation of the new injection bench;
• mid frequency region (between 100 and 300 Hz) - Different sources of noise were
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Figure 8.17: C7 noise budget [34].
identified, such as actuator noise, diffused light and acoustic noise. Several
actions are already defined: the reduction of the actuator noise by means of
improvements of the electronics, further investigations on the stray-beams at
the end detection tables, better isolation of the laser laboratory and of the
external detection bench in order to decrease the acoustic noise coupling into
the dark fringe signal;
• low frequency region (below 100 Hz) - Angular and longitudinal control noises
are still limiting the sensitivity. Concerning the angular noise, the final auto-
matic alignment system was not yet implemented, so that during C7 the WI
mirror was still under local control. Even with the final scheme running, the
angular noise will need to be further reduced, mainly by optimizing the control
filters, combining low bandwidth loops (100 mHz) with steeper roll-off so as
to reduce the noise introduced in the detection band.
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Figure 8.18: Sensitivity curves of the Virgo recycled ITF as measured in the commissioning runs
C5, C6 and C7.
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Conclusion
The lock of the Virgo interferometer was achieved through an original technique,
called variable finesse lock acquisition. Its design and implementation takes advan-
tage of the preliminary commissioning steps (3 km cavity and recombined interfer-
ometer) and the solutions for interferometer control developed in other gravitational
wave detectors. When possible, a real time simulation has been used as support for
the experimental activity, mainly in order to test the locking algorithm but also to
test their implementation in the Virgo real time control system.
The various difficulties encountered during the commissioning activity were also
described, together with Virgo upgrades that they have driven. Once the inter-
ferometer was locked in a robust configuration, the reduction of the longitudinal
control noises was addressed. Various changes were made to the detector and as-
sociated control systems which resulted in a significant improvement in sensitivity
and duty-cycle.
The stability and noise level achieved during the commissioning run C7 allowed to
reach for several hours an ”horizon” for detecting 1.4-1.4 solar mass neutron stars at
a distance of 1.5 Mpc with SNR of 8. Several studies for new noise sources ones could
take place paving the way for sensitivity improvements. Full beam intensity has now
been restored in the interferometer and it is expected that a soon a significantly
better sensitivity will be achieved.
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Appendix A
Definition of Acronyms
ITF Interferometer
CITF Central Interferometer
PR Power Recycling mirror
BS Beam-Splitter mirror
NI North Input mirror
NE North End mirror
WI West Input mirror
WE West End mirror
PRCL Power Recycling Cavity Length
MICH Michelson length
CARM Common Arm length
DARM Differential Arm length
SA Superattenuator
AA Automatic Alignment
IMC Input Mode-Cleaner
IB Input Bench
SSFS Second Stage of Frequency Stabilization
OMC Output Mode-Cleaner
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Appendix B
Fabry-Perot cavities
A Fabry-Perot cavity formed by the input mirror IM and the end mirror EM is
shown in figure B.1. The reflectivity and transmissivity amplitude of the two mirrors
are connected by the relation:
r21 + t
2
1 + L1 = 1 (B.1)
r22 + t
2
2 + L2 = 1 (B.2)
where L1 and L2 are the losses of the input and end mirror respectively.
Figure B.1: Fields in the Fabry-Perot cavity.
Given Ein = Eeiωt the electric field of the monochromatic input beam of angular
frequency ω, the stored field inside the cavity Esto and the transmitted and reflected
fields from the cavity, Etr and Eref , are described by the following equations:
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Esto =
t1
1− r1r2eiΦ Ein (B.3)
Etr =
t1t2e
iΦ/2
1− r1r2eiΦ Ein (B.4)
Eref =
r1 − r2(1− L1)eiΦ
1− r1r2eiΦ E0 (B.5)
where Φ is the phase of the light accumulated in the round-trip between the two
mirrors, placed at the distance L:
Φ =
2ωL
c
(B.6)
The resonance condition which maximizes the stored and the transmitted powers
Psto = |Esto|2 and Ptr = |Etr|2, is given by:
Φ = 0 (mod 2pi) (B.7)
At resonance they are:
Psto,res =
t21
(1− r1r2)2 Pin (B.8)
Ptr,res =
t21t
2
2
(1− r1r2)2 Pin (B.9)
With respect to the incoming power Pin = |Ein|2 = |E|2, the stored power inside
the cavity is enhanced by the so-called gain of the cavity:
G =
t21
(1− r1r2)2 (B.10)
The Fabry-Perot cavity is usually characterized in terms of its finesse F . It
is defined as the ratio of the distance between two consecutive resonances and the
full width at half maximum of a resonance (FWHM). For optical resonators, the
reflectivity are generally chosen so that 1−r1r2 << 1 so thatF can be approximated
as:
F ' pi
√
r1r2
1− r1r2 (B.11)
The distance in frequency and in length corresponding to the half width at half
maximum (HWHM) of a resonance can be expressed in terms of F . They are:
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(∆L)HWHM =
λ
4F
(B.12)
(∆L)HWHM =
λ
4LF
(B.13)
B.1 The reflected field
The most important characteristic of a Fabry-Perot is the phase behavior of the
reflected light from the cavity, described by the complex reflectivity rarm(Φ). Ac-
cording to equation B.3, it is defined as:
rarm(Φ) =
r1 − r2(1− L1)eiΦ
1− r1r2eiΦ (B.14)
At resonance:
rarm(0) =
r1 − r2(1− L1)
1− r1r2 (B.15)
Depending on the losses, three cases are possible:
• r1 − r2(1− L1) = 0, optimal-coupled cavity
The reflected field at resonance is null. If P1 = 0, this condition is verified
when r1 = r2;
• r1 − r2(1− L1) < 0, over-coupled cavity
The incident and the reflected beam are de-phased by pi. If P1 = 0, this
condition is verified when r1 < r2;
• r1 − r2(1− L1) > 0, under-coupled cavity
The incident and the reflected beam are in phase. If P1 = 0, this condition is
verified when r2 < r1.
When the light is resonant in the cavity, the phase Ψref of the complex amplitude
reflectivity is sensitive to the phase change Φ of the light inside the cavity. Its
derivative is in fact:
dΨrif
dΦ
' r2[(1− L1)− r
2
1]
(1− r1r2)[r1 + (1− L1)r2] (B.16)
Depending if the cavity is optimal-coupled, over-coupled or under-coupled, the
phase change of the reflected field is amplified in a different way. In particular, it
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is interesting to observe the amplification factor in case of over-coupled cavity. By
assuming P1 ' 0 and according to the previous definition of F :
dΨrif
dΦ
' 2F
pi
(B.17)
Under this assumptions, the amplification factor corresponds to the cavity gain
G:
G ' 2F
pi
(B.18)
In particular, for the Virgo 3-km cavities, r1 = 0.94 and r2 = 0.999975, so that
F = 50 and G ' 30.
B.2 Operating point
The operating point of the cavity can be defined in terms of its amplitude reflectiv-
ity and transmissivity for carrier and sidebands fields. They are derived from the
formula reported in the previous section, specifying the relative round-trip-phase
accumulated by the different fields inside the cavity. Carrier and sidebands fields
can be considered to propagate independently: the carrier field propagates at a fre-
quency ω0, and the nth-order sideband fields propagate at frequencies ω0 ± nΩ.
For the carrier field (index 0):
rarm,0(Φ0) =
r1 − r2eiΦ0
1− r1r2eiΦ0 (B.19)
tarm,0(Φ0) =
t1t2e
iΦ0/2
1− r1r2eiΦ0 (B.20)
where:
Φ0 =
2Lω0
c
(B.21)
and the assumption of L1 ' 0 is done.
The reflected phase from the Fabry-Perot cavity is most sensitive when the carrier
resonates inside the cavity. The resonance with respect to the carrier beam is verified
if:
Φres,0 = Φ0 = 0 (mod 2pi) (B.22)
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With the carrier at resonance, the amplitude reflectivity and transmissivity of
the cavity become minimized and maximized, respectively:
rarm,0(Φ0) = rc =
r1 − r2
1− r1r2 (B.23)
tarm,0(Φ0) =
t1t2
1− r1r2 (B.24)
In particular, with r1 << r2 as in Virgo rc ' −1.
The phase accumulated by nth-order sidebands (index n) is:
Φn = Φ0 + nγ, γ =
2LΩ
c
(B.25)
With the carrier at resonance:
rarm,n(Φn) =
r1 − r2einγ
1− r1r2einγ (B.26)
tarm,n(Φn) =
t1t2e
inγ/2
1− r1r2einγ (B.27)
The modulation frequency Ω is chosen so that the arm cavities are near anti-
resonant for the first-order sidebands (index 1) when the carrier resonates. There-
fore:
Φanti,1 = Φ1 ' pi (mod 2pi) (B.28)
so that:
rarm,1(Φ1) = rarm,−1(Φ−1) =
r1 + r2
1 + r1r2
(B.29)
tarm,1(Φ1) = −tarm,−1(Φ−1) = i t1t21 + r1r2 (B.30)
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Appendix C
Pound-Drever-Hall signals in
the recombined ITF
The explicit calculation of the Pound-Drever-Hall signals extracted in reflection and
in transmission of the recombined ITF is done here.
According to the formula introduced in section B.2, the amplitude reflectivity and
transmissivity of the compound mirror for the first order sidebands are computed
by considering that, with the carrier around resonance, p+,1 ' p+,−1 ' 1 and
p−,1 ' p−,−1 ' 0, so that:
rcom,1(φ−,1) ' cos
(
φ−,1
2
)
= cos
(
φ−,0
2
+
Ωl−
c
)
(C.1)
rcom,−1(φ−,−1) ' cos
(
φ−,−1
2
)
= cos
(
φ−,0
2
− Ωl−
c
)
(C.2)
tcomASY,1(φ−,1) ' i sin
(
φ−,1
2
)
= i sin
(
φ−,0
2
+
Ωl−
c
)
(C.3)
tcomASY,1(φ−,−1) ' i sin
(
φ−,−1
2
)
= i sin
(
φ−,0
2
− Ωl−
c
)
(C.4)
C.1 Asymmetric-Port signals
The Pound-Drever-Hall signals detected at the asymmetric port of the recombined
ITF are now easily derived from the transmission coefficients previously written.
Amplitudes of the fields are:
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Figure C.1: Extraction of Pound-Drever-Hall signals in the recombined ITF
Aasy1 = iEJ1tasy sin
(
φ−,0
2
+
Ωl−
c
)
(C.5)
Aasy−1 = −iEJ1tasy sin
(
φ−,0
2
− Ωl−
c
)
(C.6)
Aasy0 = EJ0tasy
{
p−,0 cos
(
φ−,0
2
)
+ ip+,0 sin
(
φ−,0
2
)}
(C.7)
where tasy is the transmission path to the photo-detector placed at the asym-
metric port.
For a common mode phase variation ∆Φ+:
p−,0 ' 0 (C.8)
p+,0 ' rc
(
1 + i
2F
pi
∆Φ+
)
(C.9)
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Moreover, the dark fringe for the carrier requires
φ−,0 = 0⇒ Aasy0 = 0
It means that there is not a Pound-Drever-Hall signal sensitive to ∆Φ+ at the
asymmetric port.
For differential mode variation ∆Φ+, p+,0 vanishes and p−,0 can be written as:
p−,0 ' irc2
2F
pi
∆Φ− (C.10)
Then, by imposing the dark fringe for the carrier:
Aasy1 ' iEJ1tasy sin
(
Ωl−
c
)
(C.11)
Aasy−1 ' iEJ1tasy sin
(
Ωl−
c
)
(C.12)
Aasy0 ' iEJ0tasy rc2
2F
pi
∆Φ− (C.13)
So that:
[
A∗asy−1Aasy0 +A
∗
asy0Aasy1
] ' t2asy|E|2J1J0rc sin(Ωl−c
)
2F
pi
∆Φ− (C.14)
The quadrature-phase component of the signal is zero, and the Pound-Drever-
Signal is on the in-phase component:
Iasy ' t2dark|E|2J1J0rc sin
(
Ωl−
c
)
2F
pi
∆Φ− (C.15)
= 2t2dark|E|2J1J0rc
ω0
c
sin
(
Ωl−
c
)
2F
pi
∆L− (C.16)
In order to study the response for a differential variation of the carrier phase
inside the Michelson, the amplitudes fields can be simplified by considering that the
resonance for the carrier inside the arms leads to p−,0 ' 0 and p+,0 ' rc:
Aasy1 ' iEJ1tasy sin
(
φ−,0
2
+
Ωl−
c
)
(C.17)
Aasy−1 ' −iEJ1tasy sin
(
φ−,0
2
− Ωl−
c
)
(C.18)
Aasy0 ' iEJ0rctasy sin
(
φ−,0
2
)
(C.19)
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Since A∗asy0 = −Aasy0,
[
A∗asy−1Aasy0 +A
∗
asy0Aasy1
]
= Aasy0
[
A∗asy−1 −Aasy1
]
(C.20)
By considering a differential variation of the Michelson phase ∆φ−,0, around the
dark fringe condition:
φ−,0 = φ−,0 +∆φ−,0 (C.21)
with some algebra the in-phase Pound-Drever-Hall signal is obtained:
Iasy ' 2t2asy|E|2J1J0rcsin
(
Ωl−
c
)
ω0
c
∆l− (C.22)
C.2 Reflected port signals
The field amplitudes at the reflection port are obtained in the same way as done be-
fore at the asymmetric port, by using the reflection coefficients to find the amplitude
of the reflected field detected by the photo-detector:
Aref1 ' EJ1tref cos
(
φ−,0
2
+
Ωl−
c
)
(C.23)
Aref−1 ' −EJ1tref cos
(
φ−,0
2
− Ωl−
c
)
(C.24)
Aref0 ' EJ0tref
{
p+,0 cos
(
φ−
2
)
+ ip−,0 sin
(
φ−
2
)}
(C.25)
where tref is the transmission path to the phot-detector.
The same approximations done before have then to be applied in order to study
the response of the ITF to small phase variations around the working point.
For common mode variation ∆Φ+, the approximations are here summarized:
p−,0 ' 0 (C.26)
p+,0 ' rc
(
1 + i
2F
pi
∆Φ+
)
(C.27)
φ−,0 ' 0 (C.28)
The fields amplitude are therefore:
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Aref1 ' EJ1tref cos
(
Ωl−
c
)
(C.29)
Aref−1 ' −EJ1tref cos
(
Ωl−
c
)
(C.30)
Aref0 ' EJ0trefrc
(
1 + i
2F
pi
∆Φ+
)
(C.31)
and
[
A∗ref−1Aref0 +A
∗
ref0Aref1
]
= Aref1
[
A∗refo −Aref0
]
(C.32)
The real part vanishes, so that:
Qref ∝ 8|E|2J1J0t2refrc cos
(
Ωl−
c
)
2F
pi
ω0
c
∆L+ (C.33)
For a differential mode variation ∆Φ−, Aref0 ' 0, so that there is any Pound-
Drever-Hall signal associated to this degree of freedom at the reflected port.
In order to study the response for a differential variation of the carrier phase
inside the Michelson:
p−,0 ' 0 (C.34)
p+,0 ' rc (C.35)
therefore:
Aref1 ' EJ1tref cos
(
φ−,0
2
+
Ωl−
c
)
(C.36)
Aref−1 ' −EJ1tref cos
(
φ−,0
2
− Ωl−
c
)
(C.37)
Aref0 ' EJ0trefrc cos
(
φ−,0
2
)
(C.38)
By making the substitution φ−,0 ' φ−,0 +∆φ−,0 and developing the usual com-
putation, it is found that only the real part survives, and the Pound-Drever-Hall
signal has the same structure of the Michelson signal obtained in transmission:
Iref ∝ 2t2ref |E|2J1J0rcsin
(
Ωl−
c
)
ω0
c
∆l− (C.39)
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